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ABSTRACT 
Postal Corporation of Kenya (PCK), also known as 
Posta, and other courier service providers’ deliveries 
have always been governed by fair user policy (FUP) 
to safeguard on the operational ethics. Posta is one of 
the parastatal organizations registered 
Communications Authority of Kenya (CA) that still 
enjoys partial monopoly in letter boxes services. The 
courier business segment has stiff competition 
brought about, not only by liberalization policies 
passed by parliament in 2005 but also new courier 
players using cheap motor cycle riders that have 
drastically lowered the revenue base for the PCK. 
Parcel tracking starts at dropping points, the process 
continues while being transported to destinations 
picking offices, that may take several hours. With 
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) wireless 
systems organizations may increase business 
competitiveness and make better decisions while 
optimizing on safety of the transit parcels. The paper 
starts with literature reviews on RFID tracking 
systems, followed by comparisons of courier coding 
methods, RIFD conceptual designs, applications and 
procedures that may be deployment on transit parcels. 
The results and findings presented at the discussions 
may benefit all stakeholders by increasing customers 
satisfaction, business values and safety of the courier 
service providers in Kenya, and for further courier 
security research. 

KEYWORDS 
Courier, Fair User Policy, Parcels, RFID, Security, 
Wireless Tracking 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Historically speaking, supply chain management 
(SCM) has always used fair user policy (FUP) in 
its service deliveries where the merchant, 
middleman and customers negotiate on 
acceptable terms (rules that are) applied to the 
carrier firms transporting the merchandises to 
safeguards on excesses in the industry [1]. 
Example, the parcel conveyance rules would 
apply to: the addresses of both the sender and the 
receiver, size of the parcel, safety of handlers, 
parcel status, and distance to be covered [2]. 
Courier delivery services may be traced back 
many years before the birth of Jesus Christ as far 
back as the year 475 the Before Common Era 
(BCE) during the reigns of the old Assyrian 
World Empires when the government of the day 
instituted first known standards for parcel 
delivery systems with horse-men and runners [3]. 

The defunct British East African Post Office 
(BEAPO) systems introduced the courier system 
in Kenya in the mid eighteenth century with 
letters coming from Europe. At the independence 
in 1963 through to 1976 the government started 
East Africa Posts and Telecommunications 
Corporations (EAP&TC) that applied traditional 
postal systems that used to have centralized 
offices as dropping and collection centers for light 
parcels and stamped letters in and out of the East 
African Region. Once a postal stamp is fixed on 
the letter, or a parcel and a registration number is 
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obtained at the counter, in some cases, the 
customer had very limited ways of tracing the 
item once it left the postal center [4].  

The dissolution of the defunct East African 
community (EAC) in late 1970s created Kenya 
Posts and Telecommunication Corporation 
(KP&TC). Twenty years later, through a 
Parliamentary Act 1998 which was amended in 
2013, further split the corporation into three 
independent bodies: the Telkom Kenya Limited 
(TKL), the Communications Commission of Kenya 
(CCK) today Communications Authority (CA) 
for enforcing the regulations, and the existing 
Postal Corporation of Kenya (PCK) who is still 
running parcel delivery services alongside other 
competitors [5]. The Act also opened used fair 
user policy (FUP) in courier service delivery to 
new entrants in the sector such as: private bus 
companies, Small and medium (SMEs) 
organizations that sub-contract motor cycle riders 
for the parcel dropping services [7].  

While the substitute international courier services 
deployed express mail technologies in line with 
changes in wireless telecommunication 
technologies, PCK (locally known as Posta) 
continued with receiver and sender address ink 
inscriptions on the parcel as the only security 
marks used during the dispatch.  In 2009 Posta 
initiated Express Mail Services (EMS) for 
countrywide deliveries that is extended to serve at 
3,000 other centers worldwide [5].  

Table 1. Number of registered courier companies. 
Adapted from Communications Authority of Kenya 

quarterly report, 2018. p. 32. Copyright 2018 by CA. 
Adapted with permission for educational purposes. 

Table 1 shows the current number of the 
registered courier service providers as 1,520 by 
September 2017. Hitches on parcel delivery, 
however, continue to affect the processes, i.e. 
delays, tampering, and mail thieveries made the 
organization lose valuable customers resulting in 
low traffic to its centers and a big drop in its profit 
margins [16]. 

Transformation of CCK/CA regulations policies 
in the recent years, evolutions of E-commerce 
technologies over the Internet and the web data 
mining have turned out to be an opportunity for 
further innovations.  An efficient and cost-
effective Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) 
tracking system may be the universal survival 
niche for the Information Communications 
Technology (ICT) value addition leading to 
timely decision making [13]. To seize a 
competitive advantage in the courier industry an 
organization needs to design and implement 
improved IT business values in its operation 
processes.  In spite of the spread of wireless GSM 
and WiFi technologies in Kenya, the country has 
put very little efforts in exploring the advantages 
of RFID as a business enabler in acquiring high-
level technology its operational and security 
proficiency [6].  

The paper explores RFID technology value chain 
in parcel tracing through literature review on 
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related tracking technologies while linking their 
applications and procedures to the design and 
deployment of the parcel RIFD tags. The 
findings presented in the discussions and 
conclusions may benefit policy makers, the 
regulators, the courier service providers and 
business agents leading to increased customers 
intimacy, business returns and safety of parcels 
in the courier industry in the region. The 
information may also be used to identify gaps 
for future research in business strategic 
discussion in the courier parcel security. 

1.1 Objective of the Study 

To evaluate the impact of Radio Frequency 
Identification (RFID tracking systems in the 
courier service deliveries by reviewing various 
related scholarly literature that may guide on 
improvement of the ICT value chain in business 
competitiveness, adoption of the online parcels’ 
tracking model and business sustainability.  

1.2 Problem Identification 
Challenges concerning safety and security of 
parcels while in warehouses or on transit include 
package tampering and threat of terrorism in the 
East African region need effective risk 
mitigations. Additionally, courier firm managers 
tend to use only cost ratios to determine 
effectiveness of the operations while omitting the 
ICT value chain in their strategic business 
decisions. Studies have established that with 
online RFID wireless tracking models, it is 
possible to improve efficiency and effectiveness 
in security through enhanced knowledge on the 
parcel location and its status while optimizing on 
business returns through customers intimacy. 

2 REVIEWS OF THE RFID LITERATURE 

The section looks through various accredited 
academic publications including: textbooks, 
policy papers, journals, and Kenyan Acts of 
Parliament. This segment also presents 

assessments of supportive standards and 
regulations, applications of the RFID 
technologies in the supply chain management 
(SCM), and RFID frequency band management. 
The literature review focuses on research design 
that are scientific in nature, mixing 
experimental, inferential research and theory-
based research models.  

2.1 Acceptable User Policies 

Acceptable user policy (also known as Fair User 
Policy, FUP) applies to ethical terms used in the 
business communications as well as in the 
transport industry to safeguard all users on illegal 
or any unlawful activity in the sector [1], [5], [7], 
[8], [9], [22].  Courier industry is highly versatile 
and thus has attracted very many business entrants 
in Kenya. PCK previously monopolized the 
sector in light parcels and post box letters, while 
Kenya Railways Corporation was handling 
transportation of large and medium sized goods 
[16].   

Brown [7], state that the vender has personal 
responsibility of not accepting to transport illegal 
goods.  This calls for the courier company to 
demand details of the parcel content before 
accepting to carry it over to another destination. 
RFID coding systems have flexibility of capturing 
the description of the parcel at the dropping 
points. This process also protects the transporters 
[7].    

Ghafele and Gibert [22] base their views on the 
2005 Free Trade Agreement while arguing that 
flexible fair use of rules in the courier market 
enhances economic grouwth by removing 
stringent price controls. It is a giver-and-taker 
business model that accommodates all operators 
in the sector but puts barriers that mitigate 
oversteppings, especially in the copyrights or 
unregistered riders. Courier industry may borrow 
a leaf, so to speak from the model, since almost 
all operators are registred with CA for the 
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business licencing and rules [5].  The regulator 
acts as watch dog in case of any reported unethical 
acts. Through public awareness forum, training, 
memos and clearly labeled posters at the courier 
centers and in the transaction documents all users 
of the light parcel transportation systems should 
be informed not to carry illegal items such as guns 
or banned drugs, [9].  

2.2 RFID Systems Value Chain in the SCM 

PCK is compelled by the government’s Universal 
Services Obligation (USO) business laws to 
extend delivery of its the services up to very 
interior country side [5].  Implementing the RFID 
system in such a sparsity may not be cost effective 
unless the organization develops and adopts an 
elaborate Go-Live plan that includes resource-
based training on its existing technology with its 
large number of staff across the 300 postal centers 
spread in the counties. immensely increase return 
on investment by saving on storage inventory 
costs weighed against space [6]. The RFID / ICT 
value creation in the Supply Chain Management 
(SCM) is shown in Table 2 for the ICT business 
portfolio [12].

The courier SCM ICT business value chain 
encompasses business compatriot operations and 
value additions that drive the Business-to-
Consumer (B2C) business services.  At each stage 
RFID parcel tagging critical plays a critical role 
of automating the tracking events [12]. PCK is 
compelled by the government’s Universal 
Services Obligation (USO) business laws to 
deliver the services up to very interior country 
side [5].  Implementing the RFID system in such 
a large scale may not be cost effective unless the 
organization develops and adopts an elaborate 
Go-Live plan that includes resource-based 
training on its existing technology with its large  
number of staffs across its 300 postal centers 
spread in the counties [6]. 

Table 2.  The courier ICT business value chain 

Different theorems exist in a number of literature 
reviews concerning RFID systems deployments 
in the [10], [11], [12] [18].  Bayes Theory 
discussed by Myerson and Bayes [11] argue that 
any likelihood of success of a technology 
innovation should be based to an existing tangible 
evidence. This theory rules that the process of 
logical interpretation on the new pattern changes 
the value of RFID technology in the supply chain 
successes, thus, would easily be turned into an 
efficient and a clear operational workflow.  This 
belief should be the rationale for creating a 
competitive edge through the application of the 
RFID systems in the courier tracking processes 
management [11].  

Wamuyu and Maharaj [18] highlights 
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) theorem 
positioning five critical success metrics that may 
be adapted in the ICT radio technology for the 
system to be rated as valuable: its appropriateness 
in terms of performance, ease of implementation, 
its timeliness, cost effectiveness, the efficiency 
on recovery time in case of failures. The 
constructs are connected to the technical 
compatibility with existing systems and 
consumers’ perceived needs.  The net effect is to 
improve performances in business courier 
industries [18].  
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2.3 RFID Systems Risk Portfolio Theory  
Becerra and Sabherwal [10] argue that an ICT 
business investment unpredictability corresponds 
to its net value of input in costs. Much of the 
existing literature on wireless technologies pays 
particular attention to the vulnerability of such 
systems emerge mainly from mishandling by the 
courier operator staff in the process of loading, 
transporting, storage or at the offloading stages. 
Figure 1 is a portfolio showing relations between 
RFID business values and adoption costs [12]. 

Decision managers considering such alignment in 
its RFID business portfolio has to re-evaluate its 
organizational objectives to march the high level 
of me-too imitators. The business has to adapt 
some survival options based on its available 
resources such as competent staff who may be 
able to match with the speed of technological 
changes in a competitive environment. Any 
courier company that overlooks this speed of 
technological change driven by the RFID wireless 
system risks being left behind. 

Figure 1. The Risk Portfolio Theory adapted from 
“Knowledge Management Systems and Processes”, by 
Becerra and Sabherwal,2016, Copyright 2010 by M.E. 
Sharpe, Incorporation. Adapted with permission for 
educational purposes. 

2.4 Merits of The RFID Wireless Tracking Models 

A significant amount of literature on the Radio 
Frequency Identification systems (RFID) 
published over the past ten years have emphasized 
the RFID radio frequency allocations, merits and 
demerits and numerous applications of different 
RFID tags. For example: Lewis (2004) compares 
impacts of various parcel coding with the newly 
introduced RFID tagging as a means of locating 
parcel source by sharing its codes across open 
web networks, knowing its status, and description 
of the contents as well as its intended destination. 
The internet distributed channels, however, 
creates vulnerability along the routes such as 
malicious attacks even virus that require effective 
risk mitigations [20].   The RFID wireless 
signaling makes it appropriate to carry out faster 
inventory without moving around and over the 
pile of parcels since the radio signals can captured 
from any angle without contact with the item. 
Table 3 shows how the tiny size of an RFID tag is 
also an added advantage [13], [14], [15], 16].     

Sheela [17] sentiments support Khator [21] that 
postal and courier RFID system is increasingly 
being implemented in the tracking of large 
number of parcel deliveries and automobiles fleet 
management. Any courier organization who fails 
to embrace new RFID technology in its parcel 
management and logistics would soon find itself 
incompatible with the market demands.  For 
example, the Universal Postal Union (UPU) 
corporations control mail flows in RFID over 50 
countries to Saudi Arabia Post tagging mails. 
Some centers have fully automated the mail 
delivery process, including the receiving, 
classification, fleet management and dispatching 
of the packages [18]. Kenyans courier companies 
may benchmark the Saudi Postal concept that 
increased customers confidence on the online 
shopping, created more jobs for the middle men, 
and boosted the economy with increased cash 
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flow to small scale traders and the country as a 
whole [11].  

Table 3. Parcel tracking codes used in the Kenyan 
Courier industry compared to the RFID tags 

2.5 RFID Radio Frequency Management 

Communications Authority of Kenya [6] is vested 
with powers to regulate the radio frequency 
allocations under the fair user policies tot ensure 
ethical code of conduct is adhered to by all players 
in the courier sector [1], [6]. Kenyan courier 
stakeholders is probably aware that collective 
responsibility is mandatory for the successful 
implantation of the RFID projects countrywide. 
RFID Technology in tracking is relatively new in 
the developing world, thus, many organizations 
are complacent with older ways of mail handling 
adapting a wait and see attitude [14].  Challenges 
facing the courier organizations include: 
industrial espionage by competitors through 
eavesdropping using fixed or portable devices. 
Second, lack of competent RFID radio 
technologists. This, however, may be leveraged 
through vendor sponsored workshops where 
expertise demonstrations may be presented [17].  

Additionally, the RFID parcel tags are highly 
disposable once used. This may be addressed by 
either licensing local venders to supply large 
volumes of the same standardized web-enabled 
tags that are accepted by International 
Telecommunication Union (ITU-T) and the RFID 
European Commission standards [20]. Because 

Kenya is mainly agricultural producer, it may be 
a tall order to re-invent the wheel, so to speak, in 
such a highly competitive technology field.  

Figure 2. Kenyan RFID Frequency band allocation in the 
ITU-T spectrum R1. Adapted from “Optimization of 
Postal and Courier Business with the RFID Tracking and 
Quick Response Technology, A Sample Project for Postal 
Corporation of Kenya, p. 91 by Nyiendo, 2016. Copyright 
USIU-A Press, 2016. Adapted with permission for 
educational purposes. 

The easiest way out, at this time, may simply be 
to copy the best practices witnessed in Wal-Mart 
and Tesco business models in which the two 
organizations have embraced the RFID real-time 
inventory tracking requirements for all business 
partners worldwide. The conformity require their 
partners to include: radio frequency ranges 
selection for standard tags and the RFID readers, 
content arrangement and its data types, and the 
RFID systems application guidelines  [18].  

According to Lewis [14], the worldwide ITU-T 
RFID radio frequency band spectrum or 
subdivisions shown in Figure 2 are used in 
identifying the source code origination, also, for 
security purposes.  Kenya is placed in band one 
together with European countries operating under 
the umbrella of the RFID European Commission 
standards [14], [18].  

Communications Authority plans to revise its 
radio frequency categories in compliance with the 
ITU-T/EU-Region-1 frequency band allocation as 
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shown in Figure 2 above. The Wangusi [19] 
guidelines classifying the RFID system tags and 
readers as short-range devices (SRDs) that are 
administered through business legislations and 
regulations fall within the globally accepted free 
frequency bands: CA-K5, CA-K11 and CA-K11 
levels of HF 13.56 Megahertz for parcel tracking 
that includes airline baggage within a radius of 
two meters. The frequencies allocated in this 
range, however, are already allocated for devices 
such as fixed maritime mobile devices and radio 
navigation in Kenya [19]. 

The new entrants in the courier market adopted 
Fair User Policy model derived from Kantian and 
Utilitarian Theories that explore gaps in moral 
laws, culture and policies regardless of peoples’ 
interests across the country, and the Theory of 
Adoption that examines innovations over time 
and their sustainability [22]. Due to the demand 
for conformity to international ITU-TS standards 
are being enforced by the regulator, the 
Communications Authority [6]. The old barcode 
and postal addresses have been overhauled into 
the new the RFID tagging systems for tracking of 
the parcels. The courier operators, therefore, need 
to adopt the technology with no excuse for 
lagging behind.  

The introduction of mobile money transactions in 
the East African region further increased business 
competitiveness. Kenya has the highest rate of 
tele-density rate of about one telephone link to 
one person in the region [6]. This is a very 
important factor in boosting economic growth 
since the more goods are being transported the 
more people want to talk to each other to find out 
their parcel status. For example, the Mobile 
Money payment model deployed by the courier 
service providers have engendered customers 
trust towards security of the transactions, 
resulting too on huge benefits to the Mobile 
Service Providers and the government in form of 
taxes on the charges. 

3 RFID TRACKING SYSTEM THEOREM 

This segment considers on two research theorems 
that may be considered in deciding on the RFID 
parcel tracking system: contemplation theoretical 
and experimental frameworks.  The VB Dot.net 
software, used for configuring the RFID readers 
and tags in portable devices such as laptops or 
tabs, may freely be obtained from open source in 
Google search engine or elsewhere.  

Theoretical framework consists of online Gmail 
platform offering heterogeneous signal paths for 
the captured codes virtually to various 
destinations with essential digital foot-prints for 
need of tracing security breaches. At the receiving 
counters patrons are supplied with the parcel 
RFID security codes to aid in their online tracking 
processes.  There is a provision for querying the 
online database in real-time for the movements of 
the transit parcels by the customer and at dispatch 
offices [16]. 

The experimental design may comprise of RFID 
kit pugged onto a laptop USB input that is loaded 
with special software, an RFID reader, active tags 
attached to the parcel. The readers pick the coded 
radio signal within a radius of not more than two 
meters. When goods arrive at a center the readers 
are able to scan all available tags in search of a 
particular parcel.  There is a feedback loop for 
good that have not been collected within a certain 
time-frame. One major challenge is how to create 
a uniform awareness for the large number of 
courier operators within a large geographical area 
with some Internet gaps such as Kenya [16]. 
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Figure 3. An RFID radio parcel scanning model. Adapted 
from “Optimization of Postal and Courier Business with the 
RFID Tracking and Quick Response Technology, A Sample 
Project for Postal Corporation of Kenya”, p. 95;  by 
Nyiendo, 2016. Copyright USIU-A Press, 2016. Adapted 
with permission for educational purposes. 

The VB.Net interface generates data that relays a 
specific RFID tag code from one branch or 
courier center A to B. The stored data are kept in 
an internal database as it is being transmitted 
online but may as well be stored in the cloud. The 
tags require no line of sight for the RFID readers 
to pick the signals, hence its added advantate for 
updating the shelf inventory [21]. One other 
challenge, however, in using the freeware is lack 
of any service level contract with google.com 
such that incase of delays of the code 
transmission, misuse, or a malicious there in no 
one to be questioned. It is an acceptable user 
package at one’s own risk [20].  Figure 3 
illustrates the courier RFID system concept that 
may effectively be deployed at various points at 
low costs.   

4 CONCLUSIONS 

Decisions to implement a nationwide 
technological innovation such the Radio 
Frequency Identification (RFID) tracking system 
is indeed a major task. The number of courier 
market players is very large and have varied 
educational background that may not be easily 
harmonized within a short period of time. 
Implementing the RFID tracking systems in the 
courier service deliveries in the region is likely to 
improve the ICT value chain, resulting in 
increased customers trust in parcel transportations 
market, thus, enhancing business 
competitiveness, parcel security and its 
sustainability.  

However, in a demography where product fitness 
frequently changes due to varied factors such as 
the unpredictable terrorism threats and 
advancements in information technology decision 
to adopt this kind of business model should not be 
overly delayed. The new entrants attracted by the 
open governmental policies have indeed taken 
advantage of the laxity of the incumbents.   

Future research initiatives may look into better 
means of applying the RFID systems for Mobile 
Microsoft Applications (or Apple Apps) through 
the Global System Positioning (GPS) across the 
entire globe. For need of conformity with the 
global courier best practices there is no option, 
Kenya has to adopt the RFID system tracking 
model to it supply chain management to remain 
competitive in the worldwide courier industry. 
Any courier operator ignoring the RFID system 
application on its parcel tracking is likely going to 
lose its market share in the very near future. 
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Abstract:- Instance selection is used to extract useful data 

from actual data samples in order to enhance the predictive 

performance. Feature selection is used to select important 

features from dataset. In an experiment we used firefly 

algorithm for feature selection and genetic algorithm for 

instance selection. Further we used SVM, Random forest and 

Convolutional Neural Network for classifying malwares. 

Proposed method produced satisfactory results and can be 

used in real time antivirus engines for better performance.   

Keywords: Instance selection, Firefly algorithm, Genetic 

algorithm and Convolutional neural network 

1. Introduction 

 Malware or malicious activities are 

increasing with the increasable use of internet 

and mobile devices. Lots of articles have been 

written in this direction [31-34]. 

Yasuyuki et al. [10] analyzed 43,000 malware 

downloaded urls in the time span of 1.5 years. 

Authors identified three categories and 

discussed effective for handling three categories. 

Jan Stiborek [11] identified method of malware 

modelling and demonstrated (MIL) multiple 

instance learning for classification of malware. 

Yuxin Ding [12] et al. proposed family 

behaviour graph technique for malware 

detection where authors used system call 

dependency graph by analyzing taint data 

movement. Abdurrahman Pektas[13] proposed 

malware classification technique based on 

runtime behaviour. Authors analyzed 17,900 

malware samples and obtained 94% and 92.5% 

training and testing accuracy. 

   

                               Figure 1: Norton cyber security report 2017 
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Dimensionality reduction and record reduction are 

very important steps for data processing. In case of 

malware detection, fast scanning and detection 

accuracy are two important parameters. It’s not 

easy to attain these two objectives together. To 

fulfil this goal feature and instance selection can be 

used with machine learning or deep learning 

algorithms. 

Real time data contains large number of features. 

It’s not easy to work with all features and at the 

same time features are not significant. Same 

analogy can be considered for instance selection. 

Instance selection and feature selection solves the 

same problem by selecting subset of important 

instances and features respectively.  

For real time problem search space becomes very 

large so it increases the challenge of instance and 

feature selection. Techniques like heuristic search, 

greedy search, random search etc. are very popular 

for feature selection. Still the cost of total process 

is very high. Feature Selection can be divided into 

filter approach and wrapper approach. Wrapper 

approach generally utilize classification algorithm 

for feature subset analysis whereas filter 

approaches did not focus on classification 
algorithm.  
The aim of feature selection is twofold i.e. to 

increase accuracy for classification and to 

decrease numbers of features.  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure2.  Feature selection approaches 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Table 1. Related work in chronological order 

S.No. Year Title Technique and 

Results 

1.  2000 Distance based 

outliers: 

algorithms and 

applications [1] 

Authors used 

Instance selection 

and distance based 

algorithm for 

outlier detection. 

2.  2001 Instance 

selection and 

construction for 

data mining [2] 

Authors discussed 

instance selection 

and construction 

for data mining 

approaches. 

3.  2006 Artificial neural 

networks with 

evolutionary 

instance selection 

for financial 

forecasting [3] 

Genetic algorithm 

was used for 

instance selection 

and artificial 

neural network 

was used for stock 

market analysis. 

4.  2012 Enhancing 

evolutionary 

instance selection 

algorithms by 

means of fuzzy 

rough set based 

feature selection 

[4] 

Authors used 

hybrid 

evolutionary 

algorithm for data 

reduction 

(Instance and 

feature selection), 

Results showed 

high reduction 

rates on training 

sets to enhance 

nearest neighbour 

algorithm. 

5.  2013 Genetic 

algorithm for 

feature and 

instance selection 

[5] 

Genetic algorithm 

was used for 

feature and 

instance selection, 

SVM and KNN 

were used as 

classifier. 

6.  2015 A fuzzy-rough 

nearest 

neighbour 

classifier 

combined with 

consistency 

based subset 

evolution and 

instance selection 

for automatic 

diagnosis of 

breast cancer [6] 

Authors used 

Fuzzy rough 

instance selection 

technique and 

fuzzy rough 

nearest neighbour 

method for 

classification.  

7.  2016 A survey on 

Evolutionary 

computation 

approaches to 

feature selection 

[7] 

Evolutionary 

computation was 

used for feature 

selection and at 

the same time 

challenges were 

discussed.  

8.  2017 An efficient 

instance selection 

algorithm for K-

Nearest 

neighbour 

regression [8] 

Authors proposed 

algorithm to 

decrease the size 

of training data for 

KNN. 

9.  2018 Feature Selection 

with a Genetic 

Algorithm for 

Classification of 

Brain Imaging 

Data [9] 

Authors designed 
LASSO-based 
feature selection 
and a novel 
feature selection 
technique for 
fMRI data based 
genetic algorithm 
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2. Dataset 

For measuring the effectiveness of proposed approach 

following metamorphic malware and benign files are 

used. Well established malware generation kits and 

benign files are taken for analysis in our experiment.  

1. MWOR[14] 

2. NGVCK[15] 

3. MPCGEN[16] 

4. G2 virus generation kit [17] 

5. Clang[18] 

6. Cygwin[19] 

7. GCC[20] 

8. MingW[21] 

9. TASM[22] 

Lot of research articles have been written using same 

dataset [7, 11, 43]. Datasets used for analysis contains 

clang, cygwin, gcc, mingw and tasm as normal files. 

Malware data sample contains mwor, ngvck, mpcgen, 

and g2. 

3. Optimization Algorithms: 

Water Wave Optimization (WWO) 

Water Wave Optimization algorithms have been 

developed in past few years. Water wave 

optimization (WWO) i.e. meta-heuristic algorithm 

is based on shallow water wave theory for global 

optimization problems. Important phenomena 

associated with it are propagation, refraction and 

breaking. In the base paper [22] WWO has shown 

good results on benchmark datasets.   

  

IWO (Invasive Weed Optimization) 

Invasive weed optimization algorithm is based on 

web biology. By analyzing the behaviour of 

invasive weed, IWO came into existence. The 

main component of algorithms is as follows. 

Each individual in the colony have certain value in 

terms of optimization is considered as seed agent. 

A value that determines the quality of seed is 

called fitness, seed after evaluating the fitness 

become plant. Collection of seeds is colony and the 

total plant in system design population size [25]. 

BBO (Biogeography based optimization 

algorithm) 

The distribution of organism in geographical 

region gives rise to BBO. Important steps involved 

in it are, Migration and Mutation. Results are 

shown that reflects the effectiveness of same 

technique [26].  

GSA (Gravitational Search algorithm) 

GSA is nature inspired optimization algorithm 

and is based on mass interaction and gravity law. 

The solution entities interact through gravity 

force. Performance is dependent on mass. Best 

solution depends on heavier mass [27]. 

HSA (Hunting Search algorithm) 

Hunting is inspired from nature. It includes the 

specification of optimization problem and 

locating parameters of algorithm. Next, it defines 

hunting group, third step includes the movement 

towards leader, if then rearranges the position. 

Re-associate hunting group. Until termination 

reached, repeat from travel towards leader step 

[28].    

Reason for Selecting Lion Optimization  

Lion optimization algorithm [30] is compared 

with other popular algorithms like IWO (Invasive 

Weed Optimization), BBO (Biogeography based 

optimization) algorithm, HUS (Hunting Search 

Algorithm), BA (Bat Algorithm), and WWO 

(Water Wave Optimization). It attracted my 

attention towards the significance of this 

algorithm.  

4. Proposed Work 
Support Vector Machine 

Darwin’s theory is the basis of genetic algorithm 

i.e. based on evolution through natural selection. 

It uses the concept of crossover and mutation. 

Crossover is responsible for creating offspring 

from parents and mutation causes change in bit. 

The sustainment in the process is based on fitness 

function. 

 

Figure3. Basic concept of support vector machine 234
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SVM is a classification technique that is listed 

under supervised learning models in Machine 

Learning. In layman's terms, it involves finding the 

hyperplane (line in 2D, plane in 3D and hyperplane 

in higher dimensions. More formally, a hyperplane 

is n-1 dimensional subspace of an n-dimensional 

space) that best separates two classes of points 

with the maximum margin. Essentially, it is a 

constrained optimization problem where the 

margin is maximized subject to the constraint that 

it perfectly classifies the data (hard margin). 

The data points that kind of "support" this 

hyperplane on either sides are called the "support 

vectors". In the above picture, the filled blue circle 

and the two filled squares are the support vectors. 

For cases where the two classes of data are not 

linearly separable, the points are projected to an 

exploded (higher dimensional) space where linear 

separation may be possible. A problem involving 

multiple classes can be broken down into multiple 

one-versus-one or one-versus-rest binary 

classification problems. 

 
Firefly Algorithm: 

The flashing pattern and behaviour of fireflies gave 

rise to firefly algorithm. Following constraints are 

taken in firefly algorithm [29]. 

1. The nature of firefly is unisex. One firefly 

will be attracted to other companions 

regardless of their sex. 

2. Attractiveness and brightness are related 

quantities and fireflies will move towards 

brighter one. In absence of brighter 

movement will be random. Attractiveness 

(β) is related to distance (r). 

                      β=βo .  

    βo belongs to attractiveness and r=0.  

Movement scenario of firefly a to firefly b 

(brighter) is- 

 

 
  belongs to random numbers taken from 

Gaussian distribution.  

 can be expressed as: 

    = , 0< λ<1 
[ λ= 0.95 to 0.97, α=0.01L initially] 

γ=1/sqrt(L), n can be from 15 to 100 (Population size)      
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Figure4. Block diagram of Subset selection scheme 

  

Lion Optimization Algorithm (LOA) 

1.Generate random samples of Lions where    

Npop is the starting population. 

2. Initial prides and nomad lions Notations. 

(a) %N= Parent of lions that are nomad 

    P= Number of prides 

(b)  %S= Sex rate 

3. For each pride do: 

(a) Female lion selected randomly go for 

hunting. 

(b) Each remained female lion in pride 

move towards best selected position in 

region. 

(c) %R=Roaming present &(%Ma)= 

Mating  Probability  

(d) Weakest male comes out and goes to 

nomad cateogary. 

4. For nomad perform: 

(a) Nomad lion movement is random 

(b) Nomad male attacks on prides 

5. For each pride perform: 

Same female belongs to IR (Immigrate 

rate) and transform from pride to nomad. 

6. Perform: 

(a) Selection is done based on fitness values 

sorting. 

Initialization Subset 

Selection 

Subset 

Analysis 

Validate 

Results 

Termination 

Condition 
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(b) Unfit samples are removed for further 

analysis.  

Move to step 3 until termination.    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
    Figure 5: Proposed method for malware classification 

   

5. Experiments 

Firefly algorithm is used to select features 

from dataset. Selection of features enhances the 

performance of classifier.  

Genetic algorithm is used to select instances from 

dataset. Reduced instances and processed 

features will work as input for SVM-LION i.e. 

prediction model for malware detection.  

 
Aligned sequences of DNA, amino acid or 

nucleotide residues are characteristically represented as 

rows within a matrix. Gaps are introduced between 

the residues so that identical or similar letters are 

aligned in consecutive columns. In the first phase of 

alignment experiment Clustalw is used with identity or 

unitary substitution matrix (CLI) for initial pairwise 

and secondary multiple alignments. In second phase of 

alignment experiment clustalw is used with Gonnet 

substitution matrix (CLG). In third phase of alignment 

experiment clustalw was used with BLOSUM 

substitution matrix (CLB). In the fourth phase of 

experiment T-coffee was used with BLOSUM as 

substitution matrix (TCB).  Table1 depicts accuracy 

values for dataset using svm-lion, svm, nn, naive 

bayes and lad tree.  

 
Table 1. Accuracy values (round-off) for dataset using svm-lion, 

svm, nn, naive bayes and lad tree. 

Dataset1 
Svm-

lion 
Svm NN 

Naive 

Bayes 

Lad 

Tree 

CLI 74.0 73.0 66.0 75.0 72.0 

CLG 99.0 98.0 97.0 93.0 94.0 

CLB 80.0 75.0 79.0 75.0 83.0 

TCB 87.0 86.0 85.0 91.0 87.0 

Average 85.0 83.0  81.0   83.0   84.0 
 

Table 5. Training and validation proportion used in experiment 

(for all data samples). 

Prediction 

techniques 

% of 

data 

used for 

training 

% of 

data 

used 

for 

training 

No. of 

training 

sets 

No. of 

testing 

sets 

SVM-

LION 
 78.0 22.0 54.0 16.0 

SVM  78.0 22.0 54.0 16.0 

NN  78.0 22.0 54.0 16.0 

Naive 

Bayes 
 78.0 22.0 54.0 16.0 

LAD Tree  78.0 22.0 54.0 16.0 
 

Table5 shows the training and validation proportion 

used in experiment for dataset1, dataset2, dataset3 and 

dataset4. Same proportion of training and validation is 

used for all datasets in order to maintain the 

uniformity. The main purpose is to estimate accuracy 

values on same scale.  Artificial neural network have 

been used for analysis in this work using 

Matlab2013a. Table 6 demonstrates the parameter 

used for ANN. These parameters are selected based on 

past literature of malware detection using neural 

network.  

 

Conclusion and Future Work 

Feature selection and instance selection makes 

data more suitable for classification algorithm. In 

our work we used firefly algorithm for feature 

selection and genetic algorithm for instance 

selection. SVM-LION is compared for original 

malware dataset and pre-processed malware 

dataset. Results show that feature and instance 

selection increases the efficiency. Addition of 

other optimization techniques is left open for 

future-work.      
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ABSTRACT 

Corruption is one of the main challenges in 

government in developing countries. , it has been 

considered as one of the most prevalent and persistent 

Obstacles in improving economic growth and 

enhancing the quality of life of citizens across the 

globe. Not only the corruption hinders economic 

growth, but it also threatens good governance. E-

government is growingly being used to improver 

transparency, and combating corruption. The objective 

of this paper is to attain a better understanding about 

the relationship of e-government and corruption from 

the point of view of citizens. This paper achieved its 

objectives by adopting the descriptive analytical 

approach in addition to using a quantitative method in 

the form of structured questionnaire. The research 

samples consisted of 120 of citizens who are using the 

government bodies’ services. The results of this 

research suggest that the use of ICT in the form of e-

government can make important headway to reduce 

corruption. 

KEY WORDS: Corruption, ICT, E-government, 

Combating Corruption, economic growth, Yemen. 

1- INTRODUCTION 

    E-government may offer a weapon against 

corruption. Recent studies in information and 

communication technology (ICT) and scholars 

[1][2][3][4] have given hope to the idea that new 

technologies in the form of e-government systems 

can be used as a tool to fight corruption in the 

public sector in many countries. Corruption is 

considered as a complicated issue. Although we 

recognize there to be cases of corruption in all 

types of organizations, but this research focuses 

exclusively on administrative corruption due to its 

adverse effect, and it being likely to have more 

influence on society. Corruption most possibly 

will occur in the interaction between citizens and 

the government sector in Yemen, and it is 

generally practiced by public officials who have 
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direct responsibility to deliver service to the 

public. There is not clear definition of corruption; 

this makes it hard to investigate what corruption 

exactly is and how to research it properly. 

Nevertheless, the research adopted Transparency 

International (TI)’s definition which defined 

corruption as the abuse of entrusted power by 

political leaders or bureaucracy for personal gain 

or specific group interest. Along the line with the 

Yemeni government's willingness to fight 

corruption, and increasing the realization to need 

for e-government in order to reduce corruption, 

this study contributes citizens' perspective for 

assessing e-government as a tool to fight 

corruption. Nevertheless, the aim of this paper is to 

examine the role of e-government in combating 

corruption in the public sector in Yemen from the 

point of view of citizens. 

2- BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM 

Corruption is considered a strong constraint on 

growth and development .High levels of 

corruption and bureaucratic delays by inhibiting 

inward investment are one of the most important 

challenge facing developing countries. According 

to the United Nations, “Corruption undermines 

human development and democracy”. It reduces 

access of public services by diverting public 

resources for private gain" [5]. With corruption on 

such a large-scale, the government can’t afford to 

pay for essential services, infrastructure, nor get 

the international support to develop the economy 

and reduce aid dependency. 

  Corruption in Yemen is not a new phenomenon. 

Corruption in Yemen ranges from financial and 

political, to the petty corruption. For example, 

there is money that given to policemen to avoid 

the penalties and fines or to government 

employees to process paperwork quickly. 

Considering that influence peddling, 

embezzlement of public funds, favoritism and bias 

to groups and individuals are the most common 

patterns of corruption in the government sectors in 

Yemen [6]. 

    According to the USAID report about 

corruption, Yemen has examined both 

administrative corruption and grand corruption. 

Grand corruption in Yemen is the most dangerous 

and covert type of corruption, it found where 

public officers work in high positions, and 

routinely asking bribes for ensuring that tenders or 

contracts are awarded to specific contractors[7]. 

In addition, administrative corruption is the most 

common form in Yemen. It has become something 

common in popular culture; it is no longer 

shameful for individual to be corrupted. Usually 

Administrative corruption involves relatively 

small amounts of money, including bribery, and 

the public official abuses his/her position by 

accepting a benefit or gift. 

      In 2005, Yemen ratified in the united nation 

regulation for corruption fighting. Important laws 

and rules have been formulated to fight corruption; 

including the financial ownership laws, the bids & 

offers law .In 2006, the Supreme National 

Authority for Combating Corruption has been 
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 established. In the following year, the Higher 

Authority for Bids and Offers Control has 

established as well. All of that was a first step on 

the right path. However, the existing regulatory 

and corruption-fighting bodies are weak ,and do 

not cover all forms of corruption ,for instance; 

Practices such Bribery and gifts  are excluded, 

which are widespread practices in Yemen. 

     In spite of this remarkable progress, many 

challenges still persist; Yemen still suffers from 

weak institutions with under skilled and under-

paid employees. It can be seen from figure 1 that 

corruption in Yemen has increased remarkably 

between 2005 and 2015. In 2013, corruption 

reached to the lowest corruption score in the last 

11 years which is 18 point out of 100. While in 

2014, the score increased one point, but in 2015, 

the score decreased again to the same level of 

2013. 

Figure1: corruption reception index. Source: available on: https://www.transparency.org/country/YEM 

 Developing countries are facing difficulties in 

applying successful e- government projects. 

Yemen is considered as one of the least developed 

countries tends to improve its e-government 

development index which is 0.22 in 2016[8].  

Furthermore, some researches show that there are 

positive indicators for e-readiness for e-

government in Yemen [9]. 

3-LITERATURE REVIEW 

3.1 Economic Growth in the developing countries  

  There is doubtlessly that the utilization 

of ICT is seen as a helper for economic  

development, and it is integrally correlated to 

sustainable development and offered a chance for 

development and advancement. Studies on 

economic development distinguish ICT as a 

requirement for economic growth and the 

enhancing of social conditions. As Economic 

development is the expanding capacity of a 

country to create more merchandise and 

enterprises [10], the usage of ICT empowers the 

generation of products in a short measure of time 

with the help of computerized system. Moreover, 

ICT provides information to producers and 

consumers in order to help them make efficient 

choices, so, technology improves the functioning 
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of the markets according to the economic 

reasoning [11]. 

    In today’s world economy, one of keys factor 

that has a strong impact on economic development 

both in short and long term is technology, and ICT 

has been credited for enhancing productivity in the 

business world and changing the way of living for 

citizens. Technology has changed modern life in 

many ways especially in the work environment, 

where the report on the 'networked world' begins 

with the statement that “the Internet and other ICT  

has essentially changed the way the world works” 

[12]. The business world was changed by the 

invention of computers, Internet and the 

development of communication. It has seen some 

of the greatest advancements due to technological 

development.  It is similarly crucial for 

organizations to realize that an expanded in 

profitability must be accomplished if fuelled by 

relentless and quick enhancements in ICT 

execution [13], where technological 

advancements have helped businesses and 

organizations save time, cost of production, and 

conduct work successfully and effectively. In fact, 

ICT investment promotes economic growth and 

labor productivity. Contrasts in economic 

performance between developed countries and 

developing countries are largely explained by their 

levels of ICT investment. The lack of ICT is 

realized to be an important factor contributing to 

the widening of the gap between 'developed' and 

'developing' countries. 

3.2 The Concept of Corruption 

    Corruption is a word-wide phenomenon 

notable throughout history. The vague definition of 

corruption is one major aspect of the problem.  

Definitions and perspectives vary from country to 

country and society to society in accordance with 

cultural, legal or other factors and the nature of the 

problem as it happens in each country.  

Transparency International (TI), the most cited 

source in corruption discussions, defined 

corruption as the abuse of entrusted power by 

political leaders or bureaucracy for personal gain 

or specific group interest [14]. Some researchers 

defined corruption as an act in which the misuse of 

public power, office, or authority for private 

benefit. While others defined corruption to 

describe a variety of activities like Joseph S. Nye 

[15] who stated that “behavior which deviates 

from the formal duties of a public role because of 

private-regarding (personal, close family, private 

clique) wealth or status gains; or violates rules 

against the exercise of certain types of private- 

regarding influence”. This includes such behavior 

as bribery, nepotism and misappropriation of 

public resources for private uses.  In addition, 

corruption is generally connected with the 

activities of the government and especially with 

the monopoly and discretionary authority of public 

officials. 
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3.3 Corruption- An Obstacle to Economic 

Development 

    Corruption and poor governance can have 

largely harming impacts on a country's growth rate 

and development potential. According to 

Transparency International’s 2009 report, 

corruption has specified as a growing challenge 

for the business field both in the developing and 

developed countries [14]. Economies in any 

countries are not able to function properly because 

corruption prevents the natural laws of the 

economy from functioning freely; also rising of 

corruption causes to increase the migration of 

economic competencies due to lack of 

appreciation; and the emergence of nepotism and 

favoritism in the occupancy of public offices 

positions. Some scholars stressed the negative 

impact of corruption on economic growth. 

Econometric researcher [16] revealed that 

“corruption increases public investment because 

public investment projects lend themselves easily 

to manipulations by high-level officials to get 

bribes, and reduce the productivity of public 

investment and of a country’s infrastructure”. 

Corruption can waste resources because of the 

overlap of personal interests with public 

development projects, and fail to obtain foreign 

aid as a result of the poor reputation of the 

political system.  Scholars on corruption in the 

past decade [16][17] have indicated that corruption 

discourages investment, alters the composition of 

government spending, hinders economic growth, 

and disrupts improvement in the quality of life. 

Also, Tanzi [17] noted that “corruption inclined to 

be more spread in poorer countries and in 

economies in transition than in rich countries”. It 

damages a country’s development by reducing 

trust in government, increase costs for businesses, 

and discourage both foreign and domestic 

investments. 

   Corruption hinders sustainable development, 

justice, and undermines the rule of law and 

international security. Corruption has been 

considered as one of the most prevalent and 

persistent Obstacles in improving economic 

growth and enhancing the quality of life of citizens 

across the world. These challenges include weak 

institutions, high unemployment, poor 

infrastructure, corruption, and unsuitable laws and 

regulations. 

3.4 The Concept of E-government 

        There is no standard definition of e-

government that clearly explains what it really 

represents. In the existing literature, there are a 

number of definitions which explain the main 

concepts of e-government according to their 

research perspectives.  E-government refers to the 

delivery of government services through the 

Internet; also e-government is understood as a 

government's use of ICT as a tool, particularly 

web- Based internet applications, to enhance the 

access to and deliver of government information 

and services to citizens, business partners, 
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employees, and other agencies. To confirm, 

Silcock [18] explains e-government as the usage 

of technology to enhance access to and delivery of 

government services to citizens, business partners, 

and employees. World Bank [19] defined e-

government as utilizing ICT for changing and 

improving the relationship among government, 

citizens, businesses, and other government entities. 

3.5 Relationship between E-government and 

Combating Corruption 

      E-government may offer a weapon against 

corruption. Combating corruption considered to 

the extent that increased transparency, 

accountability and predictability (of rules and 

procedures) are made priorities. Many researches 

has also suggested that the main rationale for the 

use of e- government is to minimize costs and 

delays in processing, expand citizen’s access to 

public sector information, delivering services, 

increase transparency and public accountability 

[20]. 

     The institutional regulations ,the taxation 

system, public expenditure, provision of goods and 

services, financing of political parties, level of 

public sector wages, penalty systems are factors of 

government that contribute directly and indirectly 

to corruption. Scholars [17][1][3] have found that 

recent years have seen trends toward using e-

government for greater access to information and 

for promotion of transparency, accountability, and 

anti-corruption goals . 

  Along same line, e-government may help to 

increase the transparency of procurements system, 

make public services more accessible and clear 

[21]. Besides all these cost-efficiency benefits, it is 

believed that e-government can decrease 

corruption levels through increased transparency 

and accountability and strengthen good 

governance [22]. 

3.6  How E-government can combat Corruption? 

   There are different actions can be taken by e-

government to reduce corruption, these actions are 

as follow: 

- E-government should put the entire departments 

online like customs, income tax, sales tax, and 

property tax. Every services of government must 

be delivering online to every citizen all over the 

country. The use of computers and online 

transactions makes the delivery systems more 

efficient, and reduces abuse of discretion and other 

opportunities for corruption. According to Kaur 

[23], while exploring the five e-governance 

projects in India, the services of government 

should become online. In fact, if services are put 

online, procedu5res will be streamlined and taken 

less time, and there will be no need to bribes for 

speed up the process. 

- E-government also can help monitor corruption 

by tracking action and decision. This needs to be 

complemented with the development of institution, 

laws and regulations that protect whistleblowers, 
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impose powerful disincentives for corruption, and 

punishes those involved in corruption [5]. 

- E-government should automate administrative 

processes that will diminish discretionary power, 

and monitor government officials on operations by 

using algorithms to track, control, and save every 

process that have done to the public. Tracking 

government employee’s transactions, monitoring, 

and controlling their official activities are made 

easier through e-government applications .E-

government tools can not only track various events 

and illegitimate actions that have already taken 

place but also proactively detect suspicious 

behavior before any crime has been committed. If 

decisions and transactions will be documented and 

easily tracked to officials, officials will think twice 

before committing a corrupt behavior.  Bhatnagar 

[2] stated that “by automation of processes, it is 

possible to significantly reduce opportunities for 

corruption by removing public officials at data 

collection and service delivery points, when 

people engage in e-banking, there is no need to 

bribe". 

- E-government will reduce the individuals’ 

intervention to a minimum scale. In fact, the 

process of constructing electronic services entails 

transferring information into electronic platforms, 

and presenting it to users in forms that defined by 

laws and process regulations. Because this is done 

automatically, there is no room for individuals to 

influence by manipulating or withholding 

information as long as the user has direct access to 

the electronic service .To confirm, Karv [24] 

pointed out that e-government limit the 

individuals’ intervention.  

- Publishing of government information online and 

giving citizens convenient access to government 

information and services from everywhere 

anytime, via multiple channels will substantiate 

citizens’ complaints against corrupt practices.  

Access to information concerning governance of 

the state allows individuals to exercise their 

political and civil rights in election processes, 

monitor the quality of public spending, and 

demand accountability. Aucoin and Direnzio et al 

[25] [26] affirmed that e-government is important 

to bridge the gap between public officials and 

citizens, thus it leads to increase trust between 

government and citizens, and it will lead to a 

greater accountability 

- Activating a complaints handling system through 

e-government portals which is fundamental to 

delivering quality public services. In fact, the 

improvement in the complaints handling system 

would increase the public’s trust in government; it 

may result in reduction of corruption. As 

complaints are valuable opportunities to obtain 

feedback from the citizens and identify the need 

for service and policy improvement. Complaints 

handling goes to the heart of this; each department 

should establish a complaints and enquiries 

handling regime that fits its needs and customers' 
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needs. Complaint channels should be clearly 

advertised to both the public and staff. Thus, 

citizens can complain about the way in which a 

policy is implemented or service is delivered, and 

revealing any corrupt behavior. 

- Simplifying and facilitating rules and procedures, 

and re-engineering processes and systems. That 

leads to help citizens in learning how public 

systems are supposed to work (citizen-service-

providers). Kligaard [27] stated that It became 

harder for public officials to trick a citizen because 

the rules and processes of the systems were 

simplified and available online.  

- Decreasing monopoly power through e-

government means distribution of power and 

responsibilities and devolution of powers and 

authority to lower levels of administration. And 

the absence of this condition makes the 

governmental structure vulnerable to exploitation 

and an abuse of public power for personal 

gain.[28] Also reducing monopoly power means 

enabling competition, whereby should put all 

government contracts and procurement plans 

online, so plans, prices and winners will be known 

for public.  

 4- METHODOLOGY 

   To determine the objective of this paper, the 

researcher uses the questionnaire. In detail, the 

questionnaire of 8 items was examined and the 

respondents were asked to rate these variables 

using a 5-point likert scale, which ranged from 

strongly disagree to strongly agree. Firstly, the 

internal consistency of the item was checked using 

cronbach’s alph. The cronbach’s alpha value came 

to 0.892 for the entire scale of 8 items which was 

considered to be excellent. The questionnaire was 

distributed to a sample of 120 of  citizens who are 

using the public sector’s services. Respondents 

were selected using stratified random sampling 

technique. . 120 respondents returned the 

questionnaire figure2 and figure 3 presents the 

demographic profile of the 120 respondents 

(N=120) selected for the study. Frequencies 

showed that out of 120 respondents, 

approximately 43.3% was Female (n=52) and 

56.7% of the sample was Male (n=68) as 

presented in table 1. 

As demonstrated in in figure 2 below, frequency 

results for the academic qualification revealed that 

approximately 46.7 % of the respondents (n=56) 

earning Master Degree, 42.5% (n=51) having 

Bachelor Degree, 5% (n=6) with Diploma Degree, 

3.3 % of the sample (n=4) having PHD Degree , 

and finally, only .2.5 % (n=3) earning Secondary 

School. 
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Figure2: Sample Distribution according to gender 

Figure 3: Sample Distribution according to Academic Qualification

5-DISCUSSION:- 

5.1 Testing hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 1: Higher level of e-government 

practices reduces significantly corruption in the 

public sector in Yemen from (the point of view of 

citizens).   

  The majority of participants 73% believe that 

e-government decreases significantly corruption 

in the government sector, with Mean value of 

3.6479, and Std. Deviation of 0.90532.This result 

indicated that e-government significantly reduces 

corruption in the public sector organizations as 

preserved by majority of  citizens. Therefore, 

Hypothesis 1 was accepted. Table 1 provides 

means and std. deviation analysis between the 

factors under study. 

56.70%

43.30%

Gender

Male

Female

2.50%
5.00%

42.50%46.70%

3.30%
Academic Qualification

Secondary School

Diploma
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In fact, the employees of public sector in 

Yemen confirm that there is a negative 

relationship between e-government and 

corruption [29]. In the same line, there is a high 

consensus about that e-government reduces 

corruption between citizens’ perspective and the 

point of view of employee of the public sector of 

Yemen. 

Table 1: Means and Std. Deviation 

Means and Std. Deviation 

N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean Percent% 

Combating Corruption By E-

government(citizens' point of view ) 
120 3.6479 0.90531 .08264 

73% 

A summary of the results presented in the table 2 

are below: 

1- The majority of the samples of citizens 

agreed (61.7%) that e-government helpedto 

reduce accepting commissions in return for 

personal deals and contracts in government 

sector with a 3.75 mean value. 

2- 61.7 % of participants indicated that the 

use of e-government helped to reduce 

asking gifts and favors from the users of 

government services in government sector, 

with a mean value of 4.57. 

3- -70.8 % agreed that the use of e-

government reduces blackmailing users of 

government services in in government 

sector, with a mean value of 3.75. 

4- 70.8% of participants revealed that the use 

of e-government restricts using the position 

in public office to achieve personal 

interests in government sector with a mean 

value of 3.81. 

5- With a mean value of 3.73, 69.2% of 

participants believed that they benefited 

from e-government when employees of 

government sector started respecting laws 

and regulations in public organizations. 

6- 64.2% of samples of citizens believe that e-

government reduces Bias and favoritism 

for groups and individuals in public 

organizations, with a mean value of 3.36. 

7- 66.7% of participants agreed that e-

government contributed to reduce citizen 

abuse and inequality in  

8- dealing with them in government sector, 

with a mean value of 3.74
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Table 2: Distribution and Relative Means for the Impact of E-government on Reducing Corruption in the Government Sector 

of Yemen (n= 120) 
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No. No. No. No. No. 

% % % % % 

1-e-government helped to reduce  accepting 

commissions in return for personal deals and 

contracts in the organizations that you deal with 

5 28 13 38 36 

Positive 

4.2% 23.3% 10.8% 31.7% 30.0% 3.60 

2-e-government helped to reduce asking  gifts and 

favors from the users of government services in the 

organizations that you deal with 

5 29 12 41 33 3.57 

Positive 
4.2% 24.2% 10.0% 34.2% 27.5% 

3-e-government helped to reduce blackmailing 

users of public sector services in the organizations 

that you deal with 

5 18 12 52 33 3.75 

Positive 4.2% 15.0% 10.0% 43.3% 27.5% 

4-e-government helped to reduce using the position 

in public office to achieve personal interests in the 

organizations that you deal with 

4 19 12 46 39 3.81 

Positive 3.3% 15.8% 10.0% 38.3% 32.5% 

5-e-government helped to increase respecting laws 

and regulations in the organizations that you deal 

with 

4 20 13 51 32 3.73 

Positive 
3.3% 16.7% 10.8% 42.5% 26.7% 

6-e-government helped to reduce Bias and 

favoritism for groups and individuals in the 

organizations that you deal with 

7 20 16 45 32 

Positive 

5.8% 16.7% 13.3% 37.5% 26.7% 3.63 

7-e-government contributed to reducing citizen 

abuse and inequality in dealing with them in the 

organizations that you deal with 

7 13 20 44 36 

Positive 

5.8% 10.8% 16.7% 36.7% 30.0% 3.74 

8-e-government helped to reduce asking  bribery in 

the organizations that you deal with 

11 25 19 39 26 3.37 

Positive 9.2% 20.8% 15.8% 32.5% 21.7% 
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6 - CONCLUSION

    Combating corruption in countries across the 

globe has proven very difficult, regardless of 

various administrative reforms.  E-government has 

shown promise this regard, and in many instances 

it has delivered by eliminating or at least reducing 

corruption in public services delivery. In addition, 

the focus on the role of e-government in 

combating corruption is timely in the current 

global context of increased interest in attenuating 

the economic divide within and across countries, 

which lead to do promotion of good governance 

and social responsibility. E-government, however, 

does not guarantee the end of corruption. The 

purpose of this research is to examine the role of 

e-government in combating corruption in the 

public sector in Yemen from the prospective of 

citizens. 

Based on the result from the analysis of this 

research, it could conclude that e-government has 

an important role to combat administrative 

corruption in the public sector in Yemen. Also, this 

research informs public administrators, 

policymakers, and politicians regarding the 

usefulness of online public services and its impact 

on saving huge sums of money that is lost through 

corrupt practices in public institutions. Clearly, the 

findings also revealed that ICT in the form of e-

government offered a promising glimpse of the 

power of ICT in developing countries to mitigate 

corruption, and live up to their promise of offering 

transparency. 

It is unquestionable that the conditions for 

successful e-government as anti-corruption tools 

in Yemen are the commitment of higher leaders, 

the legal environment, and the growing ICT sector. 

Without these factors, it would be impossible to 

create the comprehensive e-government services. 

Although, the majority of participants in 

questionnaire believe that their organizations have 

a modern network of communications and 

information of technology (ICT), but there is a 

weakness in the exploitation of this technology to 

combat corruption. Also, there are no developed 

legislations and regulations to simplify the 

processes and provide the requirements of 

electronic work through Internet networks in the 

government sector. Actually, still there are no 

nation-wide government efforts to fight corruption 

through e-government practices in Yemen 
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ABSTRACT 

 
 The most important component of  all methods for 

approximating multipath outage probability on 

terrestrial microwave line-of-sight links (LOS) is the 

deep fading prediction method. Many of these 

methods are based on empirical fits of Rayleigh-type 

distributions to the fading data for individual 

countries and are characterized in terms of climatic 

conditions. A universal method for predicting the 

percentage of time that a certain fade depth is 

exceeded in the average worst month is provided by 

the international telecommunication 

recommendations(ITU-R).  The ITU-R method has 

an additional variable of the geoclimatic factor K in 

addiction to the link variables. The geoclimatic factor 

of a region takes into account the variability of 

climate and terrain. The ITU-Rrecommended that the 

geoclimatic factor K of a region be got from fading 

data in the vicinity links of the planned link if such 

data exist. However,  such fading  data is not 

accessible in most cases.  Extrapolation methods 

based on refractivity gradient statistics are 

recommended for predicting such  unavailable data. 

In this paper, geoclimatic factor K got from 

radiosonde data for six locations in Nigeria are used 

to estimate and map the values for all the regions in 

Nigeria. The  Kriging and Inverse Distance 

Weighting spatial interpolation techniques were used 

in estimating the geoclimatic factor in places where 

data is not observable. The performance of these 

methods were evaluated statistically  by calculating 

the mean absolute error (MAE) and the root mean 

square error (RMSE) between a set of control points 

and the interpolated results. The best performing 

method estimated values is employed to map the 

seasonal geoclimatic factor K for the entire study 

region. The estimated values of geoclimatic factor 

will improve accuracy in predicting multipath outage 

in LOS links in the region. 

 

KEYWORDS: Refractivity, Refractivity Gradient, 

Geoclimatic factor, Fade Depth and Kriging 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

       Spatial interpolation techniques have been 

applied in a number of fields of study to generate 

a continuous surface data for informed decisions. 

It has found applications in climatology [1,2], in 

electromagnetic field estimation [3,4], in 

radioactive contamination [5], aerospace 

engineering [6], in optics [7], and many others. 

The problem in spatial interpolation technique is 

always the choice of the best interpolation 

method to be adopted and the best performance 

analysis criteria [3,8] to be adopted. There is no 

single ideal method for data interpolation. 

Selection of method depends on actual data, 

required level of accuracy, available  time and/or 

computer resources , quality of secondary 

information, data variance, grid size or 

resolution and surface type [3,8]. In this paper, 

we employed the two mostly used spatial 

interpolation techniques: Inverse distance 

weighting (IDW) and Kriging. In the Kringing 

interpolation, we  used the spherical, exponential 

and Gaussian methods. The performance of the 

interpolation methods were evaluated using the 

mean absolute error and the root mean square 

error to determine the best interpolation method 

to employ for the mapping.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. 

Section 2 described how the geoclimatic factor 

was determined while section 3 described the 

spatial interpolation method adopted for the 

study. In section 4, the methodology deployed 

for the mapping was described while the results 

and discussion was presented in section 5 and 

finally a conclusion was drawn in section 6 

In this paper, the two methods were described: 

kriging and inverse distance weighting. 

Techniques that produce smooth surfaces include 

various approaches that may combine regression 

analyses and distance- based weighting averages. 
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The key difference among the methods is the 

criteria used in weight values in relation to 

distance [1]. 

 

2. GEOCLIMATIC FACTOR 

DETERMINATION 

     The propagation of radio waves in the 

troposphere is influential on the variations of 

climatic conditions (temperature, pressure and 

humidity) as earlier stated in Section 1. These 

parameters are related to the atmospheric 

refractivity and can be expressed as in (1),  

 

    N =(n-1)×106=
77.6

𝑇
(𝑃 + 4810

𝑒

𝑇
)               (1)    

                    

where N is the atmospheric refractivity, n is the 

refractive index of the atmosphere, T is the 

temperature (K), P is the atmospheric pressure 

(hpa) and e is the water vapour pressure (hpa) 

[11,12]: The water vapour pressure e is given by 

(2), where H (%) is the relative humidity and t 

(◦C) is the air temperature [11]: 

     e = 
6.1121𝐻

100
 𝑒𝑥𝑝  

17.502𝑡

𝑡+240.97
                            (2)                                                                                

 

The refractivity gradient can be defined as the 

rate at which the refractivity is varied with 

respect to the height of antenna and has a greater 

interest to designers of LOS links. Signal do 

experience Multipath fading if the refractivity 

gradient in the atmosphere varies with height 

[13]. Equation (3) can be used to estimate 

Refractivity gradient with 𝑁1 and 𝑁2 are the 

refractivity heights ℎ1 and ℎ2 h2 respectively 

[15]: 

 

            
𝑑𝑁

𝑑ℎ
≈  

𝑁2−𝑁1

ℎ2−ℎ1
                                      (3)                                                                  

 

The rate at which the refractivity gradient occur 

in the first 65 m above the ground level is 

calculated. Thereafter, cumulative distribution of 

dN/dh is calculated from the frequency of 

occurrence. From the cumulative distribution 

curve, the point refractivity gradient not 

exceeded for 1% for each months is then 

determined. Whenever there is no availability of 

1% of the refractivity gradient from the 

distribution curves, then the inverse distance 

square technique described in the preceding 

section is adopted for the estimate of value from 

the nearest values. Equation (4) can be used to 

determine the geoclimatic factor (for quick 

planning) where dN1 represents the point 

refractivity gradient in the lowest 65 m of the 

atmosphere not exceeded for 1% of an average 

year [14]    

 

     K=10− 4.2−0.0029𝑑𝑁1                                    (4)   

 

3. SPATIAL INTERPOLATION 

TECHNIQUES 

      Spatially continuous data or spatially 

continuous surfaces over a region of interest are 

needed by scientists to make acceptable 

analyses. But, such data are usually not available 

and often very difficult and costly to obtain. 

Additionally, environmental data collected from 

the field are usually from point sources. 

Therefore, the values of an attribute at 

unsampled points need to be calculated in order 

to generate spatially continuous data. Spatial 

interpolation techniques provide tools for 

valuing the values of unobserved variable at 

unsampled sites using data from point 

observables [8]. 

 

3.1. Kriging 

There are very many types of kriging, but here 

we discuss the ordinary kriging. Kriging uses 

linear combination of values at observable points 

to estimate values at un-observable points. It is 

prevalent because it is an exact interpolator, i.e., 

the predictor for an input that has already been 

observed equals the observed output. The 

predicted value 𝑍𝑝𝑜  is given by Eq. (5) where 

𝑍𝑜𝑖  are the observable values and 𝑘𝑖  are the 

Kriging weights [4,5]: 

 

 

                    𝑍𝑝𝑜= 𝑘𝑖 .𝑍𝑜𝑖
𝑁
𝑖                               (5) 

 

with the constraints that; 

 

                         𝑘𝑖 .
𝑁
𝑖  = 1                                (6)     

                                                 

Kriging suggests that the closer the input data 

are, the more positively correlated are their out- 

puts. Kriging is modelled over a covariance 
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process that is second-order stationary, which 

denotes that the first two statistical moments (the 

means and the covariance) are constant [4,6]. 

Kriging is modelled through a semi-variogram. 

Semi-variogram is a mathematical function that 

indicates the spatial autocorrelation in 

observations measured at sample points or 

locations. It is represented in a graph that shows 

the semi-variance in measure with distance 

between the sampled locations. It portrays the 

spatial continuity or smoothness of a set of data 

[9]. From the semi-variance cloud graph, we 

develop a model that describes the variability of 

the measurement with location. The model 

developed also acts as a projection tool for 

estimating the value of a measured value at an 

un-observed position or location. Some of the 

commonly used semi-variogram models include; 

spherical, exponential and Gaussian. 

   

3.2   Inverse Distance Weighting   

Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW), like 

many other spatial interpolation technique, data 

anal ysis is estimated as a set of observations 

related with a set of sampled points or places to a 

set of unsampled points or places where 

observations are not available [10]. The inverse 

distance weighting or inverse distance weighted 

(IDW) method evaluate the values of an attribute 

at un-sampled points using a linear addition of 

values at sampled points weighted by an inverse 

function of the distance from the point of interest 

to the sampled points [3]:    

 

        𝑍′(𝑥0)= 𝜆𝑖𝑍(𝑥𝑖)
𝑛
𝑖=1                                 (7) 

                                             

where  𝑍′  is the is the approximated value at the 

point of interest 𝑥𝑜 , Z is the known value at the 

sampled point 𝑥𝑖 , 𝜆𝑖  is the weighting parameter 

and, n denotes the number of sampled points 

used for approximation. The weighting bias can 

be represented by (8), where 𝑑𝑖   is the distance 

between 𝑥0 and 𝑥𝑖 , p is a power parameter, and n 

is the as defined previously [3]:       

                           

              𝜆𝑖 =  

1

(𝑑𝑖)𝑝

 
1

(𝑑𝑖)𝑝
𝑛
𝑖=1

                        (8)  

 

with the constraint that  

 

                            𝜆𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 = 1                           (9) 

     

4. METHODOLOGY 

 

4.1    Data Collection 
      Seasonal geoclimatic factor estimated from 

the procedure given in section 2 is used in 

interpolation and mapping of geoclimatic factor 

for the whole of Nigeria. Table 1 shows six 

stations with their geographical locations 

expressed in latitudes and longitudes. The four 

month values were derived from three year 

radiosonde sounding taken twice per day and 

represent the four seasons exhibited in Nigeria. 

The sounding data were reported after every ten 

seconds which gives a fairly good height 

resolutions. 

 

 

Table 1: Discrete Observable Data used in 

Mapping and their Latitude /Longitude 

 
City Lat Long Feb May Aug Nov 

Kaduna 7.4

50 

10.20 2.40

E-04 

1.78

E-04 

8.92

E-03 

6.18

E-05 

Lagos 3.3

80 

6.45 2.98

E-04 

2.22

E-04 

2.22

E-04 

2.26

E-04 

Abuja 7.3

9 

9.07 6.45

E-04 

2.02

E-02 

2.98

E-02 

8.81

E-03 

PortHarco

urt 

7.0

4 

4.81 5.60

E-05 

5.14

E-04 

4.81

E-04 

1.38

E-04 

Enugu 5.2

4 

13.00 2.80

E-03 

7.13

E-03 

1.39

E-02 

6.15

E-03 

Kano 8.5

9 

12.00 7.60

E-05 

4.02

E-03 

2.85

E-02 

9.96

E-02 

4.2  Data Processing 

Data processing, analysis and representation was 

carried out using GS+ Geostatistics for the 

Environmental Sciences. GS+ is a geostatistical 

analysis and mapping program that allows you to 

readily measure and illustrate spatial 

relationships in geo-referenced data. 

It is a data analysis package that includes 

common statistical, plotting and modelling 

functions. GS+ analyzes spatial data for 

autocorrelation and then uses this information to 

make optimal, statistically rigorous maps of the 

area sampled. The maps can be created in GS+ 

or in other mapping programs or geographic 

information systems. 
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4.3   Error Analysis 

Since there is no preferred interpolation method, 

the choice of the appropriate method for a 

certain task is made based on its accuracy [11-

16] among other factors. One of the methods 

used in method assessment is error analysis. 

There are very many measures of fit for error 

analysis; in our study, we have applied the root 

mean square error (RMSE) and the mean 

absolute error (MAE). RMSE gives measure of 

inaccuracy though is sensitive to outliers as it 

emphasizes a lot of weight to large errors while 

MAE is less sensitive to extreme values. 

However, they are amongst the best measures of 

performance of a model because they give a 

summary of the average difference in units of 

estimated and observed values [8]. 

Control sites where discrete data exist are 

used in performance analysis by removing these 

observed values from data to be processed and 

then using interpolation techniques to predict 

these observed values (i.e., cross validation). 

Error calculation is then done using (6) and (7). 

The method that gives the minimum values of 

error is assumed to be the best performing 

method. 𝑃𝑟𝑗  is the predicted value and 𝑂𝑏𝑗   is the 

observed value at various control sites, and n is 

the number of control sites. The control points 

are chosen randomly for large data points; 

however, where data points are few, all points 

become control points. 

 RMSE =
1

𝑛
    𝑃𝑟𝑗 − 𝑂𝑏𝑗  

2𝑛
𝑗=1                    (6)  

  MAE = 
1

𝑛
   𝑃𝑟𝑗 − 𝑂𝑏𝑗  

𝑛
𝑗=1                        (7) 

 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

The interpolation process was carried out using 

Inverse distance weighting, and ordinary 

Kriging. Three models of variogram were used 

in Kriging: Spherical, Exponential and Gaussian. 

It should be noted that the algorithms calculate 

the raster layer, considering all pixels within the 

rectangle defined by the latitudes and longitudes 

and may at times fall out of the intended Nigeria 

region. It is therefore important for one to know 

the longitudes and latitudes for the region/place 

of interest. 

Table 2 shows the measures of fit carried out. 

From the interpolation results, it was found that 

the lowest MAE and RMSE is recorded by 

Kriging (Gaussian) method for all the seasons. 

Hence we can conclude that Kriging (Gaussian) 

is the best performing method in this study. This 

is then followed by Kriging (exponential). 

Kriging performance is influenced by the 

variogram model used. For our data set, the 

gaussian model has the lowest error among the 

three variogram models, followed by exponential 

model. At some points the error between the 

exponential model and spherical model is 

negligible. Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 shows the 

contour maps for seasonal geoclimatic factor for 

February, May, August and November using 

Kriging (Gaussian) technique. Contour maps for 

other methods are not shown here but their error 

analysis is given in Table 2. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, it can be seen that Inverse 

distance weighting gives the best performance in 

interpolating the geoclimatic factor K. 

Geoclimatic factor depend on the variability of 

the atmosphere specifically temperature, pressure 

and relative humidity. If we assume that regions 

close to each other tend to exhibit the same 

climatic conditions, then, we can ascertain that 

IDW is the best method for interpolating the 

geoclimatic factor. But, it is also known that the 

geoclimatic factor also depends on the topology 

of the area in addition to climatic conditions, 

hence more study could be done on this by 

integrating fading data of given regions to the 

climatic conditions for a more decisive 

conclusion on the distribution of this factor in 

the region of study. It can be shown that different 

techniques used in evaluation give different 

results making it a must to choose the best 

technique which gives the minimum error of 

performance. The best technique can further be 

optimized for better accuracy. The IDW here can 

be optimized by adjusting the power parameter 

and the search radius. 
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Figure1.Contour plot for the Geoclimatic factor K February using Kriging (Gaussian) 

 
Figure 2. Contour plot for the Geoclimatic factor K for May using Kriging (Gaussian) 

K FACTOR

2.893E-03

2.692E-03

2.491E-03

2.290E-03

2.089E-03

1.888E-03

1.687E-03

1.486E-03

1.284E-03

1.083E-03

8.823E-04

6.813E-04

4.802E-04

2.791E-04

7.807E-05

-1.230E-04

K FACTOR

0.0125

0.0118

0.0111

0.0105

0.0098

0.0092

0.0085

0.0078

0.0072

0.0065

0.0059

0.0052

0.0045

0.0039

0.0032

0.0026
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Figure 3. Contour plot for the geoclimatic factor K for August using Kriging ( Gaussian) 

 

 
Figure 4. Contour plot for the geoclimatic factor K for November using Kriging (Gaussian) 

 

 

 

K FACTOR

0.0272

0.0254

0.0237

0.0220

0.0203

0.0186

0.0169

0.0152

0.0135

0.0117

0.0100

0.0083

0.0066

0.0049

0.0032

0.0015

K FACTOR

0.0683

0.0639

0.0595

0.0551

0.0507

0.0463

0.0418

0.0374

0.0330

0.0286

0.0242

0.0198

0.0154

0.0110

0.0066

0.0022
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Table 2. Error analysis applied to interpolation techniques 
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MAE 6.883E-05 1.112E-04 4.250E-04 9.110E-04 
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Nov RMSE 5.508E-07 5.478E-07 5.478E-07 1.667E-11 

MAE 1.818E-03 1.813E-03 1.812E-03 1.000E-05 
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Abstract—In this paper, a downlink resource allocation (RA)
optimization problem is investigated in heterogeneous cellu-
lar network (HCN) which is based on power domain - non-
orthogonal multiple access (PD-NOMA) by considering coordi-
nated multi-point (CoMP) technology. To assess the performance
of the considered system a novel RA optimization problem is
suggested. In order to solve the proposed optimization problem
an iterative algorithm based on difference of concave functions
(DC) method is applied. In each iteration the transmit power and
subcarrier are updated separately and the iterative algorithm
is continued until convergence. After applying the DC method,
in order to solve the power allocation problem interior point
algorithm is utilized, and to solve the subcarrier allocation
problem the mesh adaptive direct search (MADS) algorithm
is used. In simulation results, the effectiveness of the system
model and optimization problem is investigated. As illustrated,
by applying CoMP technology the performance of the system is
improved by approximately 16%.

Index Terms– Power domain - non-orthogonal multiple access
(PD-NOMA), coordinated multi-point (CoMP), radio resource al-
location (RA), difference of two concave functions (DC) approxi-
mation.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE request of high data rate cellular services is roughly
doubling each year [1]. Consequently, advance technolo-

gies must be proposed to meet the wireless demands in fifth
generation of cellular network (5G). Heterogeneous cellular
networks (HCNs) which deploys low-power base stations
(BSs) are proposed to improve the spectral efficiency (SE).
HCN technology by dividing a large cell into smaller regions,
decreases the distance among users and BSs. Therefore, it is
possible to achieve higher system sum rate and less transmitted
power. Another advanced technology which is introduced for
responsiveness of high data rate wireless services growth, is
power domain - non-orthogonal multiple access (PD-NOMA).
PD-NOMA is an appropriate technology which is considered
to be utilized as a part of the 5G mobile networks [3]. In a
PD-NOMA transmitter, superposition coding (SC) technique
is utilized for multiplexing the users transmitted signals in
power domain, and at the receiver side, successive interference
cancellation (SIC) method is applied for recovering the users
transmitted data. Therefore, contrasted with typical orthog-
onal multiple access (OMA), PD-NOMA can improve SE

significantly [4]. By utilizing coordinated multi-point (CoMP)
technology in a HCN based system, the system performance
can be improved. CoMP technology is proposed to retain inter-
cell interference (ICI), and to enhance the users performance
which could connect to multiple BSs simultaneously. In CoMP
systems, a cluster of coordinating BSs are communicated with
a central processing unit through backhaul network [5]. To
synchronize the transmission of BSs, required information is
shared between numerous BSs through a high speed backhaul
links [6]. CoMP has more robustness against ICI and enhances
data rate by various BSs working together [7].

To improve the system performance, CoMP technology and
various resource allocation (RA) methods have been studied,
recently [8], [9]. This combination can be utilized in HCN
based systems to support the demands of high data rate
services. In addition, PD-NOMA is an effective technique for
increasing the achievable data rate.

Different RA schemes are investigated in OFDMA based
HCN systems [12]–[15]. To investigate the RA in HCN, a
unified strategy is proposed in [12]. Radio RA optimization
problem for a HCN system is studied in [20]. PD-NOMA
strategy is applied to utilize the benefits of the multi-carrier
transmission technique that prepare high data rate in wireless
channels [16]. A robust resource allocation algorithm for two
types of traffic in systems based on PD-NOMA is investigated
in [17]. Moreover, a new NOMA scheme is proposed for
CoMP in [18]. Recently, the PD-NOMA performance in
CoMP system is evaluated in [19].

The main contributions are summarized as follows:
• We recognize a downlink PD-NOMA based HCN system,

where each user can receives its signals from different
BSs simultaneously. The motivation behind this consid-
eration is that PD-NOMA, HCN, and CoMP can improve
the system SE.

• We propose a new RA optimization problem by con-
sidering CoMP technology, PD-NOMA and HCN which
maximize the system sum rate. The constraints of the
considered RA optimization problem are minimum rate
requirement for each user, maximum available transmit
power, and PD-NOMA constraints.

• In order to solve the proposed optimization problem, an
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Fig. 1. Typical illustration of the considered system.

iterative algorithm is used. In this regard, we write the
non convex functions in a difference of concave functions
(DC) form, then DC approximation is applied to convert
the optimization problem to a standard form of convex
optimization.

The remaining organization of this paper is as follows: In
Section II, we introduce both the system model and the
problem formulation. In Section III, the SCA based algorithm
is developed. In Section IV the complexity discussion is
presented. In Section V the simulation results are introduced.
At last, in Section VI, the paper is concluded.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this work, we recognize a downlink HCN based on PD-
NOMA and CoMP technology which consists of a macro BS
(MBS) and varied small BSs (SBSs). In addition, there are
M users that are divided into two categories: users of SBSs
and MBS. A typical illustration of the considered system is
shown in Fig.1. Moreover, we consider that the total bandwidth
is available in all the BSs. Therefore, as seen in Fig.1, the
transmit power on each subcarrier in a BS crates interference
on the other BSs which use the same subcarrier.

The channel coefficient between user m and BS f on
subcarrier n is indicated with hfm,n, the power of BS f on
subcarrier n to user m is expressed as pfm,n, and the subcarrier
allocation to user m in BS f is indicated with the binary
variable ρfm,n ∈ {0, 1}, e.g., when the subcarrier n is allocated
to user m in BS f , we have ρfm,n = 1, and otherwise
ρfm,n = 0. Moreover, the sets of BSs and all subcarriers
are shown by F = {1, 2, ..., f} and N = {1, 2, ..., N},
respectively, where f = 1 refers to the MBS. Also, the
set of users of BS f is denoted by Mf = {1, 2, ...,Mf}.
Consequently, from the above definitions, the achievable rate
of user m from subcarrier n over BS f is formulated as
rfm,n = log(1+γfm,n), γfm,n indicates the signal to interference
plus noise ratio (SINR) of user m on subcarrier n over BS f ,

and is given by

γfm,n =

∑
f∈F

P fm,n
∣∣hfm,n∣∣2ρfm,n

N0 + Ifm,n (NOMA) + Ifm,n (Intercell)
, (1)

where N0 shows the noise power, and Ifm,n (NOMA) and
Ifm,n (Intercell) represent the PD-NOMA and the intercell
interference, respectively, and are given by

Ifm,n (NOMA) =
∣∣hfm,n∣∣2 ∑

|hf
m,n|2≤|hf

i,n|2
P fi,nρ

f
i,n, (2)

and

Ifm,n (Intercell) =
∑

∀f ′∈F/{f}

∑
∀i∈Mf′

P f
′

i,nρ
f ′

i,n

∣∣∣hf ′

i,n

∣∣∣2. (3)

A. Necessary Conditions to Obtain Successful Interference
cancellation

To obtain successful interference cancellation in each user,
the following constraint must be applied [22], [23]

ρfm,nρ
f
i,n(γfm,n(i)− γfi,n(i)) ≥ 0,∀f ∈ F , n ∈ N ,m, i ∈Mf ,

|hfi,n|
2 ≤ |hfm,n|2, i 6= m,

(4)

SINR of user m in subcarrier n over BS f at user i. With
straightforward calculation, constraint (4) is written by

ρfm,nρ
f
i,n(γfm,n(i)− γfi,n(i)) = ρfm,nρ

f
i,n(−|hfm,n|2N0 + |hfi,n|

2

N0 − |hfm,n|2
∑

j∈F/{f}

∑
l∈Mj

ρjl,np
j
l,n|h

j
i,n|

2+

|hfi,n|
2
∑

j∈F/{f}

∑
l∈Mj

ρjl,np
j
l,n|h

j
m,n|2) ≤ 0.

(5)

Constraint (5) is a linear constraint in terms of power variables.
Consequently, the RA optimization problem is formulated

as follows:

max
P ,ρ

∑
∀f∈F

∑
∀m∈Mf

∑
∀n∈N

rfm,n, (6a)

s.t. : C1 :
∑

m∈Mf

∑
n∈N

ρfm,np
f
m,n ≤ pfmax ∀f ∈ F , (6b)

C2 :
∑

m∈Mf

ρfm,n ≤ L, ∀n ∈ N , f ∈ F , (6c)

C3 : 0 ≤ pfm,n ≤ pmask, ∀m ∈Mf , n ∈ N , f ∈ F , (6d)

C4 : ρfm,n ∈
{

0, 1
}
, ∀m ∈Mf , n ∈ N , f ∈ F , (6e)

C5 :
∑
∀f∈F

∑
∀n∈N

rfm,n ≥ rmin
m , ∀m ∈Mf , (6f)

C6 : ρfm,nρ
f
i,nA

f
m,i,n(ρ,p) ≤ 0,∀f ∈ F ,

n ∈ N ,m, i ∈Mf , |hfi,n|
2 ≤ |hfm,n|2, i 6= m, (6g)

where constraint (6b) limits the maximum available power in
each BS, (6c) indicates that subcarrier n can be assigned to at
most L users, simultaneously, and (6f) expresses the minimum
rate necessity.
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Algorithm 1 ITERATIVE RADIO RA ALGORITHM
1: Initialization: initialize the iteration number k = 0 and

ρ(0) and P(0).
2: Set ρ = ρ(k), and apply DC approach,
3: Solve (16) and assign its solution to P(k + 1),
4: Solve (7) and assign its solution to ρ(k + 1),
5: If ‖P(k)−P(k − 1)‖ ≤ Θ

finish,
otherwise
let k = k + 1 and go back to the step 2

Due to the objective function, constraint (6f), and both
integer and continuous variables, problem (6) is a non-convex
optimization problem. Therefore, the solution methods of
convex optimization problem can not be used directly.

III. SOLUTION ALGORITHM

In order to solve optimization problem (6), an iterative
algorithm is exploited, where in each iteration, the transmit
power and subcarriers are allocated separately, by applying
the DC approximation method and MADS algorithm, re-
spectively. An overview of the joint power allocation and
subcarrier assignment algorithm is summarized in Algorithm
1. According to this algorithm, first, the transmit power and
subcarrier assignment are initialized. Then, in each iteration,
by considering fixed transmit power the subcarrier allocation
is updated. Finally, by supposing fixed subcarrier, the power
allocation is updated. It should be noted that the iterative
algorithm is continued until the desired convergence.

A. Subcarrier Allocation

The subcarrier allocation optimization problem in each
iteration is formulated as

max
ρ

∑
∀f∈F

∑
∀m∈Mf

∑
∀n∈N

rfm,n, (7)

s.t. : C1, C2, C4, C5. (8)

This optimization problem can be solved by MADS algo-
rithm since it is an integer non-linear programming (INLP).
Some available solvers such as NOMAD [25] can be used to
apply MADS.

B. Power Allocation

The power allocation optimization problem considering
fixed subcarrier allocation in each iteration, is given by

max
P

∑
∀f∈F

∑
∀m∈Mf

∑
∀n∈N

rfm,n, (9)

s.t. : C1, C3, C5, C6.

The power allocation optimization problem is a non-convex
optimization problem due to the non-covexity of both the
objective function and the constraint C5. As a result, a SCA

approach is utilized to approximate it to a convex optimization
problem. Then, the interior point method is applied.

For any m and f the achievable rate is exploited by∑
n∈N

rfm,n = (10)

∑
∀n∈N

log

( ∑
∀f∈F

P fm,n
∣∣hfm,n∣∣2ρfm,n +N0 + Ifm,n (NOMA) +

I (Intercell))− log
(
Ifm,n (NOMA) + Ifm,n (Intercell) +N0

)
,

where it is difference of two concave functions. The DC
method [14] is exploited to approximate the non-concave
function (10) by a concave one. To this end, the objective
function is written as∑

∀f

∑
∀m

(
G
(
Pfm
)
−H

(
Pfm
))
, (11)

where

G
(
Pfm
)

=
∑
∀n

log

(∑
∀f
P fm,n

∣∣hfm,n∣∣2ρfm,n +N0

+Ifm,n (NOMA) + Ifm,n (Intercell)
)
,

(12)

and

H
(
Pfm
)

=
∑
∀n

log
(
Ifm,n (NOMA) + Ifm,n (Intercell) +N0

)
.

(13)

By applying a linear approximation, H
(
Pfm
)

can be pre-
sented by

H
(
Pfm
)
' H̃

(
Pfm
)

= H
(
Pfm (t− 1)

)
+∇TH

(
Pfm (t− 1)

)
(14)

(P−P(t− 1)) ,

where the number of entries of the vector ∇TH
(
Pfm
)

is equal
to N ×M and its entry is given by

∇TH
(
Pfm
)

=
0,

∣∣∣hfj,n∣∣∣2 ≤ ∣∣hfm,n∣∣2,
f ′ = f, ∀i ∈Mf ′

ρf
′

k,n

∣∣∣hf′
k,n

∣∣∣2
Ifm,n(NOMA)+Ifm,n(Intercell)+N0

, O.W.

(15)

Consequently, by applying DC method, a standard convex
optimization problem form of the power allocation optimiza-
tion problem is formulated as follows

max
P

∑
∀f∈F

∑
∀m∈Mf

(
G
(
Pfm
)
− H̃

(
Pfm
))
, (16a)

s.t. : C1, C3, (16b)∑
∀f∈F

(
G
(
Pfm
)
− H̃

(
Pfm
))
≥ rmax

m , ∀m ∈Mf . (16c)

To solve the optimization problem (16), the interior point
method is applied. To apply the interior point algorithm,
several available software can be used. In this paper, the CVX
solver is used [26].
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IV. COMPLEXITY DISCUSSION

In this section the complexity of solution algorithm and
receivers are investigated.

A. Complexity of the solution algorithm

As explained before, in order to solve the considered
optimization problem an iterative algorithm is utilized where
each iteration has two steps, the power allocation step and the
subcarrier allocation step. To solve the power allocation step,
interior point method is applied and its complexity order is
given by

O(

log(
Ψ

tµ
)

log(ξ)
), (17)

where Ψ represents the total number of the power allocation
problem constraints and in our work Ψ = 2F +Mf (1+NF ),
0 < ξ � 1 is the stopping criterion, t is the accuracy initial
point, and µ is used to update the accuracy of interior method
[30]. Moreover, the subcarrier allocation problem complexity
is related to the number of variables and constraints since the
NOMAD solver is used where the total number of variables
is equal to MfNF and the number of constraints of the sub-
carrier allocation problem is equal to F (1+N+NMf )+Mf

[27]- [29].

B. Complexity of the SIC based receiver

If we consider that NS subcarriers are assigned to a use, by
applying the minimum mean square error (MMSE) detector,
the complexity order of SIC receiver is approximately given
by O((L3 + 2L2)(NS)(L− 1)) [31].

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Here, the downlink radio RA optimization problem for the
proposed system model is investigated with numerical results.
The simulation parameters are supposed as: N = 32, L = 3,
pmax
0 = 42 dBm (total transmit power of the MBS), pmax

m = 23
dBm, ∀m ∈M/{0} (total transmit power of each SBS), N0 =
−174 dBm/Hz, and hfm,n = χfm,n(dfm)ψ where dfm is the
distance from user m to BS f , ψ = 2 is the path loss exponent
and χfm,n is an exponential random variable. Fig. 2 and Fig.
3 show the system sum rate versus the number of users and
the maximum total transmit power, respectively. As can be
seen, by using CoMP technology the system performance is
improved by approximately 16%. Moreover, Fig. 4 shows the
system sum rate versus the total transmit power for different
values of L. Clearly, can be seen that by increasing either the
total transmit power or the value of L, the system sum rate
increases.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we studied a downlink radio RA in PD-NOMA
based HCN system considering CoMP technology. The main
aim of the proposed RA optimization problem was maximizing
the system sum rate with maximum available transmit power,
minimum rate requirement for each user, and PD-NOMA
constraints. To solve the proposed RA optimization problem,
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Fig. 2. System sum rate versus the number of users (|F | = 5).
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Fig. 3. System sum rate versus the maximum transmit power (|F | = 5).

we used the DC approximation based iterative algorithm where
in each iteration, power and subcarrier are allocated separately.
As the simulation results show, CoMP technology can increase
the system sum rate by approximately 16%.
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ABSTRACT 

Innovative companies must continually weave together 

technology, design, marketing and other key specialties 

into whole products and technology platforms. 

Innovation management is about creating and managing 

all these links over time. Hybrid managers are technical 

decision-makers who can leverage both technology and 

business aspects to increase revenue and competitive 

advantage. Cloud Computing is essentially delivering 

internet-hosted services over the internet through 

various range of features such as processing, storage, 

and development platforms. Cloud computing, with an 

adoption rate of 89 percent as of 2016 in the UK alone, 

has matured and became increasingly involved in a 

large-scale of industries. This paper investigates the 

dissimilar organisational and technical effects of 

recently-developed cloud computing services, to 

support the decision-making procedure of the 

innovation management discipline. The study 

recommends a scalable framework for hybrid managers 

to effectively facilitate and utilize cloud computing 

techniques in managing innovation. The paper argues 

that adopting a similar framework would assist hybrid 

managers in simplifying decision-support processes, 

and increase the business value and competitive 

advantage amongst rivals with similar innovation 

management challenges.  

KEYWORDS 

Innovation, Cloud Computing, Hybrid Management, 

Information Systems, Decision-making, ICT. 

1 NTRODUCTION 

One of the key objectives of the MIS (Management 

Information Systems) industry, is to create hybrid 

managers. A Hybrid Manager can be defined as an 

organization-focused decision-maker, who is 

capable of leveraging information technology 

through both business and technical means, by 

effectively managing software-focused employees 

to gain competitive advantage and increase the 

business value of the organisation.  

Although accurate, this can be deemed as a long 

definition for a three-letter term. In a simplified 

manner, MIS is the desire to use technology to 

improve people's lives [2].     

One of the simple definitions of cloud computing, 

is the use of the internet to achieve computing 

services [3]. These services broadly vary in today’s 

ICT world, and the management of such services is 

becoming more complex which contradicts with the 

purpose of cloud computing to make the access to 

information and processing capabilities easier for 

companies and individuals [1]. As a result, hybrid 

managers are facing a challenge of weighing future 

costs of cloud computing against facilitating and 

expanding innovation activities within the 

organisation.  

Invention is the creation of novel and practical 

ideas, while innovation is the transformation of 

those ideas into a domain of features and benefits, 

which uses state-of-the-art technologies that solves 
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customers’ problems. According to most major 

industry-focused groups [4], Innovation is the 

lifeblood of all organisations. It enables 

organisations to adapt, survive and create, which 

leads to higher profits, stock values, and more jobs. 

On that note, many procedures and techniques have 

been developed to help managing innovation. 

However, it is argued that being innovative is not 

only about adapting to procedures, it is more about 

enforcing the interaction and the links between 

different departments in the organisation, such as 

purchasing, inventory, processing, R&D, 

procurement and distribution, which together leads 

to developing the final product and the supply chain 

process behind it.  

 

Innovation management is the ability to continually 

improve those parallel procedures by sustaining the 

company’s wide process under a coherent system. 

In other words, innovation management is a 

discipline that organises work to create and 

maintain the company-wide innovation system. As 

argued, innovation is not a single action, yet it is a 

total process of interconnected sub-processes [5].  

 

This paper explores the different organisational and 

technical effects of recently-developed cloud 

computing services, to support the decision-making 

process of the innovation management procedure. 

The paper focuses on the technological aspects of 

recent innovations, and the role of hybrid managers 

to effectively utilise cloud computing to transform 

invention into innovation. The project outlines a set 

of procedures for hybrid managers to adopt in a 

multi-disciplinary organisation in order to achieve 

a sustainable, economical and user-friendly cloud-

based innovation management.  

The paper respectively discusses a literature 

review; an unstructured analysis through case 

studies of the current affiliation between cloud 

computing and hybrid managers and their role in 

managing innovation. Furthermore, a semi-

structured analysis is conducted with reference to 

the impacts and challenges facing ICT decision-

makers when applying these aspects on the 

innovation management process. In addition, the 

paper conducts a cloud computing management 

analysis to investigate and test the appropriate 

techniques to potentially enhance the innovation 

management process of multi-disciplinary 

industries. In consequence, the paper introduces a 

scalable decision-support framework for hybrid 

managers. Finally, the paper recommends future 

research to persevere with the fast-paced ICT 

advancements, and mitigate future challenges 

facing hybrid managers. 

 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Over the past two decades or so, many papers and 

research projects have been published on the topics 

of innovation management, cloud computing and 

hybrid management. However, only few have 

connected the three areas together and investigated 

the impacts of utilising recently-developed cloud 

technologies by hybrid managers to assess potential 

benefits and limitations on the innovation decision-

making process. This section examines the recent 

literature that interrelates with the former three 

disciplines and connects the relevant topics to this 

paper.      

Innovation management was described in many 

contexts as a system composed of four development 

processes: New product development; new 

capabilities development; new strategy 

development; and new business development. All 

of which consists of sub-processes that, by 

interacting together, form the innovation 

management discipline. A study by Rutgers 

Business School argues that innovative companies 

engage all personnel in the previous departments in 

innovation by organising all the company's work 

into those four processes [4].  

In a 2018 paper submitted to the International 

Journal of Innovation Management, Tidd argues 

that the industry of innovation management has 

failed to take advantage of the vast reproduction of 

literature. This was justified given the insufficient 

coherence and lack of consistency in the relevant 

work and research [6]. The paper examined two 

cases of the current notions of innovation 

malpractices: Business model innovation, and 

Open innovation. These came as a result of bias 

viewpoints in adopting, and turning research and 

publications into contemporary conducts, which 
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according to the research have been enthusiastically 

followed by innovative organisations.  

Innovation management is not a simple task of 

combining business and management disciplines 

for the application of innovation. The process of 

managing innovation consists of numerous sub-

processes that arose from a growing domain of 

practices and knowledge [7]. This experience 

continues to grow, and is built from 

multidisciplinary fields such as product 

development, research and development, 

entrepreneurship and market experimentation.  

Through the previous two decades or so, most 

research conceded that a successful implementation 

of innovation requires taking into analysis various 

aspects across the organisation, which are not 

necessarily related directly to each other, such as 

creativity, marketing and finance. In addition, it 

requires involving all business and technical 

departments in the decision-making process even 

when tension occurs between different areas of the 

organisation [8]. The current understanding 

remains the same, however given the active and 

consistent advancements of disruptive technologies 

such as cloud computing, the innovation sub-

processes have become more mature and increased 

to an extent where could potentially make the 

innovation management process more challenging 

and complex for hybrid managers if not managed 

thoroughly. 

Many studies argued that the key challenges facing 

hybrid managers today when managing innovation 

revolve around their abilities to create, identify or 

exploit new opportunities [18]. This challenge is 

accompanied with the fact that most decision-

makers, particularly in the ICT industry, struggle 

when attempting to find new ways to serve existing 

markets through improving internal operations, 

creating new markets, and rethinking existing 

services through fulfilling current social needs.  

According to a 2017 study by Forbes [30], hybrid 

cloud computing adoption by innovative 

organisations has grown three times more than the 

last year across the US, Canada, UK, France, 

Germany, Brazil, and Australia. This rate was 

observed to be currently increasing from 19% to 

57%. Moreover, in a year’s time it has been 

estimated that leading names in the innovation 

market will outsource 80% of all ICT infrastructure 

and services to cloud platforms. Furthermore, the 

same study found that 73% of organisations 

surveyed will be utilising fully cloud-hosted SaaS 

solutions in the upcoming three years. However, it 

was pointed out that 49% of innovative firms are 

postponing major IaaS cloud deployment as a result 

of security concerns. 

Several papers have addressed the key challenges 

facing innovative firms nowadays when relying on 

cloud computing technologies in their management 

and operational processes. Accordingly, various 

risk analysis models were suggested to assist 

managers in making effective decisions regarding 

budget spending, ICT risk-taking, and future 

planning [31]. Nevertheless, it was noted that not 

enough literature was addressing this subject from 

the perspective of hybrid managers who acquire 

both technical and management expertise, and to a 

certain extent are deemed as best suited to manage 

high-end innovative projects [32].  

Other studies argued that the Internet of Things 

(IoT) forms a core target for innovation through the 

power of cloud computing [33]. This was justified 

due to the flexible and seamless methods in which 

IoT can embed into the cloud, which offers 

numerous opportunities for innovative companies 

and creative start-ups to exploit while supporting 

reliability and cutting upfront expenses. 

Nevertheless, the security aspect of information and 

infrastructure ownership forms one of the prime 

barriers against innovation in the previous context 

[34]. In addition to business challenges, several 

cloud management concerns were researched, 

which could potentially prevent innovation from 

succeeding in current competitive markets. These 

primarily includes availability and performance of 

service, data confidentiality and ownership, bugs 

and integration issues with large-scale distributed 

systems, scaling flexibility, and licensing of SaaS 

products.     

This paper explores the impacts of cloud computing 

on the key organisational factors influencing 
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innovation. The analysis is carried out by studying 

the core linkages and interrelated characteristics of 

innovation in accordance with the delivery criteria 

and deployment models of cloud services.  The 

following section analyses the high-level 

management concepts and models of cloud 

computing, prior to discussing the corresponding 

organizational characteristics leading to innovation, 

which takes place in section 4.              

3 CLOUD COMPUTING MANAGEMENT 

ANALYSIS 

 

The objective of this paper is to identify the key 

facilitating connections between cloud computing 

and innovation management, in order to simplify 

the decision making process for hybrid managers in 

different industries and networked organisations. 

While innovation management is a systematic 

process of managing interrelated and 

multidisciplinary sub-processes, cloud computing 

can play a significant role in improving the 

interaction between those sub-processes. This will 

be argued in relation to the scalable characteristics, 

deployment techniques, and service models of 

cloud computing. The following section outlines 

the key principles of cloud computing, prior to 

connecting the relevant aspects with innovation 

management.    

Some of the essential characteristics of cloud 

computing are rapid elasticity, resource pooling, 

broad network access, metered service, and on-

demand delivery of service. In our previous 

publication [16], we explored these characteristics 

in-depth, and identified the management challenges 

associated with each. In brief, cloud computing is 

built on the basis of delivering computing services 

from ICT providers to end-users, via a multi-tenant 

and self-service delivery model. Users will only pay 

per-usage, similarly to paying water and electricity 

bills. Users are to some extent able to provision the 

rented cloud infrastructure, and releasing it back to 

the provider as soon as it is no longer needed. As a 

result, the cloud provider runs an automated system 

which assigns new resources to new users 

accordingly.  

Cloud computing offers a wide range of services 

and features. These can be divided into three 

general models of software, platform and 

infrastructure, which are known as SaaS, IaaS, and 

PaaS respectively. The concept is to allow end-

users, of different workload sizes and types, to 

utilise either actual processing infrastructure from 

the cloud provider, or platforms to develop new 

applications using the cloud’s capability and 

resources, or simply accessing on-demand cloud-

based software.   

In relation to the previous cloud characteristics, the 

cloud resources appear to be unlimited to end-users. 

Those resources are automatically and elastically 

provisioned to users at any time and for any 

quantity. The fundamental aspect in this context is 

the rapid delivery and flexible management of those 

resources. This enables organisations to focus the 

company’s core competencies on efforts related to 

their innovative objectives, by utilising the cloud 

scalable ICT infrastructure instead of the 

conventional physical one, which shifts the 

company’s payable time from unnecessary tasks. 

This paper argues that these burdens can harm the 

innovation management process and complicates 

the internal communication channels between the 

company’s different departments.  

Cloud computing is deployed using four 

nonexclusive hosting approaches. These are 

private, community, public, and hybrid. Those 

models were discussed in-detail in our previous 

publication against the potential challenges in a 

domain of networked organizations. We argued that 

a hybrid deployment model is more suitable for 

science-focused firms when managing innovation 

[17]. While on the other hand, a private and 

community cloud models are more appropriate for 

specialist equipment suppliers, and scale-intensive 

firms. Furthermore, a public hosting approach was 

deemed as more effective for innovation decision-

making when adopted by supplier-dominated firms. 

The following section analyses the characteristics 

of innovative hybrid organisations against each 

cloud computing service characteristic. 
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4 CHARATERSTICS OF INNOVATION IN 

RELATION TO CLOUD COMPUTING 

SERVICE CRITERIA 

 

In this section the paper explores the characteristics 

of innovative hybrid organisations in relation to the 

current relevant cloud computing service concepts. 

As outlined earlier, managing innovation is not a 

correct science, and there is no right or wrong 

system or strategies to follow in order to guarantee 

the success of innovative ICT products [18]. We 

examine a collective set of real-life characteristics 

presented by previous research, in relation to the 

corresponding cloud computing aspects following a 

nonexclusive order of importance. The following 

represents various collection of ideas based on 

different organizational experiences and activities.  

Expansion Focus 

Innovative organisations are usually driven by an 

urge for growth in the market, increasing 

competitive advantage, and manage change in an 

effective fashion in response to rival firms in 

similar Industries. This often comes as a result of 

rising competitors who are often classified as 

market-disruptors [19].  

As previously stated, organisations were divided 

into three groups as follows: Family-oriented 

businesses; These are usually not looking to expand 

beyond their initially desired size and capability, 

therefore innovation and expansion is not often on 

the agenda given the limited resources and 

willingness to take risks. Another group represent 

firms that are built to exploit a specific opportunity 

in the market. As a consequence, innovation or 

expansion is also not essential to these companies 

work nature. On the other hand, the third group of 

organisations are those who are driven by a core 

requirement to grow in the market and increase 

business value. These firms can be classified as 

potential innovators.  

On that note, cloud computing can play a 

significant role in expanding the domain of 

innovator firms from the previous third group, to a 

wider scale that could potentially include the first 

and second groups as well. The argument relies on 

the scalable, pay-as-you-go, rapidly-provisioned 

and user-friendly features in which cloud 

computing could offer various types of 

organizations to facilitate technological innovation 

as a substitute to the conventional, and in some 

cases, unnecessarily-purchased ICT infrastructure.     

Application and Flexibility 

One of the key differences between invention and 

innovation, is that the latter requires a thorough 

coordinated activities to achieve a successful 

market opportunity [20]. This application is often 

designed and adopted by hybrid managers who are 

able to leverage digital advancements to increase 

revenue and competitive advantage in their 

industry. In order for the innovation coordinated 

activities to work, companies are forced to adapt to 

change swiftly, by altering the way their 

conventional operational and market lifecycle 

normally runs. In most industries, this is not a 

simple task to carry out given that management 

rigidity is a common factor shared by most 

incumbent firms.   

In the ICT domain, this creates an additional barrier 

where in most market cases, in order to achieve 

innovation, rapid changes to the company's ICT 

infrastructure is necessary, whether related to 

software, hosting, development, or even hardware 

manufacturing. According to recent case studies 

[21], over the last decade or so, cloud computing 

has been observed to offer the previous 

requirements through flexible service delivery 

techniques which allows different management-

level users, such as hybrid decision-makers and 

non-ICT experts, to make real-time changes to their 

ICT infrastructure for the purpose of adapting to 

significant and undisciplined market fluctuations.     

Technology Focus 

As discussed in the previous section, technology is 

an underlying assumption in the systematic process 

of innovation management. On this note, successful 

innovators must maintain a persistent commitment 

to ICT, regardless of the fluctuations in the market 

and their internal business.    
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It has been observed that organisations who shift 

the emphasis from technology to cost cutting 

strategies often fail as innovators. Successful cases 

of inventions were seen to occur when the 

environment is supported by sufficient 

technological advancements, which often allow the 

company to continue the development beyond the 

initial idea. On this ground, hybrid managers can 

utilise and profit from the unlimited-resource 

environments of cloud computing to facilitate their 

technological development strategies while 

undergoing new inventions. 

One current example of the above, is the AI-for-

Everybody initiative [22]. Currently, artificial 

intelligence advancements are being monopolized 

by leading ICT firms such as Amazon, Microsoft 

and Google. In particular, Amazon's AWS is 

acquiring the largest domain of cloud-based AI 

developments in today’s market. Nevertheless, 

cloud providers like Google and Microsoft are 

currently working on public AI development 

platforms, using PaaS technologies, to allow non-

expert users and industries such as energy, 

medicine, and manufacturing, to harness new 

business opportunities through artificial 

intelligence. Accordingly, Google has announced 

two new cloud-hosted public AI platforms, 

AutoML and TensorFlow.  

Moreover, Microsoft has teamed up with Amazon 

to release Gluon, which aims to simplify the 

process of building AI systems for all types of 

industries and users, and shift the AI development 

process to reach the same difficulty-level of 

building a simple mobile application. In summary, 

the previous section emphasises on the argument 

that once cloud computing releases the AI 

development technology for the public to use, the 

real AI revolution begins in various industries.  

Outward Looking 

According to the literature and background review, 

innovation only occurs when open and fast 

communication take place between all departments 

in the organisations. Current cloud computing 

project-management tools, provided by SaaS 

technologies, allow hybrid team leaders to enhance 

and reinforce these communication channels within 

the firm.  For example, Atlassian JIRA is currently 

considered one of the market-leading project 

management platforms, which is fully hosted and 

managed over the cloud. With the aim of reaching 

100,000,000 end-users by 2020 worldwide [23], 

Jira offers employees in large organisations a 

scalable and user-friendly environment to deliver 

innovative projects, which utilises project-

management processes via real-time, multi-user 

task-handling and communication features.  

Other examples of fully cloud-hosted platforms 

which supports a seamless communication between 

dissimilar departments in one organisation, are 

Google Docs, Microsoft 360 Office, and 

SalesForce. The aim is to prevent staff isolation 

within the firm by providing a real-time open 

communication platforms to support the innovation 

management process.    

Risk Taking 

ICT innovations are always accompanied with 

major risk. Hybrid managers have a crucial task of 

weighing the risks against the success probability 

and market potential to deliver new innovative 

products. The risk analysis task must be carried out 

thoroughly by measuring the extent of the risk, and 

balancing the cost across several projects in order 

to spread the losses in case of failed attempts to 

achieve innovation. It is often observed that 

innovative firms are those who are able to identify 

the right timing to take risks, in addition to 

accurately assessing the demand to minimise this 

risk when required.  

On this note, cloud providers offer a wide range of 

services that allow end users to perform roll-back 

functionalities even after utilising a cloud-hosted 

feature. For instance, users can self-manage cloud 

services without contacting the cloud provider 

when any issues occur that obstruct the innovation 

process. Accordingly, and as observed in recent 

case studies, this allows hybrid managers to take 

more risks while managing innovation, which as a 

result reduces the time and effort involved in the 

decision-making process, and increases revenue by 
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eliminating unnecessary management overheads 

which are often related to ICT.  

Over Capacity 

Most organisations tend to adopt resource-limiting 

strategies in order to prevent unnecessary expenses 

from spreading across the different departments of 

the organisation. This without a doubt forms a 

significant obstacle for innovation. It has been 

observed across several industries such as 

automobiles and ICT, that innovation occurs when 

employees are given an additional percentage on 

their salaries for their pet projects. This flexibility 

allows personnel to invent by thinking outside the 

box without worrying about the company's 

conventional regulations and market borderlines.  

In today’s market, many firms do not have the 

luxury to allow such freedom for R&D (research 

and development). Therefore, employees find it 

challenging to work on novel products and conduct 

risky market research. As a result, innovation 

management becomes more difficult for hybrid 

decision-makers when less flexibility in the 

research lifecycle is allowed.  

On this account, recent case studies have shown 

that cloud computing is an encouraging solution for 

managing the previous over-capacity concerns. 

According to IBM [24], various enterprise-level 

companies have recently benefited from adopting 

state-of-the-art cloud solutions across dissimilar 

industries. For example, recognizable brands such 

as 1800Flowers, Fleetcor, ShopDirect, Halliburton, 

Marriott and Anthem, have increased their pet 

projects R&D, by utilising the latest IBM cloud 

features like Cloud Object Storage, SAP, Storage-

as-a-service, Hybrid VMware, and IBM Connect. 

This resulted in extending those companies abilities 

to create and manage innovation, and expand to 

new industries by 76%. Moreover, those firms were 

recorded to establish new sources of profit by 71%, 

and support new markets by 69% [25].      

Internal Communication 

Tension between unrelated departments in the 

organisation has been observed to form a key 

barrier against innovation. To a certain extent, and 

for the sake of spreading ideas and sharing different 

viewpoints across the firm, this can be healthy if 

dealt with effectively by hybrid managers. For 

instance, organisations that relies on ICT for 

innovation, often struggle when dealing with 

intricacies of novel technologies, without first 

analysing market implications, demands, and 

potential applications of these ICTs.  As previously 

pointed out, these limitations can be alleviated if 

appropriate internal communication occur between 

all departments involved in the innovation 

management process.   

On this account, Real-time cloud-powered 

communication platforms through (SaaS) has been 

proven to grow businesses at a rate of three times of 

those utilising conventional on-premises 

communication solutions. It has also been shown to 

offer scalable integration abilities between legacy 

systems and off-premises ICT environments [26]. 

Few examples of these real-time cloud 

communication tools are Combat, which is a 

mobile-cloud-based communication service [27], 

Nexmo, Twilio, Skype for business, Speakap, 

Kandy, which enables independent software 

providers and solution integrators to seamlessly 

build and deploy enterprise-level communication 

channels [28].  

Wide-raging Capabilities 

As discussed previously in the core definition of 

innovation management, it is essential for hybrid 

managers who acquire more than one speciality, 

and are able to relate advances and functions from 

one field to another, to make effective decisions 

when dealing with experts from different 

departments. These personnel vary from 

accountants, marketers, R&D researchers, 

technologists, sales strategies, and product 

developers. On this note, making crucial decisions 

that combines technical aspects with commercial 

ones, forms a challenge against achieving 

successful innovation.  

According to a recent study by Microsoft [29], 

hybrid managers are currently empowered with 

various scalable cloud services, which assist them 
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in making crucial decision to improve the 

innovation process through methods like data 

mining, insights analytics, knowledge and 

cognitive analysis. This is achieved by utilising 

cloud computing (IaaS) processing power, which 

alleviates the need to rely on costly ICT third 

parties, thus reducing on-premises management 

overheads, and infrastructure administrative 

resources (e.g. system upgrades, security patching, 

cooling and heating).   

It is important to note that the above analysis is 

based on personal experiences which resulted from 

a set of views in a specific organisational context. 

This plays a significant role in the process of 

achieving and maintaining innovation through 

organisational experience. Accordingly, it is 

challenging for organizations to repeat the same 

scenario as this collection of views may be 

inappropriate for different circumstances in 

dissimilar industries, events, specialists, and time 

periods. Therefore, the previous discussion serves 

as a domain of ideas for reflection and reference. 

The following table illustrates the organisational 

characteristics of innovation in relation to the 

relevant cloud computing attributes, which acts as 

a potential factor for future market development 

and effective management. 

Table 1. Innovation characteristics in relation to the 

corresponding cloud computing service criteria 

Innovation 

Characteristic 

Corresponding Cloud 

Computing Taxonomy to 

Support Innovation 

Expansion 

Focus 

Rapid-provisioning of cloud 

resources, and on-demand self-

service. 

Application and 

Flexibility 

Rigid-free cloud computing 

platforms with real-time 

adaptability to change, and 

elastic inward and outward 

delivery. 

Technology 

Focus 

Cloud-based AI development 

environments via PaaS, for all 

industries in the public market 

to utilise (e.g. Auto-ML, 

TensorFlow, and Gluon). 

Outward 

Looking 

SaaS real-time open 

communication platforms to 

prevent isolation between 

internal departments and 

employees in the organisation 

(e.g. Jira, Google Docs, and 

Trello).  

Risk Taking Cloud computing metered pay-

as-you-go service, with roll-

back functionalities: This 

enables cloud provisioning 

without the need to contact the 

cloud provider, which acts as an 

incentive for hybrid managers 

to take more risks while 

managing innovation.  

Over Capacity Flexibility in corporate 

venturing through the power of 

cloud computing: This allows 

personnel to spend additional 

time and budget on R&D for 

pet projects. Recent case studies 

have shown that cloud 

technologies such as IBM’s 

SAP, Connect, and Hybrid 

VMware, has allowed various 

industries to expand to new 

markets and unlock new 

capabilities towards innovation.  

Internal 

Communication 

Real-time cloud-powered 

communication platforms 

through (SaaS): This allows 

hybrid managers to rapidly and 

seamlessly create 

communication channels 

between different departments 

and off or on-premises software 

via scalable cloud integration 

features (e.g. Kandy, Twilio, 

and Nexmo). 

Wide-ranging 

Capabilities 

Utilising cloud computing 

(IaaS) processing power in 
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making crucial decision on the 

innovation process through data 

mining, insights, knowledge 

and cognitive analysis. 

 

5 ANALYSIS OF CASE STUDIES  

 

Some of the key characteristics of cloud computing 

are resource pooling, user-friendly, self-service, 

broad user access over the network, on-demand, 

measured service, and rapid elasticity [13]. 

According to the case study analysis discussed next, 

the last two characteristics have been observed to 

positively impact ICT organisations in managing 

innovation. This is not only argued in response to 

increasing revenue, but also in simplifying the 

decision-making process and reducing time and 

effort involved when various departments and 

specialties in the organisation work in coherence to 

manage innovation.  

Case Study 1: DeepFakes 

One of the case studies of the heavy cloud 

computing involvement in innovation, is the current 

applications being developed to detect and prevent 

artificial intelligence-based systems to create fake 

news. These systems are usually politically-

motivated, or revenge-based, for the purpose of 

harming and ruining individuals’ reputations, or 

changing worldwide opinions through the internet. 

These events take place particularly during crucial 

social, economic, or political times such as voting, 

and other hidden motives. One of these platforms, 

which noticeably surfaced in 2017 is Deepfake. 

Deepfake is defined as an artificial intelligence 

human-learning image, video, and voice synthesis 

method, which utilizes automated techniques to 

associate and overlap existing videos, pictures and 

audio files, onto a new superimposed source file 

[9].   

These tools have been proven to successfully cause 

damage and effect audiences opinions through 

millions of geographically-targeted, and auto-

generated fake source-files over the internet [10]. It 

can be argued that without a scalable cloud-based 

processing power, it would have been impossible to 

create innovative systems to detect and prevent 

techniques such as Deepfake, and other similar ones 

like FakeApp and TensorFlow which all emerged 

in 2018. Nevertheless, market-leading ICT 

organisations have admitted to struggle to stop 

these fake content from spreading, or even detect 

them after spreading [11].  

Organisations like Youtube, DFyCat, Facebook, 

and Twitter are some of the names currently 

utilizing cloud-based technologies to detect, 

combat, and prevent Deepfake files from spreading 

on social platforms. This effort is particularly being 

developed using the cloud IaaS (Infrastructure as a 

Service) processing features [13]. This cloud 

service model enables these companies to run and 

test heavy and complex machine-learning 

algorithms to detect superimposed audio, images 

and video source files. However, even with cloud 

computing scalable processing power involved, the 

algorithms can still take hours, or days to detect the 

source files and then take them down. Furthermore, 

the algorithms are currently only applied to newly 

uploaded posts on social media. Therefore, 

Deepfake files that are already on social media 

platforms will have to be first reported, and then 

manually removed. Whereas, even with the cloud 

computing support, it is extremely difficult to run 

the AI detection algorithms on all content already 

uploaded on social media datacentres.   

Nevertheless, new AI algorithms are currently 

being developed by leading ICT organisations 

using cloud computing PaaS (Platform as a Service) 

features. Some of these algorithms will analyse a 

subject’s facial pulsives to detect fake internet files 

in a more comprehensive and time-effective 

manner [12]. For example, if the pulse in the cheeks 

does not match the heart rate in the neck, then this 

video could be fake. Another innovative approach 

currently being developed by the University of 

Albany, is analysing unrealistic eye blinking 

patterns. Another company, Truepic, which 

provides photo authentication services to online 

users, has announced adding big investments on 

cloud computing services to join the fight against 

fake internet content.  
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Case Study 2: Samsung’s AI Voice-Recognition, 

Bixby 

Another example of the substantial cloud 

computing involvement in managing innovation, is 

Samsung’s next generation voice-recognition, 

Bixby. This service is fully hosted over the cloud, 

and utilises IaaS processing power entirely for its 

application and AI learning algorithms [14]. The 

objective is to enable the machine to adapt and learn 

human needs from a large domain of user requests 

worldwide. The system achieves this by exploiting 

one of the key cloud computing characteristics 

discussed in the previous section, Resource 

Pooling.  According to Samsung's Executive Vice 

President, InJong Rhee, cloud computing is the 

number one factor behind the success of Bixby’s 

newly added features. These range from image 

recognition, language translation, executing touch 

commands, and the cloud-based user-learning over 

time. According to IJong, once any software 

becomes Bixby-enabled, the following 

characteristics have been achieved via the 

substantial support of cloud computing 

technologies: 

Context Awareness: With the support of cloud 

computing PaaS development of external parties, 

this means that the cloud-hosted voice-recognition 

service will be able to adapt to any continuous state 

of any bixby-enabled application. As a result, users 

are able to interact with these applications by 

simply sending voice requests from other 

applications running simultaneously. 

Task Completeness: The objective is to simplify the 

user-education process on the capability of the 

voice-recognition system. In essence, only few 

tasks of external applications are usually supported 

by voice-recognition systems. However, this cloud-

based service will utilise a conventional single 

interface for all Bixby-enabled applications. As a 

consequence, this will allow users to control all 

functionalities of the application by sending voice 

requests to achieve normal touch commands.   

Cognitive Tolerance: Many humans are 

cognitively-challenged to recall the same pattern of 

the voice request they used each time for the same 

objective. This fully cloud-deployed service will 

learn from repeated sets of unfixed forms of 

commands, stated by different users, and in relation 

to the corresponding applications. In this event, 

Bixby will automatically learn the application-

request behaviour and adjusts those commands in 

the future based on the user’s desire. Whereas, 

according to Samsung’s Executive Vice President, 

the majority of the current voice-recognition 

services depend upon users to say the same exact 

requests in a fixed pattern.  

One of the argued negatives of Bixby is that it 

currently does not work with all applications on the 

phone device. However, given the cloud computing 

PaaS wide range of services, Samsung will enable 

developers to build and run their own integration 

software to work with Bixby programming 

interfaces (APIs). As a result, Bixby will also 

employ this new knowledge in its core machine 

learning processes, thus further adapt to human 

needs over time [15].  

Additional Case Studies 

There is a wide variety of innovation case studies 

that can be mentioned in this context, which have 

been impacted by cloud computing throughout the 

hybrid management process. Some of which is the 

Internet-of-Things (IoT). Recent innovations in 

(IoT) has shown promising abilities in sectors like 

green energy analytics and sustainability 

intelligence. For example, recent studies have 

measured the amount of gas and electricity smart 

homes are able to save annually by utilising cloud 

power to analyse data in response to heating and 

cooling demands based on trends, temperature data, 

and smart meters. 

Another example of innovation through cloud 

computing is Blockchain. This movement has 

adopted decentralised cloud datacentres to perform 

heavy processing power through the cloud for 

various projects that require faster and more 

effective data analysis. Major cost cuts and 

simplified management efforts have been recorded 

as a result, which led to new innovative 

opportunities for other markets to exploit such as 
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Quantum Computing, Algorithmic Systems and 

others.  

Companies like Uber has primarily relied on cloud 

computing services in creating and sustaining a 

world-leading innovative mobile platform where 

individuals can locate, book, and track their taxi 

rides in real-time across a global footprint of 71 

countries [35]. It can be argued that without the 

utilisation of cloud datacentres through (IaaS) 

virtualisation, resource-pooling algorithms, and 

hybrid cloud bursting for load-balancing 

techniques, this system would have failed in its 

premature phases in the market.  

Nevertheless, it is noted that the complexity of the 

Uber innovation process would have turned into a 

very challenging one, and potentially would have 

failed due to increasing costs and reputation issues 

[36]. This was prevented due to the thorough and 

collective management activities of the Uber 

application process, which turns most of its features 

into automated ones, like signing-up as a new 

driver, signing-in as a passenger, writing reviews, 

filing a complaint, requesting refunds and so forth.         

The following table outlines each of the previous 

ICT innovation case study in connection to the 

corresponding cloud computing impact on the 

hybrid management process.  

6 DECISION-MAKING FRAMEWORK 

 

In this section we outline a decision-making 

framework for hybrid managers to utilise when 

adopting cloud computing services to manage 

innovation.  In a previous publication [37], we 

presented a decision-support system which 

evaluates the economic, sustainability, and 

management value of cloud computing by non-

experts across multidisciplinary industries.  

It can be argued that the key techniques for creating 

value through innovation is inspired by a collective 

set of organisational activities [6]. This paper 

suggests that these fundamental mechanisms are 

significantly interrelated with recent cloud 

computing advances. The following illustrates key 

considerations and abilities for hybrid managers to 

adopt and take into account when making decisions 

regarding the innovation process, through the help 

of cloud computing, in interdisciplinary industries:  

- The ability to identify cloud motives and drivers 

of change in relation to the relevant projects 

before committing to any contracts with the 

cloud provider.   

- The ability to thoroughly analyse exiting cloud 

maturity and ICT infrastructure already in use, 

which potentially cut costs by partially 

integrating on-premises services with new 

cloud services.  

- The ability to predict and analyse long-term 

cloud computing challenges and limitations in 

relation to the relevant areas of the innovation 

process.  

- The ability to simulate cloud demand patterns 

across both off-peak, and heavy service demand 

periods prior to committing to long-term 

contracts with the cloud provider. And in 

response, measure ICT budgets against future 

changes in the cloud cost, and alter the cloud 

contract with the provider according to relevant 

findings.    

Once the previous initial factors are achieved, 

hybrid managers can focus their organisation’s core 

competencies on the following considerations to 

ensure the successful implementation of 

innovation:    

- The ability to deliver novel services through 

faster and user-friendly processes, by 

understanding the advantages and 

disadvantages from favouring a certain cloud 

service models over the other. 

- The ability to master a complex task in which 

other rival firms struggle to adopt.  
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Table 2. Case studies summary of analysis: impact of cloud computing on the innovation process. 

 

Cast Study Overview Cloud Computing 

Effect on the 

Innovation Process 

Challenges facing the 

current Hybrid 

Management Process  

Current Development 

of Future Innovation  

Deepfake: The detection 

and prevention of the 

widespread of fake news 

via Deepfake source files 

on the Internet.  Youtube, 

DFyCat, Facebook, and 

Twitter are some of the 

organisations currently 

heavily utilizing cloud-

based technologies to 

detect, combat, and 

prevent Deepfake files 

from spreading on social 

platforms.  

IaaS (Infrastructure 

as a Service): Heavy 

cloud processing of 

complex machine-

learning algorithms 

through cloud 

technologies to 

detect superimposed 

audio, images and 

video source files. 

Even with cloud computing 

scalable processing power 

involved, the algorithm can 

still take hours, or days to 

detect the fake source files. 

In addition, the algorithm is 

currently only applied to 

newly uploaded posts on 

social media.  

New AI algorithms are 

currently being 

developed by leading 

ICT organisations using 

cloud computing PaaS 

(Platform as a Service) 

feature to analyse a 

subject’s facial pulsive 

and eye blinking patterns 

to detect fake internet 

files in a more 

comprehensive and time-

effective manner.  

Samsung’s AI Voice-

Recognition, Bixby: 

Market leading voice-

recognition system, with 

next generation features 

such as image 

recognition, language 

translation, executing 

touch commands, and 

cloud-based user-learning 

over time. 

IaaS deployment and 

processing of 

accumulated 

knowledge and user 

requests. The 

employment of 

resource pooling and 

rapid elasticity cloud 

characteristics which 

supports the machine 

learning process to 

further adapt to 

human needs. 

Heavy rivalry and market 

competition from other 

market-leading services such 

as Microsoft’s Cortana, 

Apple’s Siri, Google’s 

assistant, and Amazon’s 

Alexa. This prevented Bixby 

from conducting further 

testing on specific sub-

features on external 

applications, before 

releasing the first version of 

Bixby in March, 2017. 

PaaS utilisation by 

external organisations to 

develop customised 

integration between 

Bixby and other mobile 

applications. This 

enables Bixby to achieve 

key characteristics such 

as Cognitive Tolerance, 

Context Awareness, and 

Task Completeness.  

Internet of Things (IoF), 

Blockchain, and Uber. 

Studies have 

measured the amount 

of gas and electricity 

smart homes are able 

to save annually 

through (IoF) by 

utilising cloud power 

to analyse data in 

response to heating 

and cooling demands 

based on trends. 

Uber’s innovation 

management process is 

100% cloud-based, which 

adopts hybrid resource-

pooling algorithms in its 

operation. Yet challenges 

facing Uber currently 

revolve around reliability 

and availability of service, 

and licensing issues given 

that it operates across a 

global footprint of 71 

countries. 

Blockchain movement is 

currently applying fully 

decentralised datacentres 

with rapid processing 

power via (IaaS) 

techniques, which is 

expected to offer new 

innovative opportunities 

to other markets such as 

Quantum Computing and 

others. 
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- The ability to offer a unique service in which 

other rival firms require a costly license to 

utilise.  

- Expand the domain of competitive advantage 

attributes amongst rival organisations (e.g. 

focus more on the quality and choice rather than 

the product itself). 

- The ability to predict appropriate market 

timings when releasing new novel products.  

- The ability to make effective decisions on 

crucial new innovative projects, by recognising 

when to act as a fast-follower or a first-mover 

when releasing novel products to the market.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.  Cloud computing decision-making framework for hybrid 

managers to manage innovation. 

 

 

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

In this paper we explored the key facilitating 

connections, between cloud computing and 

innovation management, to simplify the decision 

making process for hybrid managers in different 

industries and networked organisations. 

The paper identified various organisational and 

technical effects of recently-developed cloud 

computing services, to support the decision-making 

procedures of the innovation management process. 

The analysis focused on the technological aspect of 

recent innovations, and the role of hybrid managers 

to effectively utilise cloud computing to transform 

invention into innovation. The project outlines a set 

of procedures for hybrid managers to adopt in a 

multi-disciplinary organisation, to achieve a 

sustainable, economical and user-friendly cloud-

based innovation management.  

In this paper we outlined a literature review which 

followed an unstructured analysis supported by 

case studies to demonstrate the role of cloud 

computing on recent innovations. The analysis 

highlighted the current affiliation between cloud 

computing and hybrid managers, and their role in 

managing innovation. Moreover, a semi-structured 

analysis was conducted with reference to the 

impacts and challenges facing ICT decision-makers 

when applying these aspects on the innovation 

management process. As a result, the paper carried 

out a cloud computing management analysis which 

investigated the appropriate techniques to 

potentially enhance the innovation process of multi-

disciplinary industries.  

The paper recommends future work on this topic 

which sheds light on industry-specific case studies 

where cloud computing played a significant role in 

the innovation management process. Future 

projects will focus on the hybrid decision-making 

characteristics of specific industries with 

innovation contribution, in order to persevere with 

the fast-paced ICT advancements, and mitigate 

future challenges facing hybrid managers. 
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ABSTRACT 
In the current era, big data have developed in many 

development areas of certain computing technologies. 

The big data analytics present broad range of benefits 

to the developing countries in e-commerce that can 

support and automate decision-making processes. Big 

data analytics have great business importance to 

markets. Searching, aggregating, and cross-referencing 

large data sets in real-time enables gaining valuable 

insights from the data. 

This paper presents a generic big data analytics 

framework for e-commerce in developing countries to 

gain the benefits of big data analytics and increase the 

commercial value in these markets. This generic 

framework shows how e-commerce can use big data 

analytics related to different factors such as security 

concerns, social, cultural legal environments, and 

personal privacy. Also, these factors emerge with smart 

environments and device technologies in order to 

sustain the e-commerce. The generic framework of 

using big data analytics in developing countries enables 

better data-driven decision making. Also this 

framework is presenting innovative uses of big data 

analytics to improve the main functions in e-commerce 

such as customer acquisition, customer retention, 

loyalty, trust and also supporting the supply chain 

management and decision making. 

KEYWORDS 

Big Data, E-commerce, HDFS (Hadoop Distributed 

File System), Map Reduce, IoT (Internet of things) 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Big data represent the information assets 

whose huge volume and high variation of data 

require the use of new technical architectures and 

analytical methods to gain insights and for 

deriving business value. Big data may include both 

structured and non-structured data that require 

highly-scalable storage architecture and new tools 

for processing these huge data. Big data analytics 

enhance the process of decision making. Big data 

have developed in many development areas of 

certain computing technologies such as Hadoop, 

Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), Map 

Reduce, streaming data and Internet of things 

(IOT).  

The increasing of using big data analytics in 

ecommerce increases globally.  Also, the next five 

years While will estimate increasing the amount 

and of big data as the growth of Internet of things 

(IOT) which generate a huge amount of data that 

need to analyze and evaluate to get new insights 

[1]. 

Moreover the use of social media to extract data 

about customers is growing which need the 

adoption of new analysis techniques [2]. Many 

companies updated its revenue models through the 

using mobile apps that can support the users [3]. 

Big data was defined as a phenomenon of the rapid 

expanding of the volume and the variety of sources 

of these data   by TechAmerica Foundation [4]. 

Also, by using smart phones, as mentioned in 

Ericsson mobility report which estimated that, the 

number of smart phone will increased from 2.7 

billion to 6.1 billion by 2020, that will grow the 

density of  using smart phones all over the world 

about five time [5].  

Thus the heterogeneity of data structured, semi 

structured and unstructured is the core dimension. 

By using big data analytics will produce the 

integration between the heterogeneous types of 

data [6]. 

There are many researches in the using of big data 

by markets for building various predictive models 

for developing countries markets. These predictive 

models have improved efficiency of many 

organizations through the use of big data analytics 

techniques.  

So that, in this paper the main contribution is to 

develop a generic big data analytics framework for 

e-commerce in developing countries to gain the 

benefits of using big data analytics in e-commerce 

and increase the commercial value in developing 

countries' markets. Before developing the generic 

framework there is a need to understand the using 

of big data analytics in developing countries, the 

benefits and challenges of using big data analytics 

in developing countries and the infrastructure of 

big data analytics.  
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2 USING BIG DATA ANALYTICS IN DEVELOPING 

COUNTRIES 

According to the increasing of using smart phones 

in the two decades, the complicity of analytics the 

universe data all around the word increased. Big 

data are described by as the increasing of the huge 

volume of structured and unstructured data. The 

number of big data is growing from billions to 

trillions of records. So these heterogeneous of 

petabytes of data with different characteristics and 

complex relationships collecting from billions of 

people need to analyze to gain the benefits [7].  

In developing countries there is a need to collect, 

match, understand and build relationships between 

these heterogeneous data from different data types 

and sources. In the marketing sector, the decision 

makers need to more accurate and timely data in 

order to don’t lose their market and open new 

market to increase the revenue. The big data are an 

opportunity for many organizations to increase 

sales and revenues. But to analyze the big data, the 

organization shell be provided with the right 

technology, analytics, communications, and 

deployment to all people. 

The using of big data analytics in marketing is 

increasing the effective ways in decision making 

tools. The ability of large scale of data from 

different resources is acquisitive different 

perspectives in marketing process. Some 

unimportant data can be combined with others to 

add value to this data and increase the usage of this 

information in the decision marketing through new 

insights in the existing markets and open new 

markets. Using big data in practice must take in 

account the extremely growth of the data from the 

social networks and the increasing of using smart 

phones and cloud computing. Moreover, the access 

to the big data analytics and techniques are easy, 

valuable, cheaper and broad. 

 

3 PREVIOUS STUDIES 

 

Big data are focusing on predictive analytics by 

using large scale data sets, more types of data and 

complex data models. So, big data analytics 

present new insights and more accurate decisions. 

Big data analytics also are very important from the 

perspective of customers' behavior and 

satisfaction. Therefore,   many studies are scoped 

on using big data analytics in studying the 

customers' preferences to increase the customers' 

base through new promoting strategies [8]. 

According to G. Ilieva et al  illustrated an e-

commerce  model  which contains five parts as 

following :  electronic  marketing,  payment ,

supply  chain,  infrastructure  and  management as 

seen in Figure 1. the proposed  e-commerce  model 

based  on big  data improve the values in the value  

chain  management  through the analysis of  the 

processes related to the company, consumer and  

competitors. This e-commerce model was applied 

on some cases and its results can be used as a 

guide for other researches in this field [9].   

 

Figure 1. E-commerce system model  
Adapted from" Ahmad  Ghandour, Big  Data  Driven  E-Commerce Architecture, 

International  Journal  of  Economics,  Commerce  and Management, United Kingdom, 

ISSN  2348  0386  Vol.  III, Issue 5, pp: 940-947, May 2015. 

 

Big data analytics can provide a wide space for 

some personalized marketing and specialized 

marketing. A company can locate new customers ' 

needs and interests by   providing useful insights 

of the products. Big data analytics enables 

customers to get customized products at 

competitive prices and increases sales 

opportunities.  

Also, Ahmad Ghandour introduces a reference 

architecture which consists of four building blocks 

as following: extract and collect, clean and 

transform, analyze, and decide and act. In the 

reference architecture depended on using APIs 

through web reference and analyzing by map 

reduce to reporting and notification the results as 

shown in Figure2.  Each customer is a specific 

case the optimum solution can be driven from this 

reference architecture [10].  
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  Figure 2. Reference architecture  
Adapted from "G. Ilieva, T. Yankova, and S. Klisarova, Big Data Based 

System Model of Electronic Commerce, Trakia Journal of Sciences, Vol. 

13, Suppl. 1, pp 407-413, 2015.  

According to Hasan Al-Sakran, who is 

demonstrated a negotiation system for sellers. This 

negotiation system analyzes different sources of 

data by using analytics tools based on rule-base 

through knowledge base and data warehousing to 

help seller agent for making decisions by 

analyzing results. This negotiation system for 

sellers depended on using the analytics tools 

through knowledge base and data warehouse form 

different resources of data e.g. web mining, social 

networks, internal and external databases and other 

sources in order to predict of seller negotiation as 

shown in Figure3. The role of big data in the 

negotiation system is to generate an advice on 

offers calculations, so these advices and results can 

assist the sellers to make a decision in accurate 

time [11]. 

 

Figure 3. Negotiation system for sellers  

Adapted from" Hasan Al-Sakran, B2C E-Commerce Fact-Based Negotiation 

Using Big Data Analytics and Agent-Based Technologies,  (IJACSA) 

International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications, Vol. 
5, No. 12, 2014. 

 

Moreover, Lee and Hsu presented a proposed 

methodology     by using some calculations of the 

relative elements to introduce and predict the 

buyer's negotiation strategy. This methodology can 

enhance the process of negotiation which decided 

by buyers by applying big analytics in the 

prediction of the negotiation strategy used by 

buyer [12].  

Thi and Liaw summarized the effects of applying 

big data analytics in e-commerce into two 

categories positive factors and negative factors. 

The positive factors of   applying big data 

analytics in e-commerce are information research, 

recommendation system, dynamic pricing and 

customer services. On the other side the negative 

factors of using big data analytics in e-commerce 

are privacy and data security. So these positive and 

negative factors of applying big data analytics in e-

commerce reflect on the customer responses like 

intention and behavior. Consequently, The 

proposed generic framework need to take into the 

account these positive and negative factors when 

applying big data analytics in the developing 

countries besides   social, legal, ethical, culture 

and commercial factors as shown in Figure 4. 

 

 Figure 4. Positive and negative effects of using big data 

analytics  
Adapted from" Thi Mai Le and Shu-Yi Liaw, Effects of Pros and Cons of Applying 

Big Data Analytics to Consumers’ Responses in an E-Commerce Context, Barbara 

Aquilani, 11 May 2017. 

 

As, Softserve US office mentioned that there are 

three basic elements of big data analytics. First, 

real time intelligence which helps for low latency 

and reliability, second business reporting for 

business users that is increasing data quality and 

service,  third data discovery through data 
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scientists and analysts for a huge amount of data 

for different sources that increases volume 

performance[14]. 

 There are many researchers demonstrated models, 

architectures, methodologies and system for the 

using of big data analytics in different aspects 

related to e-commerce as shown in table 1.  

 

Table 1. Comparative analysis of previous studies 

 
AUTHOR MOTIVATION CONTRIBUTION RESULT 

G. Ilieva et al proposed  e-

commerce  model 

based  on big  data 

improve the values 
in the value  chain  

management   

Illustrated an e-

commerce  

model 

used as a guide 

for other 

researches in 

this field 

Ahmad 

Ghandour 

using APIs 
through web 

reference and 

analyzing by map 

reduce 

introduces a 
reference 

architecture 

optimize 
solution can be 

driven from 

this reference 

architecture 

Hasan Al-

Sakran 

using analytics 

tools based on 
rule-base through 

knowledge base 

and data 

warehousing 

demonstrated a 

negotiation 
system for 

sellers 

help seller 

agent for 
making 

decisions by 

analyzing 

results. 

Lee and Hsu using some 

calculations of the 

relative elements 
to introduce and 

predict the buyer's 

negotiation 

strategy. 

presented a 

proposed 

methodology 

enhance the 

process of 

negotiation 
which decided 

by buyers 

Thi and Liaw Illustrating two 

categories positive 
factors and 

negative factors 

summarized the 

effects of 
applying big 

data analytics 

in e-commerce 

reflect on the 

customer 
responses like 

intention and 

behavior. 

Softserve US 

office 

 mentioned 
three basic 

elements of big 

data analytics 

help for low 
latency and 

reliability, 

increase data 
quality and 

volume 

performance 

 4 USING BIG DATA ANALYTICS IN E-COMMERCE  

The big data analytics are a new approach which 

has been used in marketing researches by the 

increasing the individual marketing and tailoring 

some products and services for customers 

segments. Also, the increasing of using the social 

networks to advertise many products and services 

and building a connection and interaction between 

customers to open new markets and reach to new 

customers. So, big-data analysis is a new approach 

for understanding social and economic processes. 

Big data analytics have a great importance for the 

markets of developing countries. Electronic 

commerce is one of the most encouraging and 

inspiring application areas of using big data 

analytics [15]. Applications of big data analytics 

are new insights for the future to transforming to 

new fields which lead to change some strategies 

for companies and persons. Also assist the idea of 

virtualization of some applications [16].Therefore, 

using big data analytics can gain large amounts of 

data provided through third platform including 

social networks and mobile applications to 

recognize the customer's preferences and 

behaviors [17]. 

There are many benefits of using big data to 

analyze markets and complexities that 

organizations need to consider. The amount of data 

are continuously increased in different forms 

structured, semi-structure, quesi-structure and 

unstructured, therefore this needs to complex 

processes by using big data analytics to reach 

useful and meaningful information. Most of These 

benefits are related to the customer such as 

improve customer experience, address compliance 

issues, gain new customer and open new markets 

in new countries. Also from the competitive 

perspective the using of big data analytics can 

Keep up with the competition, improved 

competitive positioning gain a competitive 

advantage and outpace the competition. The first 

challenge to any organization is to drive top-line 

revenue growth by increasing the sales and 

reducing the costs as shown in Figure 5.  

 

 
Figure 5. Benefits of using big data analytics 

Moreover, the big data analytics can assist to gain 

and discover new business opportunities in the 

current markets or the new markets like effective 

targeted marketing and selling campaign, increase 

quality, faster turnover, enhance brand, improve 

organization image and promote new products or 

services. 
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Many organizations invest in big data analytics 

approach, used to the huge volume of 

heterogeneous data. And there are a lot of success 

projects of big data all around the word. The 

organizations require true investments in the big 

data infrastructure to benefit of the volumes of 

heterogeneous data from multiple recourses to help 

the decision makers in the different areas. 

 

5 CHALLENGES OF USING BIG DATA 

ANALYTICS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES  

In the developing countries' markets, there are 

many challenges for applying big data analytics. 

First of these challenges is the volume of data 

which needs to generate, store and use. The data 

can be used in various channels which needs to 

different types of sources such as social networks, 

geographic information system, marketing based 

location using GPS, radio frequency data from 

different databases, data stores, data warehouses 

which needs to complex analysis by using 

techniques e.g. Map Reduce, Meta Data, NoSQL 

and Hadoop. 

In today‘s market, the main challenge faced 

developing countries, is the need to fast analyze of 

the required data in the right time. Also, there are 

many challenges such as security or compliance 

monitoring that is faced by big data analysts [18].  

On the other hand, in the digital word there is a 

need to better understanding of privacy, innovation 

and convenience [19]. 

 According to these challenges of integrating these 

structured and unstructured data types from 

different resources must be considerable. So, by 

map reduce many datasets collected from different 

markets and customers can match some 

phenomena and provide insights [20]. 

Therefore, there are many challenges of using big 

data analytics in developing countries such as: 

1-There is an amount of huge structured, semi 

structured and unstructured data. 

2- The rapid changing data that needs a real time 

analysis. 

3-The diversity of data from different resources 

needs to special integration and analysis tools. 

4-There is a challenge in gathering and 

interpretation of data. 

5-According to the varying quality of data, there is 

a challenge in transformation and trusting data. 

6-There is a big challenge in the developing 

countries to gain the cost efficiency and business 

value from using big data analytics.  

   

6 BIG DATA ANALYTICS INFRASTRUCTURE  

Big data also exceed the storage and processing 

capability of conventional IT infrastructure and 

software systems. It not only needs a highly-

scalable architecture for efficient storage, but also 

requires new and innovative technologies and 

methods for processing. These technologies 

typically make use of platforms such as distributed 

processing, massively-parallel processing, and 

machine learning. The emerging discipline of data 

science represents the synthesis of several existing 

disciplines, such as statistics, mathematics, data 

visualization, and computer science for big data 

analytics. 

Big data analytics consist of three processes first is 

collection of data, second is analysis of data, and 

finally dissemination and accessibility data. For 

applying each process truly we must build the 

infrastructure for each one. The increasing 

investments in ICT infrastructure which maximize 

the access of customers through internet-enabled 

devices e.g. smart phones and personal digital 

assistant (PDA).  

Creating a big data strategy requires Data for 

analytics typically comes from repositories such as 

enterprise data warehouses and data lakes. Big 

data analytics solution includes storage, Map 

Reduce technologies, and query technologies and 

sets up this technical infrastructure, including 

software e.g. Hadoop and scripting languages 

which is expensive. Hadoop and Map Reduce are 

technological elements that are popular for 

applying big data efforts. Map Reduce 

technologies enable the distribution of 

computation across multiple computer systems for 

parallel processing. Hadoop is an open-source 

software platform that makes multi-server 

processing possible to handle large volumes of 

data by using NoSQL database for storing, 

retrieving, and processing data. It also provides a 

user-friendly platform for analytics and reporting. 

Storage systems consist of multiple nodes 

collectively called clusters. Each cluster has 

processing capability and storage capacity. 

 

7 DEVELOPING A GENERIC BIG DATA 

ANALYTICS FRAMEWORK FOR E-COMMERCE 

IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

 

Using big data analytics in developing countries 

from some large, medium and small organizations 
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can add effective value through collect, store, 

analyze, use and share the huge amount of data in 

different business models in e-commerce. A new 

business models require linking new technological 

environments to business strategies to create and 

gain new insights and added value [21].  

The growth of computing technologies add in the 

using of big data analytics in marketing through 

internet of things (IoT), machine-to-machine 

(M2M), cloud computing and social networks. In 

developing countries, the increasing of using 

internet of things Radiofrequency identification 

tags, hadoop, and global positioning systems is a 

great value in marketing which enhancement 

supply chain management and customer 

relationship management. That can facilitate the 

better customer services, increase sales and 

revenues and reduce costs.  

The internet of things can be regarded as an 

evolution of using wireless networks through the 

connections multiple devices to each other and 

with the Internet. [22].  

 

In developing countries there are many challenges 

related to the 6Vs. Therefore, the big data need 

velocity, volume, value, variability, veracity and 

variety.  Big-data analysis has value when it is 

accurate, clean and up-to-date. Also the stages of 

big data analytics need more sophisticate 

processes, huge data sets, data mining, high-

quality computing and communications and expert 

systems. But in developing countries there are 

gaps in some of these technologies which are very 

critical for applying big data analytics and gain the 

value of using big data. By the other side, there are 

great concerns about privacy and security 

according to some society regulations and legal 

rules in developing countries. 

 

The objective of this paper is to present a generic 

big data analytics framework for E-commerce in 

developing countries. This generic framework 

shows how e-commerce can use big data analytics 

related to different factors such as security 

concerns, social, cultural legal environments, and 

personal privacy. Also, these factors emerge with 

smart environments and device technologies in 

order to sustain the e-commerce. So, this big data 

analytics framework will enhance all e-commerce 

activities e.g. marketing, payment, supply chain, 

decision making, client preferences, and 

personalization as seen in Figure 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Generic big data analytics framework for e-

commerce in developing countries 

 

The big data can drive new modes of competitions, 

innovation, productivity and growth value capture 

[23]. 

In addition to, the concept of big data analytics 

create innovation through the core business 

functions such as marketing, operations and 

production [24]. 

Promoting the idea of using big data technology in 

developing countries is particularly for markets. 

So, this paper develops a generic big data analytics 

framework for e-commerce in developing 

countries which includes four stages of applying 

big data analytics in developing countries. In 

addition to privacy, security issues, social 

regulations, legal rules and economic factors in 

these countries must be taken to gain and invest in 

big data analytics.  

Therefore, the using of Generic big data analytics 

framework for e-commerce will reflect on all 

marketing activities such as marketing, payment, 

supply chain, decision making, client preferences, 

and personalization according to the country 
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factors e.g. privacy, security issues, social 

regulations, legal rules, culture and economic 

factors. By applying this framework in developing 

countries can support decision makers and 

improve all e-commerce activities through the 

integration between the heterogeneous types of 

data. This generic framework presents a new 

opportunity for e-commerce environment by using 

big data analytics.  

 

8 APPLYING GENERIC BIG DATA ANALYTICS 

FRAMEWORK FOR E-COMMERCE IN EGYPT 

 

Through the global  competition, , there are a  lot  

of  companies promote  and  sell   products  and  

services online In Egypt. This is increase the 

importance of applying big data analytics for e-

commerce will reflect on the customer services. 

Many developing countries have accumulated a lot 

of useful data about their people, but have been 

reluctant. 

Currently ,  any  e-commerce  company  in Egypt 

can  take  competitive advantage  of  the  

characteristic of big data which are accessing from 

different  sources and is potential  of  large data  

volumes,  accessible  stored all of these 

heterogeneous, huge and complex data. Through 

the using of big data analytics techniques like map 

reduce to analysis these data taking in 

considerations countries factors such as security 

issues, social regulations- culture, legal rules and 

economic factors and technological issues. 

 

The company has huge data about its customers, 

suppliers and competitors. Through using machine 

learning in analyzing unstructured  comments  by  

customers  on  from  company’s social networks  

and transforming  into  valuable  information. 

Also, big volume of structured data stored in data 

sets, data warehouse and data lakes. Big data is 

using in predictive analysis to  provide  the  

required products  of  user  interest  and  customer  

satisfaction and  loyalty.  

 

By applying big data analytics in Egyptian 

economics will transform to personalization 

through customization and special offers with 

dynamic price through the right channel in the 

right time to provide consumer value and innovate 

new e-commerce marketing techniques. Also, 

Using big data analytics enhance and improve the 

management activities in addition to taking 

advantage of enhancing strategic and tactical 

decisions for online business development.   

E-commerce companies which is using big data 

analytics   will affect  their  main functional  

business  model  components including customer 

relationship management,  marketing,  pricing,  

and supply  chain  management. This framework 

can enhance the value chain management, increase 

sales by analyzing consumer behavior, intention, 

satisfaction, loyalty and repeated purchases, also 

improving all marketing activities e.g. payment, 

delivery, customer services.  

Therefore, this paper can demonstrate the 

efficiency of using the proposed generic 

framework in Egypt as following: 

• Present  accurate sales prediction and f 

• Improve customer services 

• Enhance customer relationship 

management 

• Gain customer satisfaction and loyalty 

• Improve supply chain management  

• Decrease costs and expenses 

• Analyze  competitors campaigns  

• Reduce pricing lists and present offer 

 

9 CONTRIBUTION 

By applying this generic big data analytics 

framework for E-commerce in developing 

countries will give accurate analysis at the right 

time that assist to take the right decisions for long 

and short periods. So using big data analytics can 

increase the competition with international 

organizations, reduce costs, reduce risks and best 

customer services. Also, taking into account the  

major  challenges  associated  with  big  data  are  

such as security, privacy, Storage space 

,compliance, sharing ,transfer ,analysis  and 

presentation customer's information. 

 

10 CONCLUSION 

 

The generic big data analytics framework for E-

commerce in developing countries can increase the 

adoption of using big data analytics for the large, 

medium and small business. And, there is a need 

to build a technological infrastructure in 

developing countries in order to facilitate the using 

of big data analytics in e-commerce. This will help 

the decision makers in developing countries 

markets to take measurable and meaningful 
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decisions based on facts and knowledge and 

accurate marketing predictions. 

This paper develops a generic big data analytics 

framework which includes four stages for applying 

big data analytics in developing countries which 

will enhance the whole e-commerce activities. 

  

11 FUTURE WORK 

 

The proposed generic big data analytics 

framework for E-commerce could be used in many 

markets segments in developing countries. This 

framework can support the decision makers and   

build efficient predictions from customers, 

competitors and business itself. This framework 

could, also, be adapted to support multiple gaps 

and challenges in using big data analytics.  

This generic framework needs to be tested and 

experimented on many numbers of electronic 

markets with different data types from different 

data sources by using different big data analytics 

techniques. 
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ABSTRACT

Currently, resource-constrained devices, which are
known as one of the Internet of things (IoT)
devices, have been widely used for healthcare
systems. Most healthcare systems store users’
health data, which is encrypted by ordinary
symmetric-key encryption and/or public-key en-
cryption schemes, in a (cloud) server. However,
the encrypted data needs to be decrypted for data
analysis, and it means that sensitive information
would be leaked to the server. One promising solu-
tion is to use fully homomorphic encryption (FHE),
which enables ones to perform any computation
among encrypted data while keeping it encrypted,
though FHE generally requires high computational
and communication costs in the theoretical sense.

In this paper, we investigate practical feasibility of
FHE in resource-constrained devices for healthcare
systems. First, we define a privacy-preserving pro-
tocol for healthcare systems, and implement it on
PC and Raspberry Pi by using a network simulator
to measure its communication overhead, computa-
tional cost, and energy consumption over wireless
body area network (WBAN). For this implementa-
tion, we suppose PC and Raspberry Pi as a cloud
server and a resource-constrained device such as a
smartphone or a wearable device, respectively. We
use two FHE libraries, HElib and SEAL, for the im-
plementation. Our result shows that the protocol
with SEAL is better than that with HElib in terms
of the communication overhead and energy con-
sumption in transmission. On the other hand, HE-
lib is better than SEAL regarding the running time,
while SEAL can perform more homomorphic op-
erations than HElib for the almost same plaintext-
size. Furthermore, the energy to execute each algo-

rithm in the libraries is very small compared to the
energy required in transmission. SEAL produces
smaller sizes of ciphertexts than HElib, and there-
fore consumes few energy consumptions. As a re-
sult, we observe that both HElib and SEAL would
be used on restricted resource devices, and in par-
ticular, SEAL would be more suitable for practical
use in resource-constrained devices from our anal-
ysis.

KEYWORDS

Fully homomorphic encryption, Healthcare sys-
tem, Implementation, Resource-constrained de-
vices, WBAN.

1 INTRODUCTION

Recently, the area of a resource-constrained
device has grown significantly supporting
wide range applications including medical and
healthcare systems, especially wearable de-
vices. Due to the cheap prices, wearable de-
vices have been widely used in our daily lives.
In particular, smartwatches are popular among
various wearable devices sold in the market.
Generally, people tend to use wearable de-
vices by placing the devices around (i.e., in-
side or outside) their bodies for monitoring
their health conditions. The popular wearable-
device applications use symmetric-key encryp-
tion and/or public-key encryption schemes to
encrypt the health data and store it in third-
party storage such as a cloud. In such a sys-
tem, the cloud sometimes needs to analyze the
data according to users’ request. To do so, the
cloud is allowed to decrypt the encrypted data,
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and thus can have access to the data. Further-
more, medical sensor devices or wearable de-
vices in healthcare systems usually exchange
the personal health record (PHR) among pa-
tients, caregivers, and physicians through a
cloud or a data server. This will result in in-
formation leakage issues as mentioned above.
Therefore, privacy-preserving is important in
healthcare systems.

One solution to solve the privacy-preserving
problem in healthcare systems is the usage
of homomorphic encryption (HE), especially
fully homomorphic encryption (FHE). HE al-
lows ones to perform algebraic operations over
encrypted data, and therefore a third party such
as a data server does not need to decrypt the en-
crypted data to perform the operation. On the
other hand, in general HE often requires ex-
pensive computation and large memory storage
due to its large ciphertexts. Due to the resource
limitations and constrained memories of wear-
able devices, it might be difficult to apply and
implement HE in wearable devices. There are
several researchers which tried to apply HE to
healthcare systems. In [1, 2, 3, 4], Kocabas et
al. proposed a general architecture for medical
cyber-physical systems (MCPSs). The archi-
tecture employed two schemes of HE: the Pail-
lier scheme [5] to compute the average heart
rate and the BGV scheme [6] from HElib li-
brary [7]) for the long QT syndrome detection.
Their results showed that they could retrieve
the average heart rate on the cloud nearly with
real-time response. However, their scheme ac-
tually required high computation and commu-
nication costs on both the user and the server
sides. Our work has been motivated by this
problem. In addition, Sun et al. [8] presented
similar results to Kocabas et al.’s one, however,
the difference between them is that for the un-
derlying FHE scheme, Kocabas et al. used the
HElib library while Sun et al. used Dowlin’s
scheme.

To the best of our knowledge, most previous
works only implemented HE on PC, not on
resource-restricted devices. Preuveneers and
Joosen [9] implemented FHE by using HE-
lib library on wearable devices for analyzing

diabetics and sharing data with physicians or
other caregivers (e.g. parents of diabetic chil-
dren). They concluded that they demonstrated
the practical feasibility of this solution, but it
was not so practical due to the resource limita-
tion.

There are two works [10, 11] which reported
the comparison of famous HE schemes. In
[10], Lepoint and Naehrig reported compari-
son results of the BGV and YASHE schemes.
After that, Costache and Smart [11] extended
the work [10] and showed comparable results
among four HE schemes, the FV, YASHE,
BGV, and NTRU schemes. They applied the
same API and the same optimization to the four
schemes and concluded that the BGV scheme
appears to be the most efficient for large plain-
text moduli, while the YASHE scheme seems
the most efficient for small plaintext moduli.
Note that the BGV scheme means HElib li-
brary, and the YASHE scheme means SEAL
library. However, to the best of our knowl-
edge, there is no research on estimating the
efficiency of HElib and SEAL libraries on
resource-constrained devices in a general set-
ting, by which our work is also motivated.

There are several works that reported energy
costs of cryptographic algorithms in resource-
constrained devices. They can be catego-
rized into two kinds: measuring the energy
consumption by using an event-driven sim-
ulation and measuring the energy consump-
tion by devices such as Oscilloscope and Pi-
coscope. In researches on the former [12,
13, 14], they measured the energy consump-
tion of AES, RSA, ECDSA, RC5, and RC6
by PowerTOSSIM. In researches on the lat-
ter [15, 16, 17, 18], they used Picoscope or
Oscilloscope to measure the energy consump-
tion of AES, ECDSA, RC5, DES, XTEA,
SHA2, and Keccak. All previous studies in
energy costs of cryptographic algorithms for
resource-constrained devices were done for the
lightweight cryptography or public-key cryp-
tography. To the best of our knowledge, there
is no work on energy costs of FHE in resource-
constrained devices. Our work is also moti-
vated by this problem.
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Specifically, the contribution of this paper is as
follows:

• This paper investigates the communi-
cation overhead of a certain privacy-
preserving protocol by using FHE for
healthcare system over WBAN. We im-
plement the protocol by using two FHE
libraries, HElib and SEAL, with a net-
work simulator to measure communica-
tion overhead over WBAN. Our result
shows that the protocol with SEAL is bet-
ter than that with HElib. In particular,
the former has almost the same commu-
nication overhead as the trivial protocol,
which is the same protocol without con-
sidering privacy (i.e., a protocol without
FHE).

• This paper evaluates efficiency of two
FHE libraries, HElib and SEAL, on a
resource-constrained device. We imple-
ment them on PC supposed to be a cloud
server, and Raspberry Pi supposed to
be a wearable device such as a smart-
phone or any resource-constrained device
over WBAN. Our result shows that HE-
lib is better in terms of running time than
SEAL, while SEAL can perform more ho-
momorphic operations than HElib for the
almost same plaintext size.

• This paper observes energy consumption
on Raspberry Pi, which is supposed to
be a wearable device or a smartphone
in our protocol. We investigate the en-
ergy required in transmission, the energy
for executing each algorithm and the total
amount of energy consumption obtained
by them. Our result shows that the en-
ergy for executing each algorithm is very
small compared to the energy required
in transmission. SEAL produces smaller
sizes of ciphertexts than HElib and it con-
sumes few energy consumptions, though
the massive energy is consumed in trans-
mission due to the large ciphertexts in
both HElib and SEAL.

As a result, both HElib and SEAL would

be used on restricted resource devices from
our analysis. In particular, SEAL would be
more suitable for practical use in resource-
constrained devices.
The primary version of this paper appeared in
[19], and this paper is an extended and full ver-
sion of it. The main difference between this pa-
per and the primary version [19] is that this pa-
per newly includes an analysis of energy con-
sumption for FHE in Section 6.

2 FULLY HOMOMORPHIC ENCRYP-
TION (FHE)

Homomorphic encryption (HE) is public-key
encryption that enables us to perform an arith-
metic or logical operation on ciphertexts with-
out decrypting it. Generally, a HE scheme
consists of four polynomial time algorithms:
KeyGen,Enc,Dec, and Eval. KeyGen
is a probabilistic algorithm for generating a
key-pair, a public key pk and a secret key
sk. Enc is an algorithm to encrypt a plain-
text m and to output a ciphertext c. Dec
is an algorithm to decrypt a ciphertext c
and to output the plaintext m. In fact,
KeyGen,Enc,Dec are the same as those in
the traditional public key encryption scheme,
however Eval is a special algorithm included
in a HE scheme. An evaluation algorithm
Eval takes two ciphertexts of two plaintexts
m1 and m2 respectively, and an operation ?
as input, and it outputs an evaluated ciphertext
c̃ := Evalpk(Encpk(m1),Encpk(m2), ?), which
satisfies Decsk(c̃) = m1 ? m2. HE can be cat-
egorized into three types with respect to the
number of allowed operations on the cipher-
texts as follows:

• In Partially Homomorphic Encryption
(PHE), Eval can perform only one type of
operation (e.g., either addition or multipli-
cation), though the number of operations
performed is unlimited. For instance, the
Paillier scheme [5] allows only addition
and was used in [4] to calculate the aver-
age heart rate on the cloud, while the RSA
scheme [20] allows only multiplication.

• In Somewhat Homomorphic Encryption
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(SHE), Eval can perform two kinds of
operations such as both addition and mul-
tiplication, though the number of one of
the two operations is limited. In the
BGN scheme [21], the number of al-
lowed addition-operations is unlimited,
while the multiplication operation is al-
lowed only one time.

• Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE)
was proposed by Gentry [22] in 2009
where Eval can perform any operations
(i.e., both addition and multiplication),
and the number of performed operations
is unlimited. It was constructed based
on ideal lattices and has a massive over-
head in computation and memory. FHE
has a lot of attractive applications, espe-
cially in cloud environments, and there-
fore a variety of FHE schemes have been
proposed after Gentry’s work. There are
mainly the following FHE schemes pro-
posed after Gentry’s work: Ideal lattice-
based FHE [22], FHE over integers [23,
24], FHE from the learning with er-
rors (LWE) assumption [25, 26], and
NTRU-like FHE [27, 28]. FHE from
LWE assumption is an important step to
a practical FHE, which first made by
Brakerski and Vaikuntanathan, and they
take the advantage of efficiency feature
of Ring-Learning with Errors (RLWE)
[25, 26]. Both LWE and RLWE prob-
lems are the assumed infeasibility prob-
lems, and the performance of the scheme
based on RLWE is better than that of
the scheme based on LWE. In particu-
lar, the most famous FHE libraries with
RLWE assumption are HElib and SEAL,
and they used the Brakerski-Gentry-
Vaikuntanathan (BGV) scheme [6] and
the Brakerski/Fan-Vercauteren scheme
(BFV) [29], respectively. Whenever a
homomorphic operation is applied, some
noise will be added into the ciphertext and
then the ciphertext-size increases. When
the noise grows over the limitation, the
decryption algorithm cannot correctly de-
crypt ciphertexts. To resolve this problem,

there is a bootstrapping function to reduce
the noise and get a fresh ciphertext from
the noisy ciphertext corresponding to the
same plaintext. The fresh ciphertext can
continue to allow us to apply a homomor-
phic operation until the noise is not over
the limitation.

In this paper, we focus on two well-known
FHE libraries, HElib and SEAL, which we
summarize in Table 1.
Firstly, HElib [7] is an open source library im-
plemented by Halevi and Shoup in 2014, which
is based on Brakerski-Gentry-Vaikuntanathan
(BGV) scheme [6]. Halevi and Shoup also ap-
plied several techniques: a ciphertext packing
proposed by Smart and Vercauteren [30], an
optimization for homomorphic evaluation pro-
posed by Gentry, Halevi, and Smart [31], and
noise management by bootstrapping [32]. This
library is written in C++ and has several pa-
rameters which effect to the performance and
security level, thus it seems to be difficult to
select the suitable parameters for non-experts.
Moreover, it requires two prerequisite libraries:
GNU Multiple Precision Arithmetic (GMP) li-
brary [33] and NTL mathematical library [34]
(version 10.0.0 or higher). However, it is a
low-level implementation, thereby it was ap-
plied in various areas. The current version is
1.3, which is available at GitHub [35].
Secondly, Simple Encrypted Arithmetic Li-
brary (SEAL) [36] was developed by Cryp-
tography Research Group at Microsoft Re-
search in 2015. It is based on Brakerski/Fan-
Vercauteren scheme (BFV) [29], and it is a
SHE scheme since bootstrapping is not yet
supported. The goal of this library is to be eas-
ily used by both crypto experts and non-experts
like in bioinformatics. Accordingly, there are
automatic parameter selection and noise esti-
mator tools for non-experts, and this library
does not require any external dependencies. It
is written in C++ and contains .NET wrappers
for the public API, thereby it can be compiled
on various platforms. The current version of
SEAL is 2.3.1. Although this version does not
provide bootstrapping, the developer encour-
ages to use parameter selection and noise esti-
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mator tools instead. It needs the Microsoft Re-
search License Agreement to use and be free
for the research purpose.

Table 1. The property of FHE libraries.

Name HElib [7] SEAL [36]
Base Scheme BGV [6] BFV [29]

Language C/C++ C++/.NET
Required GMP [33], No
Libraries NTL [34]

Bootstrapping Yes No

3 PRIVACY-PRESERVING PROTO-
COL FOR WEARABLE DEVICES IN
HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS

We assume that there is a user (e.g., a pa-
tient), a user’s smartphone, a cloud server, and
a caregiver (or a physician). In Fig. 1, the
green arrow means a secure wireless chan-
nel, and other arrows mean insecure chan-
nels, which can be wired or wireless chan-
nels. The red dotted square means a wireless
body area network (WBAN) following IEEE
802.15.6 [37]. A working group of IEEE de-
fines IEEE 802.15.6 that specifies the standard
for low-power and short-range wireless devices
on, in, or around human bodies, called WBAN.
This standard also means a wireless network of
wearable devices in healthcare systems. Cur-
rently, WBAN consists of one or more wire-
less medical sensor devices, and sink nodes
(i.e., gateway nodes). A sink node can be a
smartphone, a PC, or a high-performance sen-
sor node, however, it must be connected in a
wireless environment. WBAN in our protocol
consists of wearable devices and a smartphone
as a sink node which communicates through
Wi-Fi. Each wearable device may contain sin-
gle or multiple medical sensors depending on
its aim, however in this paper we assume there
are n sensor nodes SN1, . . . , SNn in total on
a user’s body. A cloud server stores the health
data and performs operations then sends the re-
sult back to a caregiver. Our protocol consists
of the following four phases:

1) Key generation: We omit this phase in
Fig. 1 for simplicity. At the first time of

using a wearable device, a user calls a key
generation algorithm KeyGen to gener-
ate a key-pair (pk, sk) through the wear-
able device’s application on the user’s
sink node (e.g., smartphone). The sink
node broadcasts pk to all devices over
WBAN and keeps sk. All devices in
WBAN obtain pk and store it in their
memory. In addition, the sink node
can send sk to a caregiver’s application
through a secure wireless channel. On the
other hand, a caregiver can call KeyGen
on behalf of a user through an applica-
tion on his/her PC, tablet or smartphone,
and the application can send sk to the sink
node through a secure wireless channel.

2) Encryption and transmission: When
each sensor SNi in a wearable device
reads the health data mi, it was encrypted
by the encryption algorithm Enc. We
write this operation as ci ← Encpk(mi).
In case that the size of ci is greater than
the maximum packet size,1 we divide the
ciphertext ci into k pieces for some k. We
write this operation as (c

(1)
i , . . . , c

(k)
i ) ←

Divide(ci,max), where max is the max-
imum packet size. The wearable device
stores the divided ciphertexts c(j)i in trans-
mission’s buffer, and transmits c(j)i in each
time slot. When the sink node receives
all c(j)i (1 ≤ j ≤ k), it reconstructs ci
from them. We write this operation as
ci ← Agg(c

(1)
i , . . . , c

(k)
i ). After that, the

sink node uploads the ciphertext ci to the
cloud server.

3) Homomorphic operation: A caregiver’s
request is denoted by f(), and we as-
sume that every f() is expressed by addi-
tion and/or multiplication operations. Af-
ter the cloud server receives the request
f(), it runs Eval and outputs the result-
ing ciphertext c̃ to the requester. The noise
in ciphertexts becomes to be large when-
ever Eval is applied. When the noise is

1We consider the maximum packet size based on
IEEE 802.15.6 [37].
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Figure 1. A privacy-preserving protocol for wearable devices in healthcare systems.

close to the limit, the cloud server needs to
perform bootstrapping to reduce the noise
and get a fresh ciphertext having the same
underlying plaintext. After applying the
bootstrapping, a fresh ciphertext allows us
to continue to perform homomorphic op-
erations if the noise is within the limita-
tion.

4) Decryption: A caregiver’s device de-
crypts the ciphertext c̃ by the decryp-
tion algorithm Dec using a secret key
sk. We write this operation as f(M) ←
Decsk(c̃), where M denotes the health
data stored in the cloud with the encrypted
form. The caregiver finally obtains the re-
sult f(M) for his/her request f() on the
data M .

4 ANALYSIS OF COMMUNICATION
OVERHEAD IN WBAN

In [38], it is stated: “The total number of pack-
ets are to be transferred or transmitted from one
node to another, which is known as the com-

munication overhead; It includes the overhead
of routing process, routing table and packet
preparation in a sensor node ”. This implies the
communication cost treated in [4], and it was
also mentioned that the communication over-
head was a concern in systems. Therefore, we
implement our protocol with a network simula-
tor to investigate the communication overhead
in WBAN on a PC with Intel Core i7 processor
running at 4.0 GHz and 32 GB of RAM where
it is running on Ubuntu 64-bit operating sys-
tem.

4.1 Experimental Setup

Xian et al. [39] presented the comparison of
several major wireless sensor network (WSN)
simulators. The results show that OMNET++
[40] is better than NS2 and OPNET in terms of
execution time and memory usage in simulat-
ing WSN. In addition, OMNET++ was widely
used in this research area. In 2007, Australia’s
Information and Communications Technology
Research Centre of Excellence (NICTA) pub-
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lished a simulator for WSN, WBAN, and more
generally for networks of low-power embed-
ded devices, which is called Castalia. It is
based on the OMNET++ platform with real-
istic node behaviors and Baseline MAC for
Body Area Networks (BAN), following IEEE
802.15.6. The WBAN testbed of Castalia
collected data from the real wearable sen-
sors on human bodies in daily life activi-
ties such as walking, running, jogging, and
sleeping. It is an open source and available
on GitHub [41]. Our experiment simulates
WBAN through OMNET++ version 4.6 and
Castalia version 3.3.

Table 2. Simulation parameters.

Parameters Value
Number of sensor nodes 6
Medium Access Control Baseline BAN MAC

protocol (MAC)
Read data interval 30s

Maximum packet size 2kb
Delayed limit 30s

Packet rate 5s
Simulation time 3600s

We simulate WBAN through OMNET++ and
Castalia with parameters in Table 2. Firstly, we
limit the number of sensor nodes to 6 nodes,
and assigned Medium Access Control proto-
col (MAC) is Baseline BAN MAC, which is
important for the node’s behavior. Generally,
medical sensor devices generate many small
packets in a short time interval, thereby we
suppose that each node reads sensitive data ev-
ery 30 seconds. If the node’s buffer is full,
it skips reading sensitive data and will read it
again in the next period. Moreover, we assume
that the maximum packet size is 2kb, and the
delay limit in transmission is 30 seconds be-
cause we assume each node reads the data ev-
ery 30 seconds. Each node sends a packet ev-
ery 5 seconds and limits our simulation time to
3600 seconds.
We implement our protocol with two FHE li-
braries (HElib and SEAL) and compare their
performance with NoEncrypt scheme. The
NoEncrypt scheme is a trivial protocol with-
out encryption, where all packets are trans-

mitted in cleartexts. One of the disadvan-
tages in HElib library is the parameter selec-
tion for non-experts because it has a lot of pa-
rameters and some parameters have a relation-
ship, however, the several appropriate param-
eters are suggested in [7]. Therefore, this im-
plementation uses their suggested parameters.
In contrast, SEAL has a tool for automatic pa-
rameter selection for non-experts: a user only
defines the plaintext-size (i.e., plaintext mod-
ulus in SEAL library) and runs an automatic
parameter selection tool. Our experiment as-
signs a security parameter to be 110-bit for all
libraries. It is known that the multiplication op-
eration causes a large noise to ciphertexts com-
pared to addition operation, a user cannot use a
multiplication operation if the plaintext-space
is not large enough. Therefore, our experi-
ment selects the minimum plaintext-size such
that a homomorphic operation for multiplica-
tions can be executed at least one time. Tak-
ing into the above conditions, we have selected
the following parameters: the plaintext-space
of HElib is GF(p) with p = 1693, that of SEAL
is GF(210) (i.e., its size is |GF (210)| = 1024).
This simulation assigns a sink node SN0,
and SN0 receives a packet from other nodes
SN1, SN2, ..., SNn every 5 seconds, where n
is the number of sensor nodes. We consider
four measurements to evaluate communication
overhead as follows:

1) What is the number of packets per cipher-
text?: This is evaluated as follows. Let
J be the number of ciphertexts by which
SN0 could reconstruct by receiving all
pieces of the ciphertext from some sen-
sor nodes, and we do not count ciphertexts
such that SN0 could not reconstruct them.
Suppose that such J ciphertexts are de-
noted by C(1), C(2), . . . , C(J) and that
j-th ciphertext C(j) (1 ≤ j ≤ J) was
divided into kj packets in transmission.
Then, we calculate the number of packets
per ciphertext by

∑J
j=1 kj/J .

2) What is the number of packets transmitted
from each sensor node?: This is evaluated
as follows. Let K be the amount number
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of packets which arrived at SN0 from I
sensor nodes in total minus one because
of fixed one sink node. Note that K in-
cludes a re-transmitted packet. Then, we
calculate the number of packets transmit-
ted from each sensor node by the average
K/I .

3) What is the number of delayed packets
from each sensor node?: We define that
a packet is delayed, if the time differ-
ence between the time when the packet
was created and the time when the packet
arrived at SN0 is more than 30 seconds.
This is reasonable in our simulation since
we assume each node reads data every 30
seconds.

4) How many times a packet was success-
fully transmitted?: This is investigated at
the MAC level. SN0 must receive all
packets from other nodes and aggregates
them to reconstruct a ciphertext ci. How-
ever, in the process of transmission, there
would be packet loss from some node,
and then the node must re-send such a
packet until SN0 will successfully receive
it. Moreover, if SN0 is in the collision
state, some packets must be re-sending
many times. By taking into account such a
situation, we count a number of times that
the packet was successfully transmitted,
namely a packet was successfully trans-
mitted in the first time (1st-try), a packet
was successfully transmitted in the second
time (2nd-try), ..., and a packet was suc-
cessfully transmitted in the sixth time or
more (6 or more tries).

4.2 Simulation Results

Firstly, we observe the number of packets per
ciphertext and the number of packets transmit-
ted from each sensor node in Table 3. It can
be seen that NoEncrypt method has only one
packet per ciphertext, however, our protocol
with HElib has the highest number of packets
per ciphertext, which means HElib library pro-
duces the largest ciphertext-size. In contrast,
the number of packets per ciphertext of our

protocol with SEAL is close to that of NoEn-
crypt scheme. The tendency of the number of
packets per ciphertext is the same as the num-
ber of packets transmitted from each sensor
node. The number of packets transmitted from
each sensor node of our protocol with HElib is
the highest, while that of SEAL is close to that
of NoEncrypt scheme.

Table 3. The number of packets per ciphertext and the
number of packets transmitted from each sensor node.

Name Packets/ciphertext Packets transmitted
NoEncrypt 1 120.02

HElib 80 9601.78
SEAL 17 2040.02

Table 4. The number of delayed packets from each sen-
sor node.

Name NoEncrypt HElib SEAL
SN1 0.0 7234.8 0.0
SN2 0.3 172.4 5.1
SN3 0.1 6206.8 1.7
SN4 0.4 7662.6 6.8
SN5 0.3 5761.6 6.0

Average 0.2 5407.6 3.9

Next, we investigate the number of delayed
packets from each sensor node in Table 4. It
can be seen that the number of delayed pack-
ets from each sensor node of our protocol with
HElib is enormously more than that of other
methods, and that of SEAL is close to that of
NoEncrypt. The number of delay packets in
SN1 of our protocol with SEAL and NoEn-
crypt scheme is 0, which means SN0 received
all packets from SN1.
Furthermore, we depict a number of times that
the packet was successfully transmitted in Fig.
2. The x-axis means the schemes, NoEncrypt
and our protocols with HElib and SEAL li-
braries. The y-axis means a number of times
that the packet was successfully transmitted by
expression with fractions of 1. It is clearly seen
that the result of our protocol with SEAL is al-
most the same as NoEncrypt scheme. More-
over, the packet was successfully transmitted
in the first time (1st-try) of NoEncrypt scheme
and our protocol with SEAL approximately
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Figure 2. A number of times that the packet was suc-
cessfully transmitted by expression with fractions of 1.

80%, while that of HElib approximately 70%.
This result corresponds to the result in Table 4.
As a result, our protocol with HElib produces
much communication overhead in WBAN. On
the other hand, our protocol with SEAL pro-
duces few communication overheads nearly
close to those of NoEncrypt scheme. There-
fore, we can conclude that our protocol with
SEAL is better in terms of communication
costs.

5 ANALYSIS OF EFFICIENCY FOR
FHE

In this section, we investigate the efficiency of
HElib and SEAL libraries. As explained in
Section 3, our protocol has three kinds of com-
ponents, wearable devices (for sensor nodes),
smartphone (for a sink node and a caregiver’s
device), and a cloud server. This experiment
uses a PC with Intel Core i7 processor running
at 4.0 GHz and 32 GB of RAM which is sup-
posed to be a cloud server, and a Raspberry
Pi Model B+ v1.2 with ARM11 at 700 MHz
and 512 MB SDRAM which is supposed to
be a wearable device or a smartphone. Nowa-
days, smartphones in the market have much
higher performance than this Raspberry Pi, and
we can expect that implementation results on a
smartphone would be much better than our im-
plementation results on this Raspberry Pi. In
addition, the hardware of this Raspberry Pi is
almost the same as those of cheap wearable de-
vices in the market, thereby this Raspberry Pi

can be used instead of implementation in wear-
able devices.

5.1 Experimental Setup

We export health data from the network simu-
lator in the previous experiment (see Section
4) and use it as the input in this experiment
as well. The previous experiment used the
minimum plaintext-space that can allow us to
perform homomorphic operations for both ad-
dition and multiplication. However, this ex-
periment observes the running time for com-
puting homomorphic operations and that for
computing bootstrapping, thus our experiment
should use the same plaintext-size for a fair
comparison. Therefore, this experiment uses
the plaintext-space GF(210) whose size is 1024
in SEAL library (the same as the previous ex-
periment in Section 4.1); and the size of the
plaintext-space of HElib must be a prime num-
ber (or a power of a prime), whereby we use
the size 1021 which is close to 1024.

Figure 3. The running time on PC (Milliseconds).

5.2 Comparison Results

Firstly, we observe the running time (in mil-
liseconds) in each algorithm of HElib and
SEAL libraries on the PC and Raspberry Pi,
and the results are summarized in Fig. 3 and
4, respectively. The x-axis means the algo-
rithms and the y-axis means the running time
in milliseconds. For readability, Fig. 3 and
4 limit the y-axis at 0.8 and 90 milliseconds,
respectively, and place the data labels at the
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Figure 4. The running time on Raspberry Pi (Millisec-
onds).

top of each algorithm whose running time ex-
ceeds the limitation. The exact running time
in each algorithm and that of bootstrapping are
provided in Appendix A. It can be seen that
HElib library is faster than SEAL library on
both platforms. We can explicitly observe that
the running time for performing a homomor-
phic operation for multiplication is much more
than that of a homomorphic operation for ad-
dition in each library. Additionally, Raspberry
Pi takes much more time than PC in every al-
gorithm, however, the running time of HElib
on Raspberry Pi is acceptable for the practical
use.

Figure 5. The ciphertext-size of HElib library be-
fore/after using bootstrapping (bytes).

Moreover, we investigate the ciphertext-size in
HElib library before/after using bootstrapping
on PC and Raspberry Pi, and the results are

summarized in Fig. 5. The x-axis means be-
fore/after using bootstrapping and the y-axis
means the ciphertext-size in bytes. Our re-
sults in Section 4.2 show that the large cipher-
texts lead to a high communication overhead.
The usage of bootstrapping can reduce the
ciphertext-size over 60% on both platforms.

Figure 6. The maximum number of allowed homomor-
phic operations.

Furthermore, we investigate the maximum
number up to which homomorphic operations
can apply, and the results are summarized in
Fig. 6. The x-axis means the plaintext-size
in each library and the y-axis means the maxi-
mum number of allowed homomorphic oper-
ations. For readability, Fig. 6 limits the y-
axis at 55 times and place the data labels at
the top of the SEAL having plaintext-size 1024
(SEAL-1024) that exceeds the limitation. Un-
der the condition that plaintext-size in each li-
brary is almost the same (i.e., 1021 in HElib,
and 1024 in SEAL), SEAL provides the larger
number up to which homomorphic operations
for addition or multiplication are allowed. In
particular, HElib cannot allow a homomorphic
operation for multiplication for the selected
plaintext-size. Afterward, we have increased
the size of plaintexts in HElib so that we can
apply a homomorphic operation for multipli-
cation at least one time, and the resulting size
of plaintexts in HElib is 1693.
As a result, HElib is better than SEAL in terms
of running time, while our protocol with SEAL
is better than our protocol with HElib in terms
of the communication overhead in WBAN. In
addition, SEAL can provide us the larger num-
ber up to which homomorphic operations are
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applied than HElib when we regard those as
SHE schemes. However, HElib provides boot-
strapping for refreshing the ciphertexts, and
hence we can continue to use homomorphic
operations.

6 ANALYSIS OF ENERGY CONSUMP-
TION FOR FHE

This section analyzes energy consumption for
two FHE libraries, HElib and SEAL, on Rasp-
berry Pi Model B+ v1.2 with ARM11 at 700
MHz and 512 MB SDRAM.

6.1 Experimental Setup

This experiment can be divided into two parts.
Firstly, the energy in transmission was investi-
gated by using the energy consumption model
in [41] through a network simulator with the
same parameter setting in Section 4.1. Sec-
ondly, the energy consumption of HElib and
SEAL libraries on Raspberry Pi was inves-
tigated by the setting in Fig. 7. For esti-
mating the energy consumption on Raspberry
Pi, this experiment uses a Teledyne LeCroy
HDO6104A high definition Oscilloscope and
uses the previous experiment setting in Section
5.1. The three algorithms were investigated
in terms of energy consumption on Raspberry
Pi, Key generation, Encryption and Decryption
algorithms which are executed on WBAN de-
vices in our protocol (see Fig. 1). To evalu-
ate the power consumption of each algorithm
in HElib and SEAL libraries, a 10 Ω resistor
was placed between the power supply (5V) and
the Raspberry Pi. Two channels of this Oscillo-
scope were used as follows: Channel 1 denoted
by CH1 in Fig. 7 was used for measuring the
voltage drop across the resistor, and Channel
2 denoted by CH2 in Fig. 7 was used to vi-
sualize the waveform when toggling the GPIO
pins. From Ohm’s Law, we have the power in
watts P = V 2/R, where V is the voltage con-
sumed during the execution of each algorithm
and R is a resistor in Ω. Then, we have the en-
ergy consumption in joules E = P ·T , where T
is the time in seconds. Therefore, this is writ-
ten as E = (V 2/10) · T in our setting.

Figure 7. The experimental setup of energy consump-
tion of HElib and SEAL libraries on Raspberry Pi.

6.2 Energy Consumption for FHE

Firstly, the energy required in transmission was
investigated and shown in Fig. 8. The x-axis
means NoEncrypt scheme, HElib and SEAL li-
braries, while the y-axis means the energy re-
quired in transmission (in millijoules), which
was calculated based on the total number of
bytes transmitted in Wi-Fi from SN1, ..., SNn.
Note that Fig. 8 limits the y-axis at 6.5 mil-
lijoules and places the data label at the top
of HElib library if it exceeds the limitation.
NoEncrypt scheme consumes the lowest en-
ergy 0.074 millijoules in transmission, while
HElib consumes the highest energy 12,154
millijoules in transmission. SEAL consumes
the energy 5.974 millijoules in transmission.
Hence, it is clearly observed that the tendency
of the energy consumed in transmission and the
communication costs in Section 4.2 are very
similar, because the energy required in trans-
mission relates to the ciphertext-size: A large
ciphertext is divided into many packets (pieces
of the ciphertext), and hence it will need high
energy for transmitting the whole ciphertext.

Figure 8. The energy in transmission (Millijoules).

Secondly, the energy consumption in each al-
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gorithm of HElib and SEAL libraries on Rasp-
berry Pi was investigated and shown in Fig. 9.
In Fig. 9, the x-axis means the algorithms,
and the y-axis means the energy consump-
tion (in millijoules) in the algorithms of HE-
lib and SEAL libraries on Raspberry Pi. HE-
lib consumes energy less than SEAL in every
algorithm, however, each algorithm of both li-
braries consumes energy at most 1 millijoules.
As mentioned in Section 6.1, the energy con-
sumption was calculated by E = (V 2/10) · T ,
thereby the algorithm which takes a long run-
ning time leads to high energy consumption.
The tendency of energy consumption in each
algorithm is similar to the running time shown
in Fig. 4.

Figure 9. The energy consumption in each algorithm of
HElib and SEAL libraries on Raspberry Pi (Millijoules).

In our protocol in Section 3, there are sen-
sor nodes SN1, ..., SNn and a sink node SN0

which could be wearable devices and a smart-
phone, respectively. The smartphone (i.e.,
SN0) will execute Key generation (KeyGen)
algorithm, and it will also execute Decryption
algorithm when a user or a caregiver retrieves
data through the smartphone application. The
wearable devices (i.e., SNi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n) will
execute Encryption algorithm. Hence, the total
amount of energy consumption in SN0 is eval-
uated as the total amount of the energy in boot
situation, the energy in executing Key gener-
ation algorithm, the energy required in trans-
mission and the energy in executing Decryp-
tion algorithm. On the other hand, the energy
consumption in each SNi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is eval-
uated as the total amount of the energy in boot

situation, the energy in executing Encryption
algorithm and the energy required in transmis-
sion. Note that the FAQ in the documentation
of Raspberry Pi [42] reported the average en-
ergy in boot situation for Model B+ v1.2 was
1.1 watts. The time for booting Raspberry Pi
depends on the SD card read/write speed (the
class of SD card). This experiment uses the
SD card class 10, thereby the time for boot-
ing needs approximately 15 seconds. For the
energy in boot situation in joules was calcu-
lated by E = P · T = 1.1 · 15 = 16.5
joules. Fig. 10 shows the total amount of
energy consumption at SN0 and SNn of HE-
lib and SEAL libraries on Raspberry Pi, where
SNn is selected as a representative of sensor
nodes. The x-axis means SN0 or SNn of HE-
lib or SEAL libraries, and the y-axis means the
total amount of energy consumption (in mil-
lijoules). The energy in the boot situation of
every node is 16,500 millijoules, thereby the
y-axis starts from 16,000 millijoules. It can
be seen that the energy in transmission in HE-
lib takes much energy consumption, therefore
this figure uses the large scale on the y-axis
and we cannot observe the energy in Encryp-
tion and KeyGen algorithms. The total amount
of energy consumption in each node of HElib
is 28.655 joules, and that of SEAL is 16.507
joules. Currently, a Lithium polymer battery
is widely used in wearable devices. The bat-
tery has energy approximately 0.90-2.63 mega-
joules and the typical energy of two AA batter-
ies is 18,720 joules, thus both HElib and SEAL
can be used in WBAN devices. In fact, the en-
ergy consumed in KeyGen and Decryption al-
gorithms at SN0, and the energy in Encryption
algorithm at SNn are less than 1 millijoules,
which implies negligible costs. The highest
energy consumption is used for the transmis-
sion in both libraries if we do not consider the
energy in boot situation, because every node
has the same initial values. As described ear-
lier, the energy in transmission depends on the
ciphertext-size, thereby HElib consumes the
energy much higher than SEAL.

We can observe that the energy for executing
each algorithm is very small compared to the
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Figure 10. The total amount of energy consumption at
SN0 and SNn (Millijoules).

energy in transmission, and also that the en-
ergy in transmission depends on the ciphertext-
size. SEAL produces smaller sizes of cipher-
texts than HElib, therefore it consumes few en-
ergy consumptions. The time complexity of
SEAL is close to that of HElib, thereby each
algorithm of SEAL consumes energy close to
HElib. As a result, both HElib and SEAL
can be used on restricted resource devices in a
general setting, and in particular, SEAL would
be more suitable for practical use in resource-
constrained devices.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper investigated practical feasibility
of FHE in resource-constrained devices for
healthcare systems. To do so, the privacy-
preserving protocol was defined and imple-
mented by using two FHE libraries, HElib and
SEAL, on Raspberry Pi and the network sim-
ulator, OMNET++ and Castalia, to measure
computational cost, communication overhead
and energy consumption in WBAN.
First, we investigated the communication over-
head of the privacy-preserving protocol by us-
ing the FHE libraries over WBAN. Our result
showed that the protocol with SEAL was better
than that with HElib.
Secondly, we evaluated efficiency of the FHE
libraries on a resource-constrained device. We
implemented them on PC supposed to be a
cloud server, and Raspberry Pi supposed to be
a wearable device such as a smartphone or any

resource-constrained device over WBAN. Our
result showed that HElib was better in terms of
running time than SEAL, while SEAL could
perform more homomorphic operations than
HElib for the almost same plaintext size.
Thirdly, we investigated energy consumption
on Raspberry Pi. Specifically, we investi-
gated the energy required in transmission, the
energy for executing each algorithm of the
FHE libraries and the total amount of energy
consumption obtained by them. Our result
showed that the energy for executing each al-
gorithm was very small compared to the en-
ergy required in transmission. SEAL produced
smaller sizes of ciphertexts than HElib, there-
fore it consumed few energy consumptions.
The massive energy was consumed in trans-
mission due to the large ciphertexts in both
HElib and SEAL.
Consequently, we observed that both HE-
lib and SEAL would be used on resource-
constrained devices in terms of computational
cost, communication overhead, and energy
consumption. In particular, SEAL would be
more suitable for practical use in resource-
constrained devices. As a future work, it would
be interesting to implement our protocol in real
devices and to observe the performance in a
real environment.
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Table 5. The running time on PC (ms).

HElib SEAL
KeyGen 0.760058 1.930100
Encryption 0.032094 2.342723
Decryption 0.013368 0.177101
Addition 0.000094 0.005329
Multiplication 0.066178 2.187750
Bootstrapping 85.323830 -

Table 6. The running time on Raspberry Pi (ms).

HElib SEAL
KeyGen 79.933075 181.319900
Encryption 2.084733 229.979548
Decryption 1.258043 46.673325
Addition 0.006370 0.920642
Multiplication 4.707492 480.622600
Bootstrapping 7,846.207000 -
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ABSTRACT

In recent years, technology combining IT with ex-
isting ones has attracted attention. In this labo-
ratory, we focused on hydroponic cultivation and
proposed a new hydroponic cultivation manage-
ment system combining hydroponic cultivation and
robot. This system is able to respond to various
situations by combining automatic control by robot
and remote operation of robot. In past research, we
have constructed a system that displays the inter-
face of the hydroponic culture management system
as an AR and manipulates it using Kinect. How-
ever, in this system there was a problem that Kinect
could only operate within the recognizable range.
On the other hand, in this research we propose to
use a device with a camera and a sensor attached to
the head mounted display.

KEYWORDS

AR,Interface,Head mounted display

1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, hydroponics has been receiving
attention as a new cultivation method [1]. Hy-
droponic culture is a cultivation method using
culture fluid instead of soil. There are various
cultivation methods from a method of cultivat-
ing a lot of crops on a large site to a device such
as a cultivation kit of home. Since hydropon-
ics can cultivate crops indoors, it is not affected
by natural disasters such as wind damage and
heavy rain, and has merits such as possible pro-
duction in urban areas. At present, automation
of hydroponic cultivation such as autonomous
hydroponic culture system etc. has been pro-
posed in this hydroponic culture [2]. In con-
trast, We have proposed a system that remotely
manages multiple farms using robots. The out-
line of the proposed system is shown in Fig.1,
it is possible to produce higher quality crops

by using the conventional method [3]-[6]. This
system consists of two modes. The first mode
is an automatic operation mode in which the
robot automatically circulates through farms
and manages crops. An image of the automatic
management mode is shown in Fig.2. The sec-
ond mode is a remote operation mode in which
the user manipulates the robot using the head
mounted display and manages detailed crops.
An image of the remote management mode is
shown in Fig.3. By using this system, both
efficient management by the automatic man-
agement mode and fine management based on
user’s knowledge and experience in the remote
management mode become possible. In addi-
tion, by using this system, it is possible to man-
age multiple robots by only one user, thus we
can reduce the labor cost per farm. In this re-
search, We construct the interface a part of the
proposed system. The interface can display the
farm map and the marker indicating the posi-
tion of the robot stereoscopically by using AR
and move the position of the marker so that the
robot on the farm can be moved to the posi-
tion of the marker on the map. In the previ-
ous research, We realized these using Kinect
Fig.4. Therefor, the range that can operate the
interface is limited to the front of Kinect, thus
it was difficult to fine-tune operations such as
rotation operation of the robot and fine adjust-
ment of the position. To solve these problems,
We propose a new method of using a device
equipped with a camera and a motion sensor
on a head mounted display. To realize that, it is
expected that the operation range will be wider
than that of conventional research, and more
detailed operation will be possible.
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Figure. 1. Overview of management system

Figure. 2. Image diagram of automatic management
mode

2 PROPOSED INTERFACE

2.1 Approach

In this research we propose to use a device with
a camera and a motion sensor mounted on a
head mount display instead of Kinect used in
previous research.

2.2 Device Construction

Fig.5. describes the hardware configuration.
Hardware consists of the following three parts.
(1)Oculus Rift, (2)Leap Motion Controller and
(3)ZED mini. First, We explain about Oculus
Rift. Oculus Rift is head-mounted display and
displays interface execution screen. Next, we
explain about Leap Motion Controller. Leap
Motion Controller is a motion sensor that uses
infrared and can recognize the motion of a hu-
man hand. At by using this sensor it becomes
possible to manipulate AR objects with bare
hands. Finally we explain ZED mini. ZED
mini is a Stereo camera. It can see the sur-

Figure. 3. Image diagram of remote management mode

Figure. 4. Execution screen of the conventional method

rounding scenery by outputting the image ob-
tained from this camera to the head mount dis-
play. Also, it can obtain the depth by using the
images obtained from the camera and realize
the AR.

2.3 Flow of Propose Method

The procedure of the proposed interface will be
described. The flow chart is shown in Figure
Fig.6.

2.3.1 Specification of the place to Drawing
3D objects

In this section, specification of the plane on
which AR is displayed. If there is an obsta-
cle near the place specified when displaying
the AR, the AR and the obstacle will inter-
fere and the AR can not be displayed correctly.
In order to prevent this, we need to determine
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Figure. 5. Device used in this research

whether there is an obstacle within the display
range of the AR after designating the location.
In this method, we detect the specified plane
and judge whether or not there is an obstacle by
judging whether the area of the plane is larger
than the display range of AR. Fig.7 (a) and (b)
show an example when judging the planar area.
When the plane has sufficient size, the planar
part is covered with the blue mesh as shown in
Fig.7(a). When the plane does not have suffi-
cient size, the plane part is covered with a red
mesh as shown in Fig.7(b). When it is judged
that the plane has sufficient area, it enables to
display AR.

2.3.2 Obtaining a current position of robot

In this example, we obtain the coordinates of
the robot in the farm. We communicates with
the robot on the farm side and acquires the self
position coordinates on the farm held by the
robot. After that, we reflect the acquired coor-
dinates on the icon on the interface. By doing
this, you can link the icon on the interface with
the actual robot’s coordinates.

2.3.3 Drawing 3D object

In this section, we draw 3D objects that make
up the interface, such as a farm map. First,
we draw a farm map 3D object on the spec-
ified plane. Next, we draw the 3D object of

Figure. 6. Device used in this research

(a) It has a enough area (b) It has not a enough area

Figure. 7. Comparison by plane area

the marker indicating the position of the robot
in the coordinates of the previously acquired
robot. Robot marker is show in Fig.8. Fig.9
shows the overall appearance of the last AR in-
terface drawn.

2.3.4 Manipulating robot marker

This section describes the operation of mark-
ers. To manipulate the marker, we use the joint
coordinates of the hand obtained from Leap
Motion attached to the head mounted display.
The two main operations required for this inter-
face are movement and rotation of the marker.
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Figure. 8. Robot marker

Figure. 9. Output interface

These two operations will be described in the
following sections.

2.3.5 Moving operation

This section describes the moving operation
of markers. First, the coordinates of the joint
of the hand are acquired using LeapMotion.
Fig.10 shows the joint points actually acquired.
Next, as shown in Fig.11, the coordinates
T (tx, ty, tz) of the tip of the thumb of the hand
and the coordinates F (fx, fy, fz) of the tip of
the index finger are acquired. Then, the dis-
tance dis between the two points is obtained
the equation (1).

dis =
√
(fx − tx)2 + (fy − ty)2 + (fz − tz)2

(1)
When the value of dis obtained is less than a
certain value, it is judged that the robot marker
is grabbed. By moving the hand while hold-
ing the robot marker, it is possible to move
the robot marker. In this state, the robot
marker can be moved by changing the coordi-
nate of the robot marker by the same amount as
the change amount of the hand’s coordinates.
When the distance of dis becomes equal to or
more than a certain value, a marker is set at
that position, and the coordinates are set as the
movement destination of the robot.

Figure. 10. Joint points

2.3.6 Rotateing operation

This section explains the rotation operation of
the marker. Rotate operation is done by chang-
ing the direction of the marker while hold-
ing the marker. In order to realize this op-
eration, it is necessary to calculate a change
in the orientation of the hand holding the
marker. Fig.12 shows the procedure for cal-
culating the change in the orientation of the
hand. First, as shown in Fig.12 (a), at time
t − 1, a three-dimensional vector α is calcu-
lated from the three-dimensional position co-
ordinate Hc at the center of the palm and the
three-dimensional position coordinate Ht at
the tip. Next, as shown in Fig.12 (b), at time
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Figure. 11. The coordinates of the tip of the thumb and
the tip of the forefinger

t, a three-dimensional vector α′ is calculated
from the three-dimensional position coordinate
H ′

c at the center of the palm and the three-
dimensional position coordinate H ′

t at the tip.
Finally, the three-dimensional vectors α and
α′ are mapped to the two-dimensional vectors
A and A′, and the rotation angle θ of the hand
is calculated using the equation (1).

θ = cos−1 A • A′

|A| • |A′|
(1)

Figure. 12. Calculation of hand rotation angle

2.3.7 Sending a robot move destination

Set the marker coordinates after the move op-
eration as the destination. Next, we convert the

set destination to the coordinates on the actual
farm. Then, we send the converted coordinates
to the farm side robot.

3 EVALUATION EXPERIMENT

3.1 Overview of Experiments

We conducted an experiment to compare the
conventional interface with the newly proposed
interface. First of all, ten subjects use a con-
ventional interface and a newly proposed in-
terface. After that, they evaluated following 4
items with 5-grade scores.
Q1. Was Interface always recognized the
user’s hand correctly?
Q2. Have you been able to grasp the AR object
naturally?
Q3. Have you been able to place the grabbed
AR object in an arbitrary place?
Q4. Have you been able to rotation operation?

Evaluation values are from 1 to 5 (1:“ Strongly
disagree, ”2:“ Disagree ”, 3:“ Neutral ”,
4:“ Agree ”, 5:“ Strongly agree ”).

3.2 Results

The experimental results are shown in Table 1.
This result shows average scores and standard
deviations. The average value of the proposed
interface is higher in all items than the conven-
tional interface. Also, all standard deviations
are smaller than 1.0.

Table. 1. Experimental results

Average score Standard deviation
No. Conventional Proposed Conventional Proposed
Q1 3.80 4.50 0.40 0.50
Q2 3.90 4.40 0.54 0.49
Q3 3.70 4.50 0.46 0.50
Q4 1.50 4.30 0.50 0.64

3.3 Discussion

Experimental results show that this interface is
superior to conventional interface in all items.
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Also, in the item of Q4, the average score of
the conventional interface is considerably low,
1.5. In this regard, Kinect, which was used
in the conventional interface, seems to have
failed to stably obtain the joint information of
the user’s hand during the rotation operation.
On the other hand, since the average score of
the proposed interface is 4.0 or more, it can be
seen that the rotation operation is possible. In
Q1 and Q2, the reason that the score is lower
than the other two items is that the position of
the hand tends to depart from the sensor when
performing these operations, so it is conceiv-
able that the accuracy of the sensor tends to
decrease.

4 CONCLUSION

The purpose of this research is improvement
of user interface in hydroponic management
managing system. This interface uses a head
mounted display equipped with a sensor and
a camera. By using this we can operate the
interface displayed in front of us. For opera-
tion of the interface, it uses the motion sensor
mounted on head mount display. As a result
of the evaluation experiment, the performance
of the proposed interface was improved com-
pared to the previous interface, and it turns out
that it was possible to perform even the rotation
operation.
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ABSTRACT

In recent years, robots that support the lives of
people are collectively referred to as life support
robots. This robot is required to perform vari-
ous tasks to support the human. Especially, ob-
jects recognition task is important when people re-
quest the robots to transport and rearrange objects.
We had proposed a method focusing on SHOT,
which is widely known in feature description of
3-dimensional objects. Because of SHOT being
expressed only in the local area, we focused on
the relationship between feature points and supple-
mented the weak point in SHOT feature matching.
However, in the previous study, we used SHOT for
feature description of shape information, so there
was a weak point that it is not robust to the change
of the texture of the target object. Therefore we
propose a robust method for texture change by us-
ing Color-SHOT for feature description.

KEYWORDS

Color-SHOT, List matching, Human Support Robot

1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there is concern about labor
shortage due to the declining birthrate and ag-
ing population. Under such circumstances, it
can be assumed that the number of elderly peo-
ple living alone will increase. Therefore, a
life support robot[1][2][3] that will help the el-
derly’s life even a little will become indispens-
able. This robot requires tasks to help elderly
people in various ways. In such circumstances,
I focused mainly on skills to recognize objects.
Especially, objects recognition task is impor-
tant when people request the robots to trans-
port and rearrange objects. We consider that
there are five necessary properties to recognize

Table. 1. Properties of the method in the previous re-
search and the proposed method

in domestic environment as follows.

1. Robustness against occlusion
2. Pose estimation with high accuracy
3. Coping with erroneous correspondences
4. Recognizing objects in a noisy environ-

ment
5. Recognizing objects which have same

shape but have different texture

Firstly, the robots need the robust recognition
for occlusion. Since it is common for objects to
be hidden by other objects in everyday life, Ro-
bustness to occlusion is necessary. Secondly,
the robots need to estimate a pose of a target
object with high accuracy to manipulate a tar-
get object. Thirdly, the robots need to cope
with erroneous correspondence to accurately
recognize objects which have the same feature
in a local region but which are not same.

Figure. 1. An example of objects which have same
shape but which have different texture
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For example, a cube and a rectangular they
both have same feature points in their ver-
tex, however aspect ratio is totally different.
Fourthly, a target object contains some noises
with high probability when recognizing from
cameras and sensors, so the robots need the ro-
bust recognition for noise. Finally, the robots
need to accurately recognize objects which
have same shape but which have different tex-
ture.
As a conventional object recognition method

using 3-dimensional information, we pro-
posed model-based recognition method ”3-
dimensional object recognition method using
SHOT and relationship of distances and an-
gle between feature points”[4]. The method
in the previous research used SHOT descrip-
tor as feature description [5]. SHOT descriptor
is expressed by a histogram with 352 dimen-
sions which is described by the relationships
between the reference point and surrounding
points. As above, SHOT enables highly accu-
rate pose estimation, and highly accurate ob-
ject recognition in noisy environment by high
dimensional feature description.
Furthermore, the method in the previous re-
search used some matched points by SHOT de-
scriptor as feature points. Then the the method
in the previous research generated a list by list-
ing relationships of distances and angles be-
tween feature points, and matches lists.The
reason for this is that the SHOT descriptor fo-
cuses only on the key points and the surround-
ing points and describes the feature amount, so
it is a feature amount description of only the
local region. Therefore, mismatching tends to
occur easily. In order to reduce it, we created a
list and matched the elements of the whole ob-
ject. Thereby, the the method in the previous
research could cope with erroneous correspon-
dences.

However, the method in the previous re-
search erroneously recognized objects which
have same shape but which have different tex-
tures. As shown in Fig.1, even if the objects are
completely the same shape, different objects
are erroneously recognized as the same object
by the method of the method in the previous

research. The reason for this is that method
in the previous research used only shape in-
formation for feature quantity description. Ta-
ble.1 shows properties of the method in SHOT,
Color-SHOT, the previous research and pro-
posed method. As we mentioned, the previ-
ous research was a method to compensate for
weakness of SHOT. Therefore they do not sat-
isfy all five properties. To satisfy all the prop-
erties for recognition, it is necessary to use not
only shape information of an object but also
texture information of an object. In this paper
we propose a method that satisfies five proper-
ties using color-SHOT for feature quantity de-
scription.

2 PROPOSED METHOD

2.1 Flow of The Proposed Method

In this section, we describe about an overview
of the proposed method based on its processing
flow as shown Fig.2.

Figure. 2. The flow of the proposed method
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2.2 Input Object Data

Firstly, the proposed method inputs target ob-
jects as a teaching data and a scene data as
shown Fig.3.

2.3 Color-SHOT Descriptor Extraction

In the proposed method, Color-SHOT[6] is
used for feature description. The Color-SHOT
is a famous as feature description can be de-
scribed in a very high dimension. Here, we de-
scribe how to describe feature quantities. First,
the key points of the feature to be described
are determined. A support sphere is defined
around the key point and the periphery of the
key point is defined as the inside of the sup-
port sphere as shown in Fig.4. Next, the inside
of the support sphere is divided into two in the
XY plane, the inside of the sphere is divided

(a) teaching
data

(b) scene data

Figure. 3. Overviews of the input data

Figure. 4. Extracting of Color-SHOT

0Source of Fig.4 :
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/221127673

into two in the center part, the periphery part is
divided into two parts, and the space is divided
into eight parts in total, divided into 32 parts.
An inner product between the normal of the
keypoint and the normal vector of each divided
space is calculated, and a histogram is gener-
ated for each of the 32 divided spaces, and the
elements of the histogram are feature amounts.
In other words, 32 histograms are generated for
each key point, and a specified number of bins
are generated in the histogram. This is done for
all point groups in the shape information, and
the feature amount of the shape information is
described. In addition, the feature amount is
described in the same way for texture informa-
tion (R, G, B). Convert all point clouds once to
RGB axes, and provide support spheres around
key points. Similarly to the shape information,
a space divided into two in the RG plane, a
sphere in which the inside of the sphere is di-
vided into a center part, into two parts in the
peripheral part, and further divided into eight
parts around the B axis, a total of 32 spaces can
be formed in the support sphere. Similarly, by
calculating the inner product and generating a
histogram, it is possible to describe the feature
quantity on the texture information. it means
that one key point has very high dimensional
shape information and texture information.

2.4 Corresponding Points Extraction

Since the described color shot feature amount
is a very high dimension, it can be said that it
is a very reliable coincidence point when fea-
ture quantity matching is performed. However,

(a) in the
teaching
data

(b) in the scene data

Figure. 5. Overviews of matched points
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in order to reduce misunderstanding as much
as possible, it was excluded from the key point
at the point that the difference between the first
node and the second node at the key point is not
more than a certain value. This is to give relia-
bility to the feature quantity at a certain point,
and if feature points having node differences
exceeding a certain value are matched, it can
be said that it is a very reliable key point.

2.5 List Generating

In the list generation process, the correspond-
ing points extracted in section 2.4 are used to
generate a list of distances and angles between
the points. At this time, the proposed method
extracts the combination of three points as
much as possible in the corresponding points.
We explain the procedure of creating a list by
using figures and tables. As an example, sup-
pose there are 8 matched points from a to f
by Color-SHOT matching. We make as many
combinations of three points as possible and
save the distance and angle between the points
as shown in the Fig.5. In this case, a, b, and
c are contained in the elements of the first list.
The length of ab and the length of ac, the angle

Table. 2. The LIST in the model

Table. 3. The LIST in the scene

Figure. 6. Illustration of the rigid registration

of ab and ac are stored in the Table.2 and Ta-
ble.3. In recognizing the object, the proposed
method is able to be less mismatching of list el-
ements since the lists we generated are includ-
ing all the corresponding points by matching
Color-SHOT descriptor, furthermore if there
is a point that is mismatched by Color-SHOT
matching, the proposed method is able to ex-
clude that point from matching targets due to
the difference in the three points relationship.

2.6 List Matching

In the list matching process, the proposed
method matches the list of the teaching data
and the list of the scene data. As shown in
Table.2 and Table.3, the lists have distances
and an angle as element. Then, the proposed
method matches between list number 1 of the
teaching data and all the lists of the scene data.
Furthermore, in the proposed method, the list
with the smallest difference of between the
sum of distance between point a and point b,
distance between point a and point c, and the
angle between ab and ac, which is less than the
threshold is subjected to matching.

2.7 Rigid Registration

To recognize the target object in the scene
data, the proposed method applies the rigid
registration to the teaching data[7]. Firstly,
the proposed method fits the teaching data to
the matched object in the scene by calculating
the optimum rotation matrix R and the trans-
lation vector t from associated corresponding
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Figure. 7. The result of the rigid registration

points. Secondly, the proposed method calcu-
lates a corresponding rate M between a teach-
ing data and the matched object by using

Score =
N∑
i=1

f(min{dist(ij)|1 ≤ j ≤ L})

f(x) =

{
1 (x ≤ thc)
0 (x > thc)

(1)

distij = ||pi − qi||

M =
score

L
× 100 (2)

Where, N is the number of points of the teach-
ing data. L is the number of points of the ob-
ject in the scene. pi is matched point of the fit-
ted teaching data. qi is matched point of the
matched object in the scene. The proposed
method counts a number of pi which are within
a threshold thc which is 1 [mm] of qi by the
Equ.(1) as a score. And then, the proposed
method calculates the corresponding rate M
based on the score by Equ.(2). Finally, the
proposed method calculates the corresponding
rate.

3 EXPERIMENT

In this section, to evaluate effectiveness of the
proposed method, we compare the proposed
method with the method in the previous re-
search about five properties mentioned in sec-
tion 1 as follows

1. Robustness against occlusion
2. Pose estimation with high accuracy
3. Coping with erroneous correspondences

(a) Con-
tainer

(b) Pack (c) Cup
Noodle

Figure. 8. 3-D Objects used for experiment

4. Recognizing objects in a noisy environ-
ment

5. Recognizing objects which have same
shape but have different texture

3.1 Object recognition in occlusion scene

In this experiment, we compared the proposed
method with the previous research to evaluate
about three properties as follows.

1. Robustness against occlusion
2. Pose estimation with high accuracy
3. Coping with erroneous correspondences

We use the actual object as recognition target
which is usually in domestic environment and
obtained the 3-dimensional data with Kinect[8]
as shown in Fig.8.
To generate occlusion scenes, we delete the 3-
dimensional object data from 3-directions (top,
bottom and right side) by 10% each of point
number of each 3-dimensional object data as
shown Fig.9.
To evaluate a pose estimation accuracy of a

target object, we use the corresponding rate M
between the target object fitted by using the op-
timum rotate matrix R and the translation vec-
tor t mentioned in the rigid registration process
(section 2.7). To calculate the corresponding
rate M as a pose estimation accuracy, we use
the Equ.(1) and (2) with thc which is 1 [mm].
In case that, the corresponding rate is high, that
means a method estimates the pose of a target
object with high accuracy. On the contrary, in
case that, the corresponding rate is zero, which
means a method mismatches the target object.
The reported processing time is obtained using
Intel(R) Core(TM) i5 3.1GHz with 8.0 GB of
main memory.
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(a) Occlusion
from top
side(10%)

(b) Occlusion
from top
side(40%)

(c) Occlusion
from top
side(70%)

(d) Occlusion
from bottom
side(10%)

(e) Occlusion
from bottom
side(40%)

(f) Occlusion
from bottom
side(70%)

(g) Occlusion
from right
side(10%)

(h) Occlusion
from right
side(40%)

(i) Occlusion
from right
side(70%)

Figure. 9. The examples of occlusion scene of the noo-
dle

Fig.10 shows the results of occlusion scenes
for the object in Fig.8. As shown Fig.10,
the proposed method is able to recognize ob-
jects nearly equal to the method in the previ-
ous research in occlusion scene. From this re-
sult, we consider that the proposed method has
the robustness against occlusions because the
proposed method is able to match the feature
points of the target object and the feature points
of unoccluded scene data by using the Color-
SHOT. In addition, we consider that the pro-
posed method is able to estimate a pose of a tar-

get object with high accuracy because the pro-
posed method uses is not only the correspond-
ing points but also relationships between cor-
responding points. Furthermore since it is rec-
ognized with high accuracy, it is able to cover
even when there is mis-matching, so we see
that the proposed method is able to cope with
erroneous correspondences.

(a) Corresponding rate of the container occluded from
the top side

(b) Corresponding rate of the object occluded from
the bottom side

(c) Corresponding rate of the container occluded from
the left side

Figure. 10. The result of the container occluded from 3
directions
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(a) Corresponding rate of the pack occluded from the
top side

(b) Corresponding rate of the pack occluded from the
bottom side

(c) Corresponding rate of the pack occluded from the
right side

Figure. 11. The result of the pack occluded from 3 di-
rections

3.2 Recognizing objects in a noisy environ-
ment

In this experiment, we compared the proposed
method with the method in the previous re-
search to evaluate about three properties as fol-
lows.

2. Pose estimation with high accuracy

3. Coping with erroneous correspondences

(a) Corresponding rate of the noodle occluded from
the top side

(b) Corresponding rate of the noodle occluded from
the bottom side

(c) Corresponding rate of the noodle occluded from
the right side

Figure. 12. The result of the noodle occluded from 3
directions

4. Recognizing objects in a noisy environ-
ment

We prepared the same objects in the first ex-
periment as shown Fig.8. To generate noisy
scenes, we added some Gaussian noise on the
scenes. Fig.13 shows the changing of the scene
data when we added noises. To evaluate a pose
estimation accuracy of a target object, we use
the corresponding rate M same as section 3.1.
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(a)
σ=1.0 ×
10−3

(b)
σ=3.0 ×
10−3

(c)
σ=5.0 ×
10−3

Figure. 13. The changing of the scene data when we
added noises

Fig.14 shows results about accuracy of the pro-
posed method and the method in the previous
research. As shown in the result, we consider
that the accuracy of the proposed method are
equal to or more than these of the method in
the previous research. It can be seen from the
Fig.14 that when the noise value exceeds a cer-
tain value, the proposed method can not rec-
ognize at all. When the value of ”σ” exceeds
1.0 × 10−3, it is conceivable that the reason
why the recognition accuracy suddenly low-
ers is that the point cloud contains too much
noise and matching by Color-SHOT has not
been made. From these results, we consider
that the proposed method has the robustness
against noises, because the proposed method
uses Color-SHOT to describe feature points,
Color-SHOT is hardly interfered with noises
due to the high dimensionality of Color-SHOT
feature quantities.

3.3 The experiment in recognition of ob-
jects which have same shape but have
different texture

In this experiment, we compared the proposed
method with the method in the previous re-
search to evaluate about the property as fol-
lows.

5. Recognizing objects which have same
shape but have different texture

Figure. 14. The result of the pose estimation in a noisy
environment

Figure. 15. The result of the noodle of the pose estima-
tion in a noisy environment

Figure. 16. The result of the pack of the pose estimation
in a noisy environment

We prepare two objects as shown in the Fig.17,
Fig.20 and Fig.23. They are exactly the same
shape, but are objects with different textures.
Fig.18, Fig.21 and Fig.24 show the result of
the previous research, and Fig.19, Fig.22 and
Fig.25 show the result of the proposed method.
In Fig.18, Fig.21 and Fig.24 since the shape in-
formation matches perfectly but texture infor-
mation is not considered, it is found that the
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same object is erroneously recognized. How-
ever, since shape information and texture infor-
mation are taken into consideration in Fig.19,
Fig.22 and Fig.25, we see that different ob-
jects are correctly recognized. In particular,
we believe that the fact that the texture infor-
mation is similar in Fig.25 can be recognized
correctly and that the significance of the pro-
posed method can be found.

4 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed the 3-dimensional
object recognition method which has five prop-
erties as follows using Color-SHOT and re-
lationships of distances and angles in feature
points for the human support robot.

1. Robustness against occlusion
2. Pose estimation with high accuracy
3. Coping with erroneous correspondences
4. Recognizing objects in a noisy environ-

ment
5. Recognizing objects which have same

shape but have different texture

In experiments about five properties, we saw
the proposed method is more effective than the
method in the previous research. Summarizing
the above, the proposed method extracts the
matching points using Color-SHOT, focuses
on the relationship between the corresponding
points, and finally uses the list to match. As

(a) blue pack (b) green pack

Figure. 17. Overviews of objects and 3-dimensional
data of Container in the experiment

Figure. 18. The result of the previous research

Figure. 19. The result of the proposed method

(a) Red pack (b) White pack

Figure. 20. Overviews of objects and 3-dimensional
data of objects in the experiment

a result, it becomes possible to recognize ob-
jects that could not be recognized by conven-
tional methods that have been used up to now
with high accuracy. Especially, it is difficult
to recognize an object having exactly the same
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Figure. 21. The result of the previous research

Figure. 22. The result of the proposed method

(a) Red pack (b) White pack

Figure. 23. Overviews of objects and 3-dimensional
data of objects in the experiment

shape and different texture, so the experiment
result has a big meaning. From now on, we
would like to actually implement the proposed
method on a robot and experiment in the living
environment.

Figure. 24. The result of the previous research

Figure. 25. The result of the proposed method
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